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Executive Summary

Overcoming the nadir that followed India’s nuclear test and the propensity  toward the safety of 

inaction within both governments, the United States and India have forged cooperation on a range 

of issues, from security to economic to climate change. Defense trade has grown from zero to 

more than $10 billion over the past de cade. The signing of the Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia- 

Pacific and Indian Ocean Region, the renewal of the Defense Cooperation Framework Agreement, 

and the U.S. rebalance to Asia and the Pacific all widen the aperture of possibility for increasing 

cooperation.

Bilateral ties have strengthened noticeably since the election of Prime Minister Narendra Modi in 

May 2014 and his subsequent emphasis on improving the relationship— albeit within some con-

straints. The relationship is also helped along by mutual concern over China. Nowhere has coop-

eration been greater than in the area of security cooperation. The question now is  whether the 

bureaucracy on both sides can take advantage of the opening quickly enough and thoroughly 

enough to make improved security relations endure.

The relationship has progressed furthest and created the most promise in defense trade, where it 

appears that the United States and India are on the cusp of signing foundational agreements that 

 will allow for India to access some of the United States’ most advanced technologies and facilitate 

cooperation during joint exercises and potential operations. The governments agreed to the text 

of the first of  these foundational agreements, the Logistics Exchange Memorandum of Agreement 

(LEMOA), in June 2016.

Despite  these impor tant achievements, many obstacles and logjams remain.  After 18 months, the 

reinvigorated Defense Trade and Technology Initiative continues to work on an expanding set of 

“pathfinder” proj ects, but pro gress is slow. Joint working groups on jet engines and aircraft carrier 

technology remain high in potential, though long term in nature. U.S.- India cooperation on 

Af ghan i stan is growing, but remains difficult  because of Pakistan’s concerns about its larger 

southeastern neighbor and, from the Indian perspective, U.S. engagement with Pakistan under-

mines the rationale for operational alignment. Delhi is also worried that a potential warming of 
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Executive SummaryvI

relations between the United States and China could quickly undercut Washington’s willingness 

to deepen its partnership with India. The win dow of opportunity in the U.S.- India relationship 

presented by the energy and focus of Prime Minister Modi may at some point narrow as his 

administration must address— and deliver—on a range of domestic priorities in advance of state 

and national elections.

Given the approaching end of the Obama administration and the “end of the honeymoon” for 

Prime Minister Modi, pro gress  will remain difficult. The next administration should not assume this 

relationship  will pro gress on its own. Developing a strong, positive personal relationship between 

the next U.S. president and Prime Minister Modi  will be critical to advancing bilateral interests, as 

 will proving to the United States and Indian bureaucracies that pro gress can be made, even if 

incrementally. Moreover,  there are so many lines of effort between the United States and India that 

security cooperation risks decelerating  under the weight of undue expectations. Prioritization of 

key initiatives is thus critical, particularly at the Joint Strategic Vision level.  Here are six must-do 

items for the next administration:

1. Hold a presidential meeting with Prime Minster Modi in the new administration’s first 100 

days in office (e.g., make clear the importance the United States continues to place on the 

security and economic relationship).

2. If not already concluded, complete the foundational agreements necessary to deepen 

defense interoperability and trade.

3. Establish a quadrilateral security dialogue involving the United States, India, Japan, and 

Australia.

4. Work with India to enhance its naval capabilities in the Indian Ocean to be on par with 

capabilities of the United States, beginning with maritime domain awareness.

5. Work with India to raise its maximum allowable foreign direct investment thresholds for the 

defense sector to 100  percent and widen the aperture for what qualifies as an offset.

6. Expand technology cooperation  under the Homeland Security Dialogue.

The remainder of our report provides an overview of how U.S. and Indian security interests are 

aligning and where gaps remain. It also provides insight into the areas of ongoing or pos si ble 

security cooperation that should be considered.

Chapter 1 provides background on the history and current state of the relationship and how the 

countries have arrived  here. Chapter 2 examines the regional perspectives and priority- drivers for 

Washington and Delhi. Chapter 3 considers cross- cutting functional areas of potential value to 

deepen the U.S.- India relationship. Included throughout are scenarios, offered by contributing 

authors, to highlight plausible situations where the Indian Armed Forces could be well served in 

carry ing out missions leveraging U.S. capabilities.  These scenarios are included to illustrate specific 

areas of cooperation that could be focus areas in the  future, based on realistic real- world situa-

tions that may arise. The final chapter of the report provides recommendations for the current and 

coming U.S. administrations while highlighting areas where India’s actions could create further 

opportunity of mutual benefit.
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Background

The history of the U.S.- India relationship includes many missed opportunities and misunderstand-

ings that have hindered attempts to improve relations between the world’s largest democracies. 

Despite recurring challenges to improved ties, the two countries have experienced moments of 

 great shared achievement and since the late 1990s have generally, if unevenly, professed a mutual 

interest in deepening cooperation.

Even as both countries pursued divergent worldviews throughout the Cold War— with India fo-

cused on the nonaligned movement and the United States on countering the Soviet Union— the 

two  were far from estranged. The United States quickly offered military support to India during the 

limited war with China in 1962.1  Until the 1970s, India was by far the largest beneficiary of U.S. 

foreign aid, particularly the “food for peace” program, which allowed developing nations to pur-

chase U.S. agricultural products at below market rates using local currency. The program was 

designed to encourage agricultural modernization and self- sufficiency, linking commitments of 

food aid to agricultural reforms.2 Over the same period, U.S. foundations led a collaboration 

between Indian and U.S. civil society institutions to bring the “green revolution” to India, making 

India largely self- sufficient in grain production.3

Security issues, however, often drove the United States and India apart. The United States saw 

India’s early insistence on nonalignment and its  later defense relationship with the Soviet Union 

as threats. India saw the U.S.- Pakistan partnership as well as the reopening of U.S. ties with 

China in the 1970s as equally threatening. Tensions peaked in 1971 when, during the civil war 

that resulted in the creation of Bangladesh, the United States deployed the aircraft carrier USS 

1.  Raju G. C. Thomas, “Security Relationships in Southern Asia: Differences in the Indian and American Perspectives,” 

Asian Survey 21, no. 7 (1981): 699.

2.  Kristin L. Ahlberg, “ ‘Machiavelli with a Heart’: The Johnson Administration’s Food for Peace Program in India, 

1965–1966,” Diplomatic History 31, no. 4 (2007): 665–701.

3.  Wolf Ladejinsky, “Ironies of India’s Green Revolution,” Foreign Affairs 48, no. 4 (1970): 758–768.
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Enterprise and its strike group to the Bay of Bengal to warn India against taking drastic action 

against Pakistan.4

During the 1980s, the United States and India once again found themselves on opposite sides of 

major events in South Asia. India’s support for the Soviet- imposed government in Af ghan i stan and 

U.S. support— through Pakistan—of rebel groups united only by their opposition to the Soviet 

occupation continued to reduce the mutual confidence of Indian and U.S. policymakers.5

India’s detonation of a nuclear device in 1974 put new constraints on the bilateral relationship. 

Nuclear issues— and in par tic u lar nonproliferation— dominated formal relations between the United 

States and India for the next 30 years.6 Further tests in 1998, combined with India’s formal entry 

into the group of nuclear- armed countries, brought more U.S. condemnation but also jolted 

security relations back to life by forcing the Clinton administration to make reengagement with 

India a priority. President Bill Clinton found a willing partner in the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) 

government of A. B. Vajpayee, and the intense dialogues between Deputy Secretary of State 

Strobe Talbott and India’s Minister of External Affairs Jaswant Singh led to the U.S. decision to 

support India’s position during the Kargil conflict and President Clinton’s visit to India in 2000.7

The India- U.S. relationship experienced something unpre ce dented in 2001, when a U.S. president 

who saw India as a priority was succeeded by another U.S. president who shared this view— while 

an Indian administration that welcomed stronger ties remained in power. President George W. 

Bush built on Clinton’s success by insisting on dealing with India as a rising power and not simply 

as one of two parties to the India- Pakistan conflict, an approach known as de- hyphenation.8 The 

Bush administration’s early focus on India was quickly rewarded, as India became one of the first 

nations to support U.S. plans to create a missile defense shield.9

The fruit of both sides’ willingness to rethink old assumptions about the relationship was the 

announcement in 2004 of the Next Steps in Strategic Partnership (NSSP), in which the two coun-

tries promised to expand cooperation on “civilian nuclear activities, civilian space programs, and 

high- technology trade” and to expand their dialogue on missile defense.10 The NSSP was quickly 

followed by the announcement of the governments’ intentions to work out a U.S.- India civilian 

nuclear deal  under which the United States agreed to help India build its civil nuclear program in 

return for India submitting most of its nuclear program to inspection by the International Atomic 

 4.  Gary Bass, The Blood Tele gram (New York: Random House, 2013).

 5.  Sumit Ganguly and Nicholas Howenstein, “India- Pakistan Rivalry in Af ghan i stan,” Journal of International Affairs 63, 

no. 1 (2010): 127; Rasul Bakhsh Rais, “Af ghan i stan and the Regional Powers,” Asian Survey 33, no. 9 (1993): 912–913.

 6.  Dan Twining, “US Engagement of India  After 1991: Transformation,” in The Engagement of India: Strategies and 

Responses, ed. Ian Hall (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2014), 19–37.

 7.  Strobe Talbott, Engaging India (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 2004).

 8.  Frank Carlucci et al., Taking Charge: A Bipartisan Report to the President Elect on Foreign Policy and National 

Security (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2000), 45–46.

 9.  Ashley J. Tellis, “The Evolution of U.S.- Indian Ties: Missile Defense in an Emerging Strategic Relationship,” Interna-

tional Security 30, no. 4 (2006): 113–151.

10.  “Statement on the Next Steps in Strategic Partnership with India,” Weekly Comp. Pres. Doc., January 12, 2004, 

https:// www . gpo . gov / fdsys / pkg / WCPD - 2004 - 01 - 19 / pdf / WCPD - 2004 - 01 - 19 - Pg61 - 2 . pdf.
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Energy Agency.11 The strategic significance of the nuclear deal was not lost on the American 

defense establishment. Defense companies  were quick to support the effort to open civilian 

nuclear trade with India, trusting that defense sales would soon follow. In fact, U.S. defense com-

panies became, in just 10 years, some of the top suppliers to India’s military, and India became one 

of the largest purchasers of U.S. defense articles.12

Yet even as the Bush administration was working to improve ties with India, it was also sowing the 

seeds of  future bilateral challenges. The invasion of Af ghan i stan necessitated a strong relationship 

between the United States and Pakistan on issues ranging from defeating the Taliban to counter-

terrorism to ground transportation routes. Between 2002 and 2015, the United States provided 

Pakistan more than $31 billion in aid and in military reimbursements meant to compensate it for 

military operations against the Taliban.13 The Congressional Research Ser vice noted in 2010 that 

while U.S. arms sales to Pakistan included “items useful for counterterrorism and counterinsur-

gency operations,” they also included “a number of “big ticket” platforms more suited to conven-

tional warfare.”14 For India,  these sales carried shades of the 1965 war, when Pakistan used U.S. 

weapons against India, and they put into doubt the United States’ long- term commitment to the 

strategic partnership with India.

The history of the relationship in the 10 years since the nuclear deal was announced defies easy 

characterization. On the one hand, the improvement in ties between 2004 and 2015 is marked, 

even spectacular. On the other, the relationship has not progressed to nearly the point its boosters 

hope for, and at times it seems to move two steps back for  every three steps forward.

The postlude to the nuclear deal is a case in point. The decision to sign the deal in 2005 and the 

subsequent submission of India’s “Nuclear Safeguards Agreement” to the International Atomic 

Energy Agency in 2008 nearly marked the end of then- prime minister Manmohan Singh’s po liti-

cal  career. His parliamentary majority depended on a group of small left- wing parties suspicious 

of any bargain with the United States. Claiming they had not been consulted in negotiations, 

they threatened to withdraw from the governing Congress Party– led co ali tion  unless the gov-

ernment gave up the deal. The leadership of Singh’s own Congress Party was itself never truly 

sold on the deal and was loath to sacrifice its parliamentary majority to defend it. Singh threat-

ened to resign before Congress called the Left’s bluff. Congress won a no- confidence vote in 

11.  Nicholas Burns, “Amer i ca’s Strategic Opportunity with India: The New U.S.- India Partnership,” Foreign Affairs 86, 

no. 6 (2007): 131–146.

12.  Stockholm International Peace Research Institute Arms Transfers Database, 2016, http:// armstrade . sipri . org 

/ armstrade / page / values . php.

13.  K. Alan Kronstadt and Susan Epstein, Direct Overt U.S. Aid Appropriations for and Military Reimbursements to 

Pakistan, FY2002– FY2016 (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Ser vice, 2015), https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row 

/ pakaid . pdf.

14.  K. Alan Kronstadt, Major U.S. Arms Sales and Grants to Pakistan Since 2001 (Washington, DC: Congressional 

Research Ser vice, 2015), https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row / pakarms . pdf; “Perrys for Pakistan: USS McInerney & the 

Alamgir Class,” Defense Industry Daily, March 28, 2011 http:// www . defenseindustrydaily . com / a - perry - for - pakistan - uss 

- mcinerney - 06197 / . Systems suitable for conventional warfare include the Perry- class missile frigate USS McInerney, 

which was retrofitted to improve its missile launching and anti- submarine capabilities. No terrorist group operating in 

South Asia is known to possess any naval capacity, not to mention the capability to conduct submarine warfare.
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Parliament on July 22, 2008, essentially a referendum on the deal, by a margin of only 19 votes 

(275–256).15

The no- confidence vote was not the end of the story. The agreement had an economic as well as a 

strategic rationale: it would allow international nuclear energy companies to do business in India, 

opening up a huge market for nuclear energy and allowing India to provide cheap, clean power to its 

millions of citizens without electricity. For international companies to enter India, however, India’s 

legislature had to pass a law governing liability in the case of a nuclear accident. The government did 

not introduce the legislation  until 2010, and even then it had an unpre ce dented clause stipulating 

that nuclear operators (i.e., the government) could seek recourse from nuclear suppliers when “the 

nuclear incident has resulted from the willful act or gross negligence” of the supplier.16 Since no other 

nuclear energy regime includes supplier liability, this clause alone could have kept nuclear suppliers 

out of India. Perhaps realizing its  mistake, the government attempted to soften the clause by specify-

ing that supplier liability had to appear in writing in the contract between operator and supplier.17 But 

the parliamentary opposition, led by the BJP, insisted not just that the original clause be restored but 

that it be strengthened. This time the government was not willing to risk a no- confidence vote.18

Arun Jaitley, the current finance minister and a BJP member, suggested a compromise that even-

tually appeared in the final text of the bill.19 When the dust settled, the relevant clause stipulated 

that the supplier face liability “where . . .  the nuclear incident has resulted as a consequence of an 

act of supplier [sic] or his employee, which includes supply of equipment or material with patent or 

latent defects or substandard ser vices.”20 Even this lower standard— which relies on legally hazy 

concepts such as “substandard services”— has so far kept foreign nuclear suppliers out of India.

The nuclear deal offers many lessons on how the history of U.S.- India bilateral relations affects 

their  future. Anti- Americanism remains a  viable and popu lar po liti cal position in India. When out of 

power, po liti cal parties often seek to mobilize public support against a government attempting to 

pursue pro- American policies.

Notwithstanding the fact that each major party in India has employed anti- American themes when 

out of power, the BJP  will typically have a greater natu ral scope for partnership with the United 

States. The party has historically been  free of the two major Congress tenets that act as obstacles 

to cooperation with the United States: “Nonalignment” on foreign policy and a commitment to 

15.  Karthika Sasikumar and Gilles Verniers, “The India- U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreement: Explaining the Conten-

tious Indian Debate,” Asian Survey 53, no. 4 (2013): 679–702.

16.  Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Bill, 2010, No. 19, chap. IV, http:// www . prsindia . org / uploads / media / Nuclear 

/ Civil%20Nuclear%20Liability%20Bill%202010 . pdf.

17.  Rajeev Deshpande, “Fudge to Help N- suppliers Caught in Time,” Times of India, August 20, 2010, http:// epaper 

. timesofindia . com / Repository / getFiles . asp ? Style=OliveXLib:LowLevelEntityToPrint _ TOI & Type=text / html & Locale
=english - skin - custom & Path=TOIPU / 2010 / 08 / 20 & ID=Ar00103.

18.  Matthias Williams, “ Women’s Quota Bill Spells Trou ble for Congress,”  Reuters, March 10, 2010, http:// in . reuters . com 

/ article / idINIndia - 46797620100310.

19.  ManojCG, “N- Bill: Jaitley Led Move from Fission to Fusion,” Financial Express, August 26, 2010, http:// archive 

. indianexpress . com / news / nbill - jaitley - led - move - from - fission - to - fusion / 672681 / 2.

20.  Civil Liability for Nuclear Damage Bill, chap. IV.
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“State- led Socialism” as an economic development strategy. Despite this favorable ideological 

position, as a member of the opposition the BJP was almost as vehement as the Left in opposing 

the liability law. Conversely, now that the BJP is in power the Congress Party may prove to be an 

obstacle to strengthening relations, hoping to score po liti cal points on the grounds that the gov-

ernment is selling out national sovereignty.21 Given  these constraints, no policy initiative is likely to 

move forward  unless it has the total support of key figures in the government.

Just as domestic issues and security at home tend to be priorities within the U.S. po liti cal system, 

relations with the United States (and foreign relations in general) are rarely at the top of Indian 

policymakers’ priority list, and they are generally seen as vote- neutral at best. In 2010, for example, 

the po liti cal capital that might have been spent on pushing through a reasonable nuclear liability 

law was spent on a bill setting a minimum quota for  women’s repre sen ta tion in legislative bodies.22 

For  future governments, distraction could come in the form of communal vio lence, rural distress, 

or corruption scandals— beyond the more predictable demands of 29 state legislative elections in 

 every five- year cycle.

The United States  will need to exercise strategic patience in its relations with India and recognize 

when Indian leaders are making heroic efforts, even if the outcome is disappointing. It is almost 

unimaginable that any U.S. president would stake his po liti cal  future on a demand that Congress 

passed an agreement with India— yet this is effectively what Prime Minister Singh did in the run-up 

to the 2008 no- confidence vote. The United States would also do well to use its soft power and 

prestige to directly engage India’s opposition and smaller parties on other impor tant initiatives.

Even as challenges remain and misunderstandings  will be inevitable between both countries, the 

past 70 years also provide reason for hope: despite the forces keeping them apart, India and the 

United States have never totally abandoned the idea of a closer partnership. They have pursued 

im mensely productive scientific cooperation, particularly in the field of agriculture, even when 

their governments  were barely on speaking terms. In the past, that cooperation was largely cen-

tered on feeding India, but as India becomes richer and more self- sufficient the two sides can 

turn to new and more strategic endeavors.

MODI’S ELECTION AND A CHANGING INDIA

In 2014, Narendra Modi led the BJP to a striking victory in the parliamentary elections. The BJP 

secured a single- party majority in India’s Lok Sabha (lower  house), the first time any party had 

achieved this status since the 1984 elections.23 Modi was determined that India would gain the 

influence to more actively shape the course of global events.

21.  Despite its opposition to the eventual text of the nuclear liability act, during President Barack Obama’s visit to India 

in 2015 Congress leaders told him that they would oppose any attempt by the Modi government to “tinker” with the 

act. “Our Deal, Once Thwarted by Opposition, Congress ‘Subtly’ Tells Obama,” Indian Express, January 27, 2015, 

http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - others / our - deal - once - thwarted - by - opposition - cong - subtly - tells - obama / .

22.  Williams, “ Women’s Quota Bill Spells Trou ble.”

23.  “Party- wise Repre sen ta tion of Members,” July 19, 2016, Parliament of India, Lok Sabha, http:// 164 . 100 . 47 . 192 
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BackgroundxII

Modi inspired excitement at home and abroad. His campaign generated optimism across India’s 

electorate that a government  under his leadership could reduce corruption, streamline bureau-

cracy, and improve standards of living. In addition, the BJP generally, and Modi in par tic u lar, 

brought a diff er ent sense of India’s role in the world. Modi has pushed for India to take a more 

active role in South Asia and neighboring regions, including East and Southeast Asia, the Gulf 

States, and the Indian Ocean littorals of East Africa.

Modi has also engaged in a multipronged effort  toward China. Seeking greater investment, as well 

as a more balanced trade relationship with China, Modi has actively promoted India as a trading 

partner and investment destination. He has also taken a firm line on Sino- Indian border disputes 

and has moved to increase India’s defense relationships with many countries in the region, includ-

ing Japan, Australia, and the United States.

Modi’s emergence as a strong leader, just as the United States was seeking to consolidate its 

strategy of rebalance to the Asia Pacific, gave the United States an opportunity to engage with a 

rising leader in India, and India an opportunity to reprioritize and rethink its engagement with the 

world. President Barack Obama continues a bipartisan run of three presidents who have seen India 

as key to U.S. strategy in Asia. The Obama administration has at times been frustrated with India’s 

seeming inability to follow through on its promises (as seen in the challenges with the civil nuclear 

deal), and multiple foreign policy crises throughout his administration have pushed India lower in 

priority than perhaps envisioned. Obama has built a strong relationship with Modi, however, and 

maintained a high tempo of engagements at the highest levels. As his administration has espoused 

the “rebalance” to Asia and taken note of growing Chinese capabilities and regional assertiveness, 

U.S. engagement with India has increasingly focused on the security aspects of the relationship— 

and India has responded with uncharacteristic warmth to this outreach.
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Interests and Outlook

The United States and India have historically held divergent positions on world affairs and policy-

makers in Washington and Delhi tended to view each other’s motives and objectives with suspi-

cion. The end of the Cold War resulted in small threads of cooperation throughout the 1990s. 

 These threads have in turn strengthened into significant ties during the first 15 years of the twenty- 

first  century.

Improvements have, in part, been driven by changing realities within India and within the United 

States. As noted in the Background chapter, Presidents Clinton, Bush, and Obama recognized the 

strategic importance of developing strong ties with India. That was one impor tant ele ment. Equally 

impor tant is the growing recognition within India of the potential benefits of a partnership with the 

United States— embodied by outreach to the United States by successive administrations  under 

Prime Ministers A. B. Vajpayee, Manmohan Singh, and Narendra Modi.

While well known to many policymakers and scholars focusing on the U.S.- India relationship, 

several trends impacting India’s interactions with the world are worth highlighting, including 

economics, foreign education, trade, and foreign workers.

One cannot consider the changing strategic outlook throughout the Asia Pacific without focusing 

on the changing relative influence of vari ous economies in the region. GDP growth for countries 

throughout Asia has been remarkable. Asia’s share of global GDP reached 47.93  percent in 2014. 

India’s economy reflects stronger growth over the past 25 years than most countries in the region. 

India’s GDP grew from $327 billion in 1990 to $2 trillion in 2014 and the country has emerged as 

the world’s ninth largest economy. In per capita terms, India’s 2014 per- person GDP was $1,581, 

nearly five times what it was in 1990 ($375.2). India’s economic growth coincides with the growth 

of India’s connections to the global economy. World Bank data from 2014 shows that foreign trade 

accounts for 48.7  percent of India’s economy. India has also become an increasingly attractive 

destination for foreign direct investment, with net inflows to India standing at $33.8 billion in 2014.

Strategic alignment is not solely based on economics, however. India has other deep ties to for-

eign countries, and in par tic u lar the United States. Since 2000, nearly 100,000 Indians have 
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studied in the United States each year. In most years, India was  either the largest or second largest 

source for foreign students studying in the United States. The United States draws nearly half of all 

Indian students studying abroad each year. Citizens from India received over one million H-1B visas 

to work at U.S. firms over the past 15 years. Lastly, nearly 460,000 Indians became U.S. citizens 

between 2002 and 2011.

Prime Minister Modi has made engaging the Indian diaspora—in the United States and throughout 

the world— a key part of his foreign outreach. During his visits to the United States in 2014 

and 2015, he held  giant rallies for the diaspora in New York and Silicon Valley. Press accounts of 

the events described them as akin to rock concerts or po liti cal rallies, rather than the staid events 

typically associated with the visit of a foreign leader.

While the Indian diaspora community in the United States is largely well educated and well em-

ployed, this is not universally true for India’s diaspora. In par tic u lar, 7 million Indians live and work 

in the  Middle East, many of them employed as guest- workers in menial jobs. This creates a diff er-

ent set of issues for India to manage as it looks to the  Middle East— also a major source of invest-

ment into India and the origin of much of India’s imported oil and gas.

In all, Indian government statistics indicate over 21 million Indians work abroad each year. Living 

and working in diverse parts of the world,  these millions of individuals are likely to bring back to 

India diverse views and experiences.1 In addition, the number of Indians taking short trips abroad, 

for work or business, has grown in recent de cades, from 1.94 million trips in 1991 to 18.33 million 

trips in 2014. Although 18 million foreign trips represent a very small percentage of India’s overall 

population journeying outside the country, the growing numbers indicate a population whose 

exposure to foreign perspectives  will rapidly expand.

Taken together, Indians working, studying, or traveling abroad, combined with  those who have 

emigrated to countries such as the United States (or the United Kingdom, Australia, or  others), and 

the ease with which  these far- flung populations can communicate, has the potential to influence 

Indian views of the  world.

CONVERGING U.S.- INDIA INTERESTS

Advances in U.S.- India ties during the early 2000s, notably the civil nuclear agreement, the Next 

Steps in Strategic Partnership, and the Defense Cooperation Framework Agreement, all heralded 

greater opportunity for India- U.S. cooperation. The renewal of the Defense Cooperation Frame-

work Agreement and the signing of the Joint Strategic Vision in 2015 further solidified the gains that 

had been made. Noteworthy in  these developments is their consistency across changes of admin-

istration and changes of party control in both India and the United States. During the course of the 

Obama administration, that consistency is demonstrated in the content of joint statements from the 

two countries. Recurrent themes and issues from  these statements are presented in full in  Table 1.1.

1.  UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, “International Migration Report 2015 Highlights,” 2016, http:// www 

. un . org / en / development / desa / population / migration / publications / migrationreport / docs / MigrationReport2015 

_ Highlights . pdf.
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 Table 1.1.  Frequently Listed Priorities of U.S.- India Joint Statements

Priority Area 2015 2014 2013 2012 2011 2010

Express shared values and beliefs x x x x x x

Cooperate to increase bilateral and triangular 
trade

x x x x x x

United States expresses support for India’s 
inclusion multilateral export control regimes

x x x x x x

Joint call for Pakistan to bring to justice 2008 
Mumbai attack perpetrators

x x x x x x

Expand cooperation on energy security, clean 
energy, climate change (PACE- R, PACE- D, 
Clean Energy Finance, air quality)

x x x x x x

Cooperate on civil nuclear power sector x x x x x x

Enhance connectivity between Central, South, 
and Southeast Asian region

x x x x x x

Commit to work more closely with Asia- Pacific 
countries (including trilateral dialogue with Japan)

x x x x x x

Promote strong, stable, prosperous Af ghan i stan x x x x x x

Cooperate on higher education x x x x x

Collaborate/develop and share tech approaches 
to defense (DTTI/CERT)

x x x x x

Combat full spectrum of terrorist threats (AQ, 
ISIL, safe havens)

x x x x x

Collaborate on agricultural innovation/food 
security in Africa

x x x x x

Partnership to lead global efforts for nonprolif-
eration of WMD, nuclear weapons,  etc.

x x x x x

AQ, al Qaeda; CERT, Computer Emergency Response Team; DTTI, Defense Trade and Technology 
Initiative; ISIL, Islamic State of Iraq and Syria; PACE- D, Partnership to Advance Clean Energy Deployment; 
PACE- R, Partnership to Advance Clean Energy Research; WMD, weapons of mass destruction.
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Highlighting areas of both commonality and divergence is impor tant to assess the best areas for 

cooperation in the near and mid- term. On security issues, a small number of impor tant issues are 

consistently identified as focus areas for the two countries:

 • Terrorism, including issues of Af ghan i stan/Pakistan cross- border activity and concerns about 

safe havens;

 • Maritime security, including preserving open access to, and freedom of navigation within, 

the Indian and Pacific Oceans;

 • Defense cooperation, including military exchanges and exercises; arms transfer— including 

codevelopment, coproduction, and technology transfer; and, the Defense Trade and 

Technology Initiative (DTTI);

 • Law enforcement cooperation, including terrorist watch list information exchanges; mutual 

 legal and extradition support;  counter- trafficking;  counter- narcotics;  counter- financial 

fraud;

 • Cyber threats to both security and economic interests;

 • A world  free of nuclear weapons; and,

 • India’s phased entry into multilateral nonproliferation and export control regimes: the Nuclear 

Suppliers Group (NSG); the Wassenaar Arrangement; and the Australia Group.

Despite a focused and consistent roster of priorities, pro gress in many areas has been slower than 

policymakers in both Washington and Delhi may desire.  There are numerous explanations for the 

pace of pro gress, several of which are worth focusing on  here: competing relationships, resource 

constraints, bureaucratic incentives, and internal regulations.

The first, and arguably the greatest, challenge to greater U.S.- India cooperation is the ongoing 

wariness of policymakers in Delhi concerning U.S. support for Pakistan, and concerns U.S. policy-

makers have stemming from India’s close relationship— especially in defense procurement— with 

Rus sia. U.S. relations with Pakistan and Indian ties to Rus sia are grounded in the history of the Cold 

War, and for the United States also in the realities of the NATO/ISAF effort in Af ghan i stan. Neither 

Washington nor Delhi is likely to simply “turn off” other relationships to advance the India- U.S. 

relationship.

Several trends suggest that current obstacles posed by competing foreign relations perspectives 

may begin to lose salience on both sides. With the United States planning to reduce, over time, its 

military presence in Af ghan i stan, Pakistan’s importance as the main transit corridor for equipment 

and supplies  will decrease. As Pakistan’s value to the United States falls, the possibility increases 

that the United States  will cut ties over an incident of state- sponsored terrorism.

The growing relationship between Rus sia and China may also impact India’s calculus on the 

value of a continued close partnership with Rus sia. Agreements between Moscow and Beijing 

over the past several years on supplies of energy and reports of growing cooperation between 

China and Rus sia on military technology do not support India’s interests, given India’s ongoing 

border disputes with China and concerns over China’s growing maritime presence in the Indian 

Ocean region.
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The second challenge to further pro gress is the scarcity of resources. This encompasses not 

just the financial means for new initiatives and engagements, but— and perhaps more impor-

tant— the scarcity of time and the tyranny of distance in traveling between India and the United 

States and managing the range of other priorities for se nior leaders in both countries. Top 

priorities are nearly always domestic— economic growth, how to adequately provide social 

ser vices and education, and how to balance the bud get. When it comes to foreign affairs, the 

United States government tends to focus first on countries that threaten U.S. interests, or coun-

tries that play an active role in countering  those threats. India currently falls into neither category. 

The next U.S. president  will immediately face critical issues arising from the  Middle East, Af ghan-

i stan, terrorism, Rus sia, and East Asia.  There are still 40 countries with troops deployed with the 

Resolute Support Mission in Afghanistan— and India is not one of them. It is challenging for a 

new administration to devote significant time and energy on areas of ill- defined opportunity, 

such as India. Similarly, India’s leaders must contend with border disputes with two heavi ly armed 

neighbors, domestic insurgents, cross- border terrorism, and violent extremists within its own 

borders.

The third challenge to closer U.S.- India cooperation is rooted in the bureaucratic structures and 

cultures in each nation. U.S. bureaucratic focus is driven in large part by the regular change of 

elected or po liti cally appointed leadership at many levels, with each administration appointing 

individuals down to at least the assistant secretary level— resulting in new leadership  every two to 

four years. It is common for a new leader to seek to leave a rec ord of achievement, creating a bias 

 toward activity with short- term rewards.

India’s bureaucratic structure provides much greater power to  career civil servants, with po liti cal 

leaders typically occupying only the very top levels within a ministry. With a relatively small num-

ber of po liti cal leaders in a given ministry,  there is less opportunity for po liti cally appointed leaders 

to push for new initiatives. Further, Indian bureaucrats are rotated to new postings (often in unre-

lated ministries, or in a state rather than national government bureau) on a rigid schedule that 

prevents them from acquiring deep expertise in their subject or from forming strong relationships 

with their counter parts.

The fourth area involves regulations and procedures in both countries that, if accepted/adhered to, 

would facilitate cooperation but at which both countries chafe. The United States has developed a 

series of agreements that essentially create frameworks within which additional cooperation and 

interoperability can be achieved. Most troublesome in the U.S.- India relationship has been the 

absence of key defense “Foundational Agreements”— a Logistics Exchange Memorandum of 

Understanding (LEMOA), a Basic Exchange Cooperation Agreement (BECA), and a Communica-

tions and Information Security Memorandum of Agreement (CISMOA).

 Here we are suddenly seeing movement  after a de cade of dormancy. The Logistics Exchange 

Memorandum of Agreement (LEMOA)— a retitling of the long- sought Logistics Support 

Agreement— establishes a means for U.S. forces to receive support and logistics from another 

country and for the United States to provide similar support and logistics to another country. With 

India, this would include the receipt of fuel, supplies, and underway repairs at Indian ports for U.S. 

vessels, with the same for Indian vessels at U.S. ports, among other functions. In April 2016 the 
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United States and India signaled “in princi ple” agreement to LEMOA, and agreed to the  actual text 

just two months  later.

A BECA establishes the types and nature of information to be exchanged between the signatory 

countries and the purposes of cooperation, most often for sharing of geospatial information— 

typically maps and aeronautical or maritime charts. The CISMOA is an agreement establishing the 

par ameters for sharing communications security information, standards, and even communication 

security equipment. Agreeing to a CISMOA enables the two countries to better share information, 

especially operational information, in real time as they would be using interoperable communica-

tions equipment. The communications security equipment— typically hardware that provides 

encryption to communications—is highly sensitive and in nearly all cases requires some level of 

monitoring for appropriate use by U.S. personnel. The United States enters into  these agreements 

with foreign countries to establish a means to cooperate more quickly than if each instance of 

cooperation must receive approval on a case- by- case basis.

Within the focus areas for cooperation identified in vari ous joint statements, and acknowledging 

the challenges that continue to impede greater cooperation between India and the United States, 

the remainder of this report  will explore in more depth several areas where  there is the greatest 

potential for the United States and India to achieve meaningful pro gress that is supportive of the 

national interests and objectives of both countries.

GEOPO LITI CAL OUTLOOK

Despite increasing convergence on a range of issues, Washington and Delhi’s geostrategic per-

spectives have never fully aligned. Many of the reasons are related to the issues described previ-

ously.  Others, however, stem from differing conceptions of the Asia Pacific’s center of gravity as 

seen from Washington or Delhi.

It is only in the past five years that “Indo” has been a consistent part of the U.S. view of the “Asia 

Pacific,” which historically has included U.S. allies in Northeast and Southeast Asia as well as 

Australia. South Asia was most often seen as strategically distinct from other parts of Asia in 

Washington’s worldview. India’s view of the Asia Pacific would more accurately be described as 

the Indo- Asia- Pacific region. In recent years, India has begun to see countries beyond South 

Asia as potential partners, as evidenced by the Look East/Act East policies, growing cooperation 

with and investment in Africa, improving ties with countries in the Persian Gulf, and Prime Minis-

ter Modi’s increased outreach to Japan and South  Korea for economic and security cooperation 

activities.

EAST AND SOUTHEAST ASIA

Throughout East and Southeast Asia, the United States and India have areas of overlapping inter-

est, though differing histories and outlooks leave Washington and Delhi seeking diff er ent objec-

tives from their engagement in  those regions.
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U.S. interests in the Asia Pacific have, for de cades, been consistently rooted in ensuring the safety 

and security of the United States and its allies and ensuring the  free flow of commerce on which 

the U.S. economy depends. Despite inconsistency in articulation,2 the Obama administration’s 

rebalance policy is an effort to ensure that the United States commits sufficient resources in the 

near and mid- term to ensure the United States is able to pursue its interests in the long term.

One could conceive of U.S. security interests in the Asia Pacific roughly as concentric circles. The 

innermost circle is the security of the United States, its citizens, and its economy. The next— very 

close— circle includes treaty allies Japan, South  Korea, Australia, the Philippines, and Thailand. The 

third circle includes U.S. partners throughout the region— nearly all other countries in Asia to some 

degree. China would currently be placed in the third circle; however, China’s actions and rhe toric 

have it moving further from the center. The final circle are  those countries or organ izations that 

have established themselves as adversaries— currently the only Asian country in this circle would 

be North  Korea, though numerous violent extremist organ izations would also reside  here.

The United States’ rebalance policy builds on this general framework, seeking to shift a greater share 

of U.S. resources to the region and to enable the United States to be a better partner for countries 

whose interests align with the United States. It is well understood in policymaking circles in Washing-

ton, but bears specific note  here, that the United States does not seek— nor could it afford—to con-

vert all partnerships into treaties. Not only would this further strain U.S. defense commitments 

globally, it would drive countries to make choices they do not see as being in their interests.

Instead, the U.S. approach to partnership in Asia is focused on achieving practical, tangible pro gress in 

areas where  there are convergent interests. This definition of partnership enables the United States to 

work with nearly all countries in Asia to pursue common goals, even while sustaining conversations 

where the United States has strong concerns about other areas or actions taken by countries.

With countries throughout the Asia- Pacific region developing eco nom ically, and increasingly 

militarily, the United States must pursue its interests using a range tools, including engagement, 

deterrence, and reassurance. The U.S.- China relationship offers an example of the United States 

drawing on  these tools. The United States and China are the world’s largest two economies and 

each  will benefit from the other’s successes. China’s economic rise has benefited from the enor-

mous investment of foreign firms— including U.S. firms—in China’s economy. At the same time, 

China’s growing economy and increasingly global companies are shifting the foreign policy per-

spective from one where China was largely an observer of international activities to one where 

China has growing stakes in the outcomes of international  issues.

The U.S.- China relationship intersects with many high- priority interests of the United States, 

including expanding trade and commerce; ensuring a fair playing field for all companies; the role 

of— and what protections  there should be for— intellectual property; the nature of Internet gover-

nance; how to address and resolve territorial disputes; and the value, legitimacy, and appropriate 

2.  Michael Green et al., Asia- Pacific Rebalance 2025: Capabilities, Presence, and Partnerships: An In de pen dent 

Review of U.S. Defense Strategy in the Asia- Pacific (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, 

2016), https:// csis - prod . s3 . amazonaws . com / s3fs - public / publication / 160119 _ Green _ AsiaPacificRebalance2025 

_ Web _ 0 . pdf.
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role for international organ izations. Broadly speaking, U.S. interests with China fall into two cat-

egories: areas where the United States seeks greater partnership with China— what the administra-

tion describes as areas of cooperation— and areas where the United States and China have 

conflicting objectives, or what the administration describes as managing differences.

 Whether and how China engages with—or within— existing international systems  will influence the 

degree to which the United States sees China’s rise as advantageous for, or at- odds with, U.S. 

interests.3 Within the United States approach to Asia, China and its actions are often an ele ment 

considered— though rarely the most impor tant ele ment considered— when setting priorities and 

taking actions. Both the United States and China bring significant capabilities to bear eco nom ically, 

militarily, and diplomatically to international questions. Both countries are seeking to enhance 

areas of cooperation— such as on nuclear nonproliferation, combating climate change, and op-

posing piracy— even as they seek to manage impor tant differences in their positions on issues 

ranging from the applicability of international law to appropriate protection of  human rights or  

the degree to which government should be involved in the economy.

The Sino- Indian relationship shares this tension between cooperation and competition. In addition 

to the unresolved border disputes with China, many in Delhi are concerned with China’s expand-

ing naval presence— and investments—in the Indian Ocean region, especially with an increasing 

number of port visits by the  People’s Liberation Army (PLA) Navy and efforts to establish long- term 

port access in Sri Lanka, Pakistan, and the Maldives. Despite the security questions Delhi has about 

China’s long- term actions, it regularly seeks to attract Chinese investment to India and to increase 

Indian exports to China to boost India’s own economy.

Beyond China, India’s interests in East and Southeast Asia are growing as well. Former Prime 

Minister P. V. Narasimha Rao initiated a policy known as “Look East” in 1994 to encourage Indian 

firms and government agencies to increase engagement with India’s eastern neighbors, specifi-

cally the countries of Southeast Asia. Carried forward by subsequent administrations, Prime Minis-

ter Modi further evolved Look East into “Act East” policies as a way to encourage greater 

engagement across the government and nongovernment sectors of India with countries and 

companies in Southeast Asia.

India has taken steps in recent years to expand its cooperation with countries in East and South-

east Asia on a range of fronts. Eco nom ically, India is expanding trade with the Association of 

Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) as it seeks to increase inbound investment from Japan, South 

 Korea, and China. India’s state- owned oil com pany has signed agreements to conduct exploration 

with Vietnam’s state- owned oil com pany in the South China Sea.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: Creating and Sustaining Alignment of U.S. and Indian Views on How Best to Shape the 

Evolving Regional Security Environment

Economic growth in China, Southeast Asia, and India are driving changes in the relative balance of 

diplomatic and military power throughout the Indian and Pacific Ocean regions. Increasingly 

3.  Ibid., 14.
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wealthy countries are exploring ways to influence regional dynamics to their advantage, from the 

continued efforts of countries in Southeast Asia to pres ent a united vision for their region through 

ASEAN, to the establishment of the Indian Ocean Naval Symposium by India, to China’s establish-

ment of the Asia Infrastructure Investment Bank. India and the United States  will choose their own 

responses to each situation, but ensuring that each country’s leadership has an understanding of 

how the other’s leaders perceive new developments may help both countries to find— and jointly 

pursue— common interests.

The complexity of global challenges often requires countries to respond in concert. To facilitate 

the exchange of information and to promote coordinated responses when countries’ interests 

align, the United States, India, Japan, and Australia should hold regular quadrilateral meetings of 

BOX 1.1. Scenario: Takeover in the Maldives

Maj. Gen. P. K. Chakravorty, Ret., former adviser, BrahMos

Situation

About 40 armed jihadists, possibly belonging to the Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), land in the 

capital Male before dawn aboard speedboats from a commercial ship and join another 30 compa-

triots who had entered surreptitiously earlier. In the early hours they gain control of the airport on 

Hulule Island, the port, and tele vi sion and radio stations and declare that the Maldives has joined 

the Islamic Caliphate. A few key government officials, including Indian advisers, are taken hostage. 

The president requests India and the United States for military assistance.

India’s Interest

Ever since Maldives gained in de pen dence in 1966, India has developed close strategic, economic, 

and cultural relations with the island country. The terrorist action would compel India to act militar-

ily as India does not want an unstable neighbor that could become a base for terror groups. Also, 

 there are about 10,000 nonresident Indians in the Maldives. Considering that the total population of 

the country is about 300,000, this is a sizable number.

India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

Indian Special Forces flying in on C-130 Super Hercules aircraft would benefit from U.S. assistance, 

especially surveillance by large unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) equipped with long- range night 

vision devices. A U.S. aircraft carrier in the vicinity could enable the refueling of India’s Chinook 

troop- carrying he li cop ters. If pos si ble, U.S. special operations forces could stand by as reserves for 

unforeseen eventualities.

Gaps in India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

While an Indian task force would undertake the operation, it would benefit from U.S. help regarding 

accurate intelligence about the numbers, weapons, and locations of the renegades who have 

launched the coup. Help may also be required for search and rescue.
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se nior civilian defense officials and se nior diplomats. Ensuring open and regular dialogue  will be 

instrumental in finding opportunities to cooperate when opportunities arise.

Challenge: Enhancing and Building on India’s Outreach to Asian Democracies

Prime Minister Modi’s outreach to and engagement with  Korea and Mongolia deserves special 

attention from the United States.  Korea and Mongolia are two Asian democracies with which India 

had only nascent relations before the Modi administration. India’s outreach to both could be 

characterized as showing off the nation’s “reach” to the rest of Asia—in line with Amer i ca’s hope 

for India to act as a strong regional player. American policymakers should look for ways to support 

India’s emerging ties with both countries and to make  future outreach as successful as pos si ble.

AF GHAN I STAN AND PAKISTAN

India and the United States both wish to see Af ghan i stan become a stable, moderate democracy 

that is eco nom ically well integrated into the surrounding region and is inhospitable to Islamist 

terror groups. Leaders for both countries could agree in hoping for a Pakistan that has relinquished 

its support for militant proxies. But closer collaboration between the United States and India has 

long been stymied by inconsistent visions for the near term and by disagreement regarding tactics 

rather than strategy: most importantly, U.S. reliance on Pakistan to achieve its ends in South Asia 

versus India’s insistence that Pakistan be treated as a rogue state. As a result, a potentially benefi-

cial partnership between the United States and India has remained limited.

This is not a new dynamic. In 1988, nearly a de cade into the U.S.- Pakistan partnership in Af ghan i-

stan against the Soviets, an Indian analyst noted that U.S. reliance on Pakistan to wage war 

against the USSR in Af ghan i stan meant that the United States was unable to use sanctions to 

punish Pakistan for becoming a nuclear state (as it had punished India).4 Pakistan also leveraged 

its role as primary point of contact with Afghan militants to acquire high- quality weapons, some 

of which  were in turn acquired by militant proxies. Some of  these groups  later turned to targeting 

India, and many sold U.S. weapons on the secondary market.5 Since at least 1954, India’s security 

establishment ascribed Pakistan’s boldness in confronting India largely to U.S. support. As one 

Indian analyst put it in the late 1980s, “The client- state role assigned by Amer i ca to Pakistan has 

not only given [Pakistan] stability and military strength, but has also distended her ambition to 

play a more active role in the affairs of this region.”6 This analyst thus found “a convergence of 

4.  By some views, India saw the United States as an even greater threat than Pakistan: “What ever the Pakistanis did, 

New Delhi always suspected that the United States had put them up to it.” Amaury de Riencourt, “India and Pakistan in 

the Shadow of Af ghan i stan,” Foreign Affairs 61, no. 2 (1982): 417.

5.  Steve Coll describes how the Pakistan’s Inter Ser vice Intelligence (ISI) agency channeled U.S. aid to favored groups 

such as Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s militia during the 1980s and then used  these same groups to “train and ship foreign 

volunteers to Kashmir.” Stinger missiles  were sold to Iran and also appeared in Qatar. Alan Kuperman cites less reliable 

reports that both Sikh and Kashmiri militants eventually got their hands on Stingers. Steve Coll, Ghost Wars (New York: 

Penguin Books, 2004). See also Ahmed Rashid, “Pakistan  After Reagan,”  Middle East Report 155 (1988): 30–33; Alan 

Kuperman, “The Stinger Missile and U.S. Intervention in Af ghan i stan,” Po liti cal Science Quarterly 114, no. 2 (1999): 254.

6.  R. S. Chauhan, “India’s Options in Af ghan i stan,” Indian Journal of Asian Affairs 1, no. 1 (1988): 65.
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Indian and Rus sian interests in upholding and strengthening” the communist regime in Kabul, as 

opposed to what he saw as the United States and Pakistan’s joint interest in supporting an Islamic 

regime that would ally closely with Pakistan and could be used to foment dissent among Soviet 

Muslims.7

More than 20 years  later, in 2010, India was still worrying that Pakistan would succeed in exploiting 

yet another Afghan war to enhance its regional position and that it would successfully dupe the 

United States into supporting Pakistan’s goals in the region, even when  these  were opposed to the 

United States’ own aims. In 2010 Y. K. Sinha, the joint secretary for Af ghan i stan, Pakistan, and Iran 

in India’s Ministry of External Affairs from 2009–2012, reportedly warned a State Department 

official that Pakistan would attempt to obtain U.S. support in minimizing Indian influence in 

7.  Ibid., 67.

BOX 1.2. Scenario: Flight Hijacked to Af ghan i stan

AVM Arvind Verma, Ret., Indian Air Force

Situation

An Air India flight from New Delhi to New York has been hijacked to Mazar- e- Sharif International 

Airport. A relatively lesser known faction of the Taliban, with suspected links to the Islamic state, has 

claimed responsibility and demanded that all Taliban leaders in U.S. custody be released.

India’s Interest

While most of the 160 passengers on board the hijacked Air India flight are Indians,  there are 15 U.S. 

citizens and eight Eu ro pe ans. India has deci ded to launch a Special Forces operation to rescue the 

passengers if ongoing negotiations with the hijackers fail. The Commander U.S. and NATO forces in 

Af ghan i stan has instructed his staff to provide support for rescue operations if necessary.

India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

Integrated joint operations by Indian and U.S. special operation forces  will need to be conducted to 

storm the aircraft and neutralize the heavi ly armed hijackers. This would entail the acquisition of 

accurate intelligence, the use of troop- carrying and attack he li cop ters, domination of the electro-

magnetic spectrum, and medical assistance, including casualty evacuation. India  will also need the 

help of the government of Af ghan i stan to continue to engage the hijackers while the operation is 

mounted.

Gaps in India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

The Indian Special Forces  will need the support of the U.S. and NATO forces in Af ghan i stan to 

acquire intelligence. They  will also need help to transport the Indian Special Forces team to Mazar- 

e- Sharif airport by he li cop ter from Kabul, electronic suppression, fire support during the assault, 

casualty evacuation, and logistics support. They  will need the help of the Afghan National Army to 

cordon and secure the airport during the assault.
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Af ghan i stan by adducing false evidence of Indian malfeasance.8 U.S. military commanders, for 

their part, viewed the pros and cons of Indian support to Af ghan i stan largely through the prism of 

Pakistan’s likely reaction, assessing that more Indian involvement would “exacerbate regional 

tensions.”9

This judgment reflects the real ity that the U.S. war effort in Af ghan i stan is dependent on Pakistan’s 

continued cooperation. Indian criticisms of U.S. policy  towards Pakistan post-2001 too often 

ignore the restraints placed on U.S. freedom of action by the need to secure access to Pakistan’s 

ground lines of control.10 In 2008 three- quarters of supplies for U.S. troops in Af ghan i stan moved 

over Pakistani soil or through its airspace.11 Alternative routes via the Northern Distribution Net-

work are slower, more expensive (up to $100 million more per month), and generally involve transit 

through Rus sian airspace.12 Pakistan’s military leadership has previously expressed a willingness to 

cooperate with NATO and Afghan forces, so long as  doing so met Pakistan’s security needs.13 

Pakistan becomes noticeably more helpful and optimistic about peace when it feels that it has a 

strong chance of fostering a client- state in Afghanistan—as with the brief thaw in early 2015 that 

was prompted by Afghan President Ashraf Ghani’s friendly overtures to Pakistan.14 And in 2014, as 

the smaller troop contingents in Af ghan i stan lessened U.S. reliance on Pakistan’s ground lines of 

communication, the Pakistani military fi nally began to pres ent itself as a  viable counterterrorism 

partner with Operation Zarb- e- Azb. While controversial, the campaign has undoubtedly reduced 

terrorist vio lence in Pakistan’s cities and has degraded militant networks in Pakistan’s tribal areas, 

though the operation has also avoided targeting the leadership of militant groups.15 Ongoing U.S.- 

Pakistan military cooperation creates a brake on India- U.S. cooperation and trust development.

 8.  “Indian Diplomat Warned US against Pak’s ‘Game’ to ‘Drive India out of Af ghan i stan,’ ” Indian Express, December 18, 

2010, http:// archive . indianexpress . com / news / indian - diplomat - warned - us - against - pak - s -  - game -  - to -  - drive - india - out 

- of - afghanistan -  / 726485 / .

 9.  Commander NATO International Security Assistance Force Af ghan i stan, “COMISAF’s Initial Assessment,” in General 

McChrystal’s Strategic Assessment, ed. Matthew C. Brand (Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air University Press, 2011), 2–11, 

http:// aupress . maxwell . af . mil / digital / pdf / paper / ap _ brand _ mcchrystals _ assessment . pdf.

10.  For one example in a crowded shelf, see Dhruva Jaishankar, “The Definition of Insanity Is U.S. AfPak Strategy,” 

Foreign Policy, October 16, 2015, http:// foreignpolicy . com / 2015 / 10 / 16 / the - definition - of - insanity - is - u - s - afpak - strategy / .

11.  K. Alan Kronstadt, Pakistan: Key Current Issues and Developments, CRS Report R41307 (Washington DC: Congres-

sional Research Ser vice, 2010), 25, https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row / R41307 . pdf.

12.  Phil Stewart and David Alexander, “Pakistan Supply Routes Open, but Move Gear Slowly into Af ghan i stan,”  Reuters, 

March 8, 2013, http:// www . reuters . com / article / us - pakistan - usa - afghanistan - idUSBRE9271CF20130308.

13.  Lyse Doucet, “Pakistan’s Push for New Role in Af ghan i stan,” BBC News, February 19, 2010, http:// news . bbc . co . uk / 2 / hi 

/ 8521823 . stm. India had a predictable response to what it feared was the United States’ willingness to leave Af ghan i stan in 

Pakistan’s hands: “Indian decision makers became discomfited by signs that the United States and its allies are preparing 

to leave Af ghan i stan in . . .  a way that would provide a central role for Pakistan. . . .  Such an outcome would be anathema 

to Indian leaders.” K. Alan Kronstadt et al., India: Domestic Issues, Strategic Dynamics, and U.S. Relations, CRS Report 

RL33529 (Washington, DC: Congressional Research Ser vice, 2011), https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row / RL33529 . pdf.

14.  Barnett R. Rubin, “Ghani’s Gambit,” New York Times, March 18, 2015, http:// www . nytimes . com / 2015 / 03 / 19 / opinion 

/ can - afghanistan - and - pakistan - ever - get - along . html.

15.  K. Alan Kronstadt, Pakistan- U.S. Relations: Issues for the 114th Congress (Washington, DC: Congressional Research 

Ser vice, 2015), https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row / R44034 . pdf.
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In late 2015, in an impor tant policy shift, India donated four Mi-25 multirole he li cop ters to Af ghan i-

stan, the first time that it has ever given Af ghan i stan lethal military equipment.16 Prior to the trans-

fer of the Mi-25s, the most vis i ble symbol of India’s commitment in Af ghan i stan was its heavy 

diplomatic presence: it has an embassy in Kabul and consulates in Kandahar, Jalalabad, Herat, and 

Mazar- e- Sharif.17 The consulates are responsible for building relationships in their areas of responsi-

bility and are frequently alleged to be fronts for India’s intelligence agencies.18 India has maintained 

this presence at some cost, including in the face of multiple terrorist attacks on its consulates.19 India 

has also devoted significant development assistance to Af ghan i stan, building a road to the Ira nian 

border, providing  free medical care at Indian Medical Missions, and awarding hundreds of scholar-

ships to Indian universities for Afghan students.20 Most recently, it funded the construction of a new 

Afghan Parliament building.21 Prime Minister Modi’s visit to Kabul in December 2015 capped an 

Afghan- Indian rapprochement that seems to have put to rest the bad feelings generated by Afghan 

President Ashraf Ghani’s overtures to Pakistan and China—at least temporarily.22

More substantively, during Taliban rule India offered material assistance to the non- Pashtun lead-

ers who banded together as the Northern Alliance. This tradition of supporting leaders of Tajik and 

Uzbek descent— such as current Afghan Chief Executive Abdullah Abdullah—in preference to 

16.  Pranab Dhal Samanta, “India to Supply 4 MI 25 Attack He li cop ters to Kabul This Month,” Economic Times, Decem-

ber 8, 2015, http:// economictimes . indiatimes . com / news / defence / india - to - supply - 4 - mi - 25 - attack - helicopters - to 

- kabul - this - month / articleshow / 50082528 . cms.

17.  Ministry of External Affairs, “Indian Mission in Af ghan i stan,” Government of India, January 4, 2015, http:// mea . gov . in 

/ indian - mission . htm ? 3 / Afghanistan.

18.  Larry Hanauer and Peter Chalk, India’s and Pakistan’s Strategies in Af ghan i stan: Implications for the United States 

and the Region (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2012), 14.

19.  The intensity of attacks on India’s diplomatic outposts in Af ghan i stan, despite the fact that India has no troops on 

the ground  there, is a sign that India is considered an impor tant  enemy of the Taliban. India’s consulate in Mazar- e- 

Sharif was attacked on January 3, 2016. The consulate in Herat was attacked on May 23, 2014. Three attackers killed 

nine civilians near the consulate in Jalalabad in August 2013  after security guards foiled a direct attack on the consul-

ate. A suicide bomber attacked India’s embassy in Kabul in July 2008, killing 58; a second suicide attack on the em-

bassy in 2009 killed 12. Soft targets, such as guest  houses where Indians are known to congregate, have also sustained 

multiple attacks. “Af ghan i stan: 3 Militants Killed in Attack Outside Indian Consulate,” Indian Express, January 4, 2016, 

http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / afghanistan - 3 - militants - killed - in - attack - outside - indian 

- consulate / ; IANS, “Indian Consulate in Af ghan i stan Attacked, 4 Gunmen Killed,” Hindu, May 23, 2014, http:// www 

. thehindu . com / news / international / south - asia / indian - consulate - in - afghanistan - attacked - 4 - gunmen - killed 

/ article6039939 . ece ? homepage=true; Matthew Rosenberg, “Afghan Militants Kill 9 Near Indian Consulate,” New York 

Times, August 3, 2013, http:// www . nytimes . com / 2013 / 08 / 04 / world / asia / failed - raid - on - indian - consulate - in 

- afghanistan . html; “Timeline: Major Attacks in the Afghan Capital,”  Reuters, October 8, 2009, http:// www . reuters . com 

/ article / us - afghanistan - attacks - timeline - sb - idUSTRE5971PI20091008.

20.  “Development Partnership: India’s Assistance Programme for Af ghan i stan,” Embassy of India in Af ghan i stan, 

January 5, 2016, http:// eoi . gov . in / kabul /  ? 0707 ? 000.

21.  “Modi Inaugurates New Afghan Parliament Built by India in Kabul,” Hindustan Times, December 25, 2015, http:// 

www . hindustantimes . com / india / modi - in - kabul - pm - meets - ghani - to - inaugurate - afghan - s - parl - building / story 

- wua2CtN8gj4IQsRnmNknHM . html.

22.  S. A. Hasnain, “What to Expect from Heart of Asia Conference,” Vivekananda International Foundation, December 

8, 2015, http:// www . vifindia . org / article / 2015 / december / 08 / what - to - expect - from - heart - of - asia - conference.
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leaders from the Pashtun community (who are perceived to be supported by Pakistan) has out-

lasted the Taliban.23

The divergent views from Delhi and Islamabad create the possibility that  either India or Pakistan 

could use Af ghan i stan as a venue for conducting a proxy campaign against the other. For Pakistan— 

which has supported militant proxies against the Afghan state since at least the 1950s— Afghanistan 

represents “strategic depth” vis- à- vis India. The Pakistani security establishment sees close relations 

between the Pakistani intelligence ser vices and the tribes that span the Afghanistan- Pakistan border 

as an insurance policy in case Pakistan needs to respond to an Indian invasion with a guerrilla cam-

paign.24 India, for its part, wishes to prevent Pakistan from gaining the upper hand in Af ghan i stan 

(and in a related goal, to prevent Af ghan i stan being used as a base for terrorist groups that seek to 

attack Indian territory or Indian interests).25 India would also like to make Af ghan i stan a market for 

Indian goods and perhaps to use it as a transit point for trade with Central Asia— although the lack of 

reliable land routes from India to Af ghan i stan limits Af ghan i stan’s importance for trade.

Discussions with current and former U.S. policymakers focused on Af ghan i stan repeatedly re-

turned to the point that India’s primary prism for approaching Af ghan i stan was the impact Indian 

actions  there would have on India- Pakistan relations. One former official went so far as to state 

that India is self- moderating in its efforts in Af ghan i stan in an attempt to reduce India- Pakistan 

tensions. A perception that India is self- moderating its actions, however, is not the same as Indian 

inaction.  These interlocutors instead noted that India’s primary interest in Af ghan i stan is bolstering 

the Afghan government so that it remains in de pen dent of Pakistan’s control. Former officials also 

expressed the view that Pakistan’s primary interest is preventing India from establishing primary 

influence in Af ghan i stan.

The extent and intensity of their competition, however, has previously been limited by the pres-

ence of the United States. India, as discussed already, is skeptical of U.S. goals in Af ghan i stan and 

of the ability of the United States to resist pursuing the offered, but elusive, possibility that Pakistan 

may one day forgo its militant proxies. But even the most paranoid Indian security planners prefer 

to see Af ghan i stan’s main external support derive from the United States instead of Pakistan. Not 

surprisingly, regional tensions flare up whenever it appears that the United States might exit the 

region once and for all.26

The United States presence in Af ghan i stan is thus a mixed blessing for the larger U.S.- India strate-

gic relationship. To an extent, the United States acts as a third- party guarantor who ensures that 

the stakes of the India- Pakistan competition remain limited inside Af ghan i stan.27 As long as the 

23.  Sumit Ganguly and Nicholas Howenstein, “India- Pakistan Rivalry in Af ghan i stan,” Journal of International Affairs 63, 

no. 1 (2009): 128–129.

24.  C. Christine Fair, Fighting to the End: The Pakistan Army’s Way of War (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014).

25.  Hanauer and Chalk, India’s and Pakistan’s Strategies in Af ghan i stan, 11–13.

26.  Declan Walsh, “U.S. Troop Pullout Affects India- Pakistan Rivalry,” New York Times, August 13, 2013, http:// www 

. nytimes . com / 2013 / 08 / 17 / world / asia / us - moves - affect - india - pakistan - rivalry . html.

27.  Among other less- heralded benefits, the U.S. presence in Af ghan i stan may play a role in dampening the India- 

Pakistan nuclear conflict. Anand Datla, “U.S. Withdrawal from Af ghan i stan: Implications for Regional Nuclear Rivalries,” 

Fletcher Forum of World Affairs, June 19, 2014, http:// www . fletcherforum . org / 2014 / 06 / 19 / datla / .
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United States remains pres ent, none of Af ghan i stan’s neighbors  will be able to fully control it. Yet 

the price that the United States pays to maintain its status as both India and Pakistan’s “second 

choice” is that it must remain largely neutral in their dispute. The unwillingness of the United States 

to cease military cooperation with Pakistan  will continue to limit the depth of the U.S.- India 

relationship.

At the same time, while it is widely acknowledged that Pakistan’s concerns over encirclement by 

India feed the conflict in Af ghan i stan,28 India  will not accept U.S. mediation of India- Pakistan 

relations, and the United States cannot force it do so without aggravating existing suspicions that 

India  will always be a ju nior partner in the relationship. India sees itself as a “normal,” peaceful state 

trying to defend itself against an aggressive and perfidious neighbor rather than as one- half of a 

fractious pair, and it resents any suggestion other wise.

Perhaps the greatest hope for regional peace lies in the potential for an agreement between India 

and China to cooperate in working for peace in Af ghan i stan should the United States withdraw. In 

this scenario, China would exercise its leverage over Pakistan to force the latter state to observe 

the terms of the agreement. This would allow the United States to refocus resources away from 

the region while ensuring that it did not return to offering safe havens to terrorist groups. Although 

India and China have a complex relationship (discussed briefly earlier in this report), neither wants 

to see Af ghan i stan continue as a home for militants with regional ambitions, and they have shown 

signs of a willingness to work together  there. India’s Ambassador to China told the Indian news-

paper the Hindu that India and China have a “good dialogue” on the subject and that China “fully 

acknowledge[s]” India’s role in the Afghan peace pro cess.29 China’s role was also discussed in 

positive terms in a gathering with Af ghan i stan’s deputy foreign minister hosted by the New Delhi– 

based think tank the Vivekananda International Foundation, which had been run by India’s current 

national security adviser before he joined the Modi administration.30 This warmth is particularly 

remarkable given that preventing India’s encirclement by China was one of Delhi’s main interests 

when it initially became involved in Af ghan i stan.31

This need for cooperation and mutual concerns of encirclement are exacerbated in the case of 

direct relations with Pakistan. Even  after a U.S. withdrawal from Af ghan i stan, Pakistan’s nuclear 

arsenal would make it a continued concern for U.S. policymakers. Both the United States and India 

would like to see this arsenal reduced or eliminated. But a tentative U.S. offer to relax controls on 

28.  “The United States . . .  does not seem to fully appreciate the centrality of India in Pakistani thinking about the 

current crisis. . . .  Pakistan’s long- standing policy of seeking an allied or client state in Af ghan i stan has never been 

driven mainly by affinity for the Taliban. Rather, Pakistan’s chief motivation has been the fear of strategic encirclement 

by India . . .  and the wish to achieve strategic depth against India.” Anatol Lieven, “The Pressures on Pakistan,” Foreign 

Affairs 81, no.1 (2002): 107–108.

29.  Atul Aneja, “We Are Deepening Engagement on Af ghan i stan,” Hindu, January 3, 2016, http:// www . thehindu . com 

/ news / international / we - are - deepening - engagement - on - afghanistan / article8061733 . ece ? w=alauto.

30.  “Interaction with Af ghan i stan’s Deputy Foreign Minister Hekmat Karzai,” Vivekananda International Foundation, 

November 26, 2015, http:// www . vifindia . org / event / report / 2015 / november / 26 / interaction - with - afghanistan - s - deputy 

- foreign - minister - hekmat - karzai.

31.  Ganguly and Howenstein, “India- Pakistan Rivalry in Af ghan i stan,” 133.
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Pakistan’s nuclear program in return for a promise to voluntarily cap growth32 was disturbing to 

Indian leaders (and many other Pakistan analysts), who are convinced that Pakistan  will simply 

ignore or evade any restrictions on its program.33 Both  those who support and condemn such a 

deal are motivated by the same concern: Pakistan has the world’s fastest- growing nuclear arsenal, 

with 100 to 120 nuclear weapons and enough fissile material for as many as a hundred warheads 

more.34 It recently refused to accept any limits on use of its tactical nuclear weapons, which 

pres ents par tic u lar risks  because  these weapons are designed to be deployed forward on the 

battlefield, giving commanders in the field the power to nuclearize a conflict.35

Pakistan  will almost certainly continue to build up its arsenal as it falls further  behind India in terms 

of conventional military strength. Yet the United States cannot in good faith urge India to cease its 

military buildup  because the United States hopes to see India become a net security provider in 

the region. As professor Daniel Markey points out, India  will likely seek to expand its military as 

long as China is  doing the same.36 In any event, the United States must recognize that seeking a 

wider strategic partnership with India  will inevitably increase Pakistan’s sense of insecurity.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: What Role for India in the  Future of Af ghan i stan?

Fourteen years  after the fall of the Taliban, and despite the efforts of the United States and its allies, 

Af ghan i stan has yet to emerge with a cohesive national government. The Taliban now controls 

more territory than at any time since the U.S. invasion in 2001.37 The United States thus  faces a 

central choice in developing a long- term strategy for the Af ghan i stan region:  Will it support a 

peace pro cess working  toward a unity government with strong repre sen ta tion from Pakistan- 

backed armed groups? Or  will it insist on an Af ghan i stan  free of the Taliban, and thus largely of 

Pakistan, perhaps relying on India to help protect U.S. interests in the region?

Neither choice is perfect. If it chooses the first route, the United States  will have to accept that 

Af ghan i stan  will lack a strong central government (unacceptable to Pakistan) and that actors that 

it considers international terrorists may operate in Af ghan i stan and Pakistan. But  these terrorists 

 will be unlikely to strike beyond the region and  will instead focus their efforts on Indian and 

Western interests in Af ghan i stan, India, and even Pakistan. India  will see this move as just the 

32.  David E. Sanger, “U.S. Exploring Deal to Limit Pakistan’s Nuclear Arsenal,” New York Times, October 15, 2015, 

http:// www . nytimes . com / 2015 / 10 / 16 / world / asia / us - exploring - deal - to - limit - pakistans - nuclear - arsenal . html.

33.  Daniel Markey, testimony before the Terrorism, Nonproliferation, and Trade Subcommittee of the Committee on 

Foreign Affairs, 114th Cong., 1st sess., December 8, 2015, http:// docs . house . gov / meetings / FA / FA18 / 20151208 / 104258 

/ HHRG - 114 - FA18 - Wstate - MarkeyD - 20151208 . pdf.

34.  “Pakistan,” Nuclear Threat Initiative, last updated April 2016, http:// www . nti . org / country - profiles / pakistan / nuclear / .

35.  Mehreen Zahra- Malik and David Brunnstrom, “Pakistan to Tell U.S. It  Won’t Accept Limits on Tactical Nuclear 

Arms,”  Reuters, October 21, 2015, http:// www . reuters . com / article / us - nuclear - pakistan - idUSKCN0SF2A120151022.

36.  Markey, testimony before the Terrorism, Nonproliferation, and Trade Subcommittee of the Committee on Foreign 

Affairs, U.S. House of Representatives.

37.  Paul McLeary et al., “Mapped: The Taliban Surged in 2015, but ISIS Is Moving in on Its Turf,” Foreign Policy, January 

4, 2015, http:// foreignpolicy . com / 2016 / 01 / 04 / mapped - the - taliban - surged - in - 2015 - but - isis - is - moving - in - on - its - turf / .
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latest example of American untrustworthiness and naïveté, possibly setting back the bilateral 

security relationship.

 Under the second scenario, the United States  will go a long way  toward winning India’s trust and 

building the basis for a true strategic partnership— but it  will isolate Pakistan, pushing it further 

 toward China and vindicating the predictions of hard- liners who believe that Pakistan’s nuclear 

program is its only defense against annihilation. Isolating Pakistan also risks repeating the failed 

Soviet experiment of the 1980s; by installing a government in Kabul that was unfriendly to Paki-

stan, the Soviets magnified preexisting Pakistani fears of Afghan irredentism and ensured that 

Pakistan would do its utmost to overthrow the communist government.

Of the many unknowns in  these calculations, one is the extent to which India  will be willing to 

separate Pakistan from the rest of its foreign policy. As India’s emergence as a larger global player 

progresses, its view of world affairs through the lens of Pakistan  will continue to decrease.  Under 

this view, India  will accept that the United States continues to depend on Pakistan for specific, 

mutually beneficial purposes as a fact of life and  will still be willing to pursue cooperation in other 

areas.  There are some good reasons why India may accept this path: the United States does act as 

something of a check on Pakistan’s worst excesses, and the relationship with the United States 

prevents Pakistan from committing fully to (from India’s perspective) a less desirable partner, such 

as Saudi Arabia, or a potential rival, such as China.

Pakistan continues to loom large, however, in the Indian government’s foreign policy proclama-

tions, in the private conversations of serving and retired government officials, and in bilateral 

relationships with major powers like the United States and China. India has an incentive to magnify 

its opposition to Pakistan’s role in Af ghan i stan: it would benefit by keeping Pakistan out of Af ghan i-

stan, or by obtaining concessions from the United States in return for accepting Pakistan’s pres-

ence  there. But at the same time India shares a long border with a nuclear- armed state from which 

terrorists have regularly attacked its cities and military installations. The prospect of handing a near 

neighbor over to such a foe would be unattractive to any country. How much of India’s rhe toric is 

a negotiating tactic and how much is heartfelt therefore remains unclear. India, to the extent that it 

speaks with a unitary voice, may not be certain itself.

 Either way, if the United States continues to partner with Pakistan on a way forward for Af ghan i-

stan, it must recognize India’s basis for objecting to U.S. support for Pakistan and take steps to limit 

the damage this does to the bilateral relationship. The most obvious step would be to recognize 

India’s role as an essential partner in the Afghan peace pro cess and to push for including India in 

 every high- level dialogue and summit, even as an observer. U.S.- Indian cooperation in purely 

defensive areas, such as homeland security, would minimize India’s vulnerability to Pakistani 

provocations and help spare the relationship its periodic sharp shocks when Pakistan- based 

militant groups conduct attacks against Indian interests.

Many wild cards remain in the Afghanistan- Pakistan region. The rise of the Islamic State in Af ghan-

i stan and the continued success of the Taliban could make a total U.S. withdrawal nearly impos-

sible for the foreseeable  future. Should the Islamic State gain momentum in the area, it would offer 

a rare example of a hostis humani generis that all three countries could unite against, changing 

U.S. and regional calculations completely. The military has had a leading role for most of Pakistan’s 
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history, and if a civilian government in Pakistan achieves robust economic growth, it may be able 

to chip away at popu lar support for the military. China’s growing stake in Af ghan i stan could lead to 

 either a new hope for peace or a new proxy war, depending on the tenor of its relations with all 

the powers involved in the Af ghan i stan conflict. Navigating the  future, however,  will be easier for 

the United States if it has a clearer idea of which of Af ghan i stan’s realistic  futures it wants to 

achieve and is willing to accept.

 MIDDLE EAST

The United States and India seem to share a sense of bewilderment when facing  today’s  Middle 

East. Neither India’s well- established policy of balancing competing interests while remaining 

friendly with all parties nor the more active attempts by the United States to influence the situation 

appear to be having the desired effect. The United States and India share at least one vital strategic 

interest in the region: securing the continued supply of energy resources to enable a growing 

global economy—on which the continued economic growth of both the United States and India 

rely. Increasing security cooperation in this area  will require a laserlike focus on energy security 

and a consequent willingness to disregard differences at the margins.

Shashank Joshi describes India’s cautious (“death by communique”) but fairly successful  Middle 

East policy as one of balance: between Saudi Arabia and Iran, the United States and Iran, and Israel 

and the Palestinians.38 The greatest innovation in this policy in India’s 70 years of in de pen dence 

was its recognition of Israel in 1992.39 In the 20 months since he entered office, Prime Minister 

Modi has attempted to revitalize India’s approach through personal diplomacy; he was the first 

Indian prime minister to visit the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in 34 years and,  after meeting with the 

prime minister of Bahrain in Delhi, he looks likely to be the first- ever Indian prime minister to visit 

Bahrain.40 India’s President Mukherjee made the first visit by an Indian president to Israel in Octo-

ber 2014, and the Minister of External Affairs visited Israel in January 2016 to lay the groundwork 

for what might be the first- ever visit by an Indian prime minister to that country.41 That said, Modi’s 

focus on the economy—he secured a pledge of $75 billion in investment from the Emirates, 

though not tied to specific proj ects— and his attempt to build ties to states with large Indian dias-

pora communities do not represent a break from previous policy.42

38.  Shashank Joshi, “India and the  Middle East,” Asian Affairs 46, no. 2 (2015): 253.

39.  P. R. Kumaraswamy, India’s Israel Policy (New York: Columbia University Press, 2010), 238.

40.  Office of Narendra Modi, “Prime Minister meets the Foreign Minister of Bahrain,” February 23, 2015, http:// www 

. narendramodi . in / prime - minister - meets - the - foreign - minister - of - bahrain - 7285.

41.  Kallol Bhattacherjee, “Sushma to Lay Ground for Modi’s Israel Visit,” Hindu, January 17, 2016, http:// www . thehindu 

. com / news / national / sushma - to - lay - ground - for - modis - israel - visit / article8115026 . ece.

42.  Rajeev Sharma, “Modi Extracts $75 Bn Investment Pledge from UAE, But Cele brations Would Be Premature,” 

Firstpost . com, August 18, 2015, http:// www . firstpost . com / business / modi - extracts - 75 - bn - investment - pledge - from - uae 

- but - its - too - early - to - celebrate - 2396208 . html.
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India’s care (or paralysis) in conducting its relations with the  Middle East is the product of its vital 

interests in the area. India has large coal reserves, but its domestic oil and gas production does not 

meet demand, and India is set to become the world’s third largest consumer of oil, roughly 4.1 

million barrels per day.43 The low oil prices of 2015 have been an unpre ce dented boon for India’s 

economy and the government’s balance sheet; by one estimate cheap oil was responsible for 

70  percent of GDP growth in 2015.44 The nations of the Persian Gulf provide two- thirds of India’s 

oil and gas, making the Strait of Hormuz a vital lifeline for India’s economy.45

Beyond energy, the Persian Gulf is by far the largest source of remittances to India, the world’s 

largest recipient of remittances. Indian workers in the UAE, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Qatar, Oman, and 

Bahrain sent $36 billion home to India in 2014, accounting for over half of all remittances to 

India,46 and Gulf countries made up half of the top 10 destinations for Indian workers.47 With nearly 

7 million expatriate workers in the Sunni states of the Persian Gulf, nearly all of them with at best 

temporary visas if not undocumented, India cannot afford to antagonize their hosts and risk a 

mass expulsion.48 Given  these stakes, India is unlikely to risk rocking any boats in the Gulf.

India has suffered for its neutrality. In spring and summer 2014, the Islamic State took hostage two 

groups of Indian workers in Iraq: 46 nurses in Tikrit49 and 39 construction workers in Mosul.50 All of 

the nurses returned home safely, but as of this writing the majority of the construction workers 

have not returned. Although the Indian government claims that they are all safe (if incommuni-

cado), Bangladeshi workers who  were held at the same time have told reporters that all but one of 

the Indian construction workers  were executed by the Islamic State.51  Whether or not the men are 

alive, India’s lack of response in the face of this provocation shows its reluctance to get involved in 

the military campaign against the Islamic State and the limited number of tools it can employ in 

43.  Jude Clemente, “India’s Rise to 3rd Place in Oil Demand,” Forbes, August 7, 2015, http:// www . forbes . com / sites 

/ judeclemente / 2015 / 08 / 07 / indias - rise - to - 3rd - place - in - oil - demand / .

44.  Anant Vijay Kala, “How Robust Is India’s Growth? It’s Up to the Government Says HSBC,” Wall Street Journal, 

January 5, 2016, http:// blogs . wsj . com / indiarealtime / 2016 / 01 / 05 / how - robust - is - indias - growth - its - up - to - the 

- government - says - hsbc / .

45.  Joshi, “India and the  Middle East,” 253.

46.  World Bank Bilateral Remittances Database, 2014, http:// www . worldbank . org / en / topic / migrationremittancesdiasp

oraissues / brief / migration - remittances - data.

47.   These countries  were the United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman, and Qatar. The other five  were the 

United States, Pakistan, Nepal, the United Kingdom, and Canada (in order). World Bank, “India Country Profile,” in 

Migration and Remittances Factbook 2016 (Washington, DC: World Bank, 2015), http:// siteresources . worldbank . org 

/ INTPROSPECTS / Resources / 334934 - 1199807908806 / 4549025 - 1450455807487 / Factbook2016 _ Countries _ A - L . pdf.

48.  P. R. Kumaraswamy, interview with the authors, October 5, 2015.

49.  J. Binduraj, “How a Group of 46 Indian Nurses Cheated Death in ISIS Captivity in  Battle- Hit Iraq,” India  Today, 

July 21, 2014, http:// indiatoday . intoday . in / story / indian - nurses - isis - captivity - in - battle - hit - iraq / 1 / 370837 . html.

50.  “All 39 Indians Held Hostage by ISIS in Iraq Are Safe: Govt,” Times of India, July 22, 2015, http:// timesofindia 

. indiatimes . com / india / All - 39 - Indians - held - hostage - by - ISIS - in - Iraq - are - safe - Govt / articleshow / 48175624 . cms.

51.  “39 out of 40 Kidnapped Indians  Were Killed by ISIS, Claim Bangladeshi Workers,” India  Today, November 28, 2014, 

http:// indiatoday . intoday . in / story / isis - kidnapped - indian - workers - mosul - iraq / 1 / 404112 . html.
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this situation. Unlike the United States, India does not appear to view the group as a global terrorist 

threat. When India does engage with  Middle Eastern leaders on terrorism, the subject is more likely 

to be Gulf support for Pakistan- based terror groups.52

India’s efforts to avoid choosing sides between Saudi Arabia and Iran stem from its desire both to 

avoid sectarian religious unrest at home53 and to maintain good relations with both states.54 India 

depends on Saudi Arabia for oil and remittances, but has close business and cultural ties to Iran. 

52.  Shubhajit Roy, “Pakistan or Iran in Anti- terror Statement? India, Saudi Arabia Interpret Their Own,” Indian Express, 

April 4, 2016, http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / india - saudi - arabia - call - upon - states - to - cut - off 

- support - and - financing - to - terrorists / .

53.  Hundreds of Shia Muslims in the sensitive Kashmir region protested Saudi Arabia’s execution of Shia cleric Nimr 

Al- Nimr. See “Protests in Srinagar, Lucknow over Saudi Execution,” Indian Express, January 4, 2016, http:// indianexpress 

. com / article / india / india - news - india / protests - in - srinagar - lucknow - over - saudi - execution / .

54.  Kumaraswamy, interview with the authors, October 5, 2015.

BOX 1.3. Scenario: Persian Gulf Blockade

Brig. Gurmeet Kanwal, Ret., Adjunct Fellow, CSIS

Situation

The U.S.- Iran nuclear deal fails; Amer i ca reintroduces harsh sanctions, leading to an Ira nian block-

ade of energy shipments through the Persian Gulf.

India’s Interest

The majority of India’s oil and gas passes through the Persian Gulf. Ensuring continued energy flows 

is a vital national interest. India also has a large diaspora/guest- worker community throughout the 

region. The safety of Indians working in the region is a key concern. In case diplomacy fails, the 

Indian government is likely to join a U.S.- led international co ali tion to remove the Ira nian blockade 

and reopen the Persian Gulf.

India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

Integrated joint operations  will need to be conducted to remove the blockade. This action would 

entail naval patrols and escort vessels, air defense, undersea warfare capabilities, personnel trans-

portation in case of an evacuation from one or more countries in the region, and logistics coordi-

nation. Intelligence cooperation would also be necessary so that Indian forces are apprised of 

Ira nian military movements.

Gaps in India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

The Indian forces that are part of the international co ali tion  will need air defense cover. Intelligence 

sharing with other concerned players would be critical. Communications interoperability with other 

militaries operating in the region  will be crucial.
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Prior to the U.S.- India civil nuclear agreement, India hoped that it would be able to buy Ira nian oil 

and also strike a nuclear deal with the United States.55 When the United States made clear that this 

was not an option, India reluctantly decreased oil purchases56 but attempted to broaden commer-

cial ties with Iran in other arenas, such as the Chabahar Port venture.57 India is jointly sponsoring 

the development of the port with Iran,58 has extended Iran a $150 million line of credit to build a 

railroad to the site,59 and has announced that it is planning to invest as much as one trillion rupees 

(more than $15 billion) if Iran offers the right terms.60 Iran recently awarded a $3 billion contract to 

India’s state- owned energy development com pany to develop one of Iran’s gas fields, and the two 

countries continue to publicly discuss the possibility of an undersea gas pipeline that would bypass 

Pakistan’s Exclusive Economic Zone.61

Periodic U.S. attempts to limit this burgeoning economic relationship have gone over very poorly 

with India’s leaders.62 As one prominent Indian columnist put it, “Iran was a big stick the United States 

used to beat India with.”63 India was off the starting blocks even before the Ira nian nuclear deal 

was announced: the preceding year saw multiple visits by high- level Indian officials to Iran, laying 

the groundwork for increased interaction, and when sanctions  were lifted, oil imports from Iran 

surged.64 Beyond economic concerns, India welcomed the deal as opening the door for “strategic 

cooperation” between India and Iran in Af ghan i stan and Central Asia.65 Although India did not play a 

direct role in negotiating the agreement, C. Raja Mohan described the deal as a victory for India’s 

55.  Geoffrey Kemp, The East Moves West: India, China, and Asia’s Growing Presence in the  Middle East (Washington, 

DC: Brookings Institution, 2012), 51–60.

56.  In 2012, a year  after the imposition of U.S. sanctions, India was still the largest purchaser of Ira nian oil. Jim Yardley, 

“India Defends Oil Purchases from Iran,” New York Times, February 11, 2012, http:// www . nytimes . com / 2012 / 02 / 12 

/ world / asia / india - trumpets - ties - with - us - amid - iran - oil - deal . html ?  _ r=0.

57.  Kumaraswamy, interview with the authors, October 5, 2015.

58.  T.C.A. Sharad Raghavan and Sanjay Vijaykumar, “Decks Cleared for India’s Role in Ira nian Port,” Hindu, August 27, 2015, 

http:// www . thehindu . com / news / national / decks - cleared - for - indias - role - in - irans - chabahar - port / article7583968 . ece.

59.  Amitav Ranjan, “Chabahar Port: India in a Hurry to Clear $150-mn Iran Credit Line,” Indian Express, December 22, 

2015, http:// indianexpress . com / article / business / business - others / chabahar - port - india - in - a - hurry - to - clear - 150 - mn 

- iran - credit - line / .

60.  This rather dubious figure is likely a feint in ongoing negotiations between India and Iran over the price of natu ral 

gas, but it does give an idea of the scope of India’s interest in the Port. “India to Invest Rs. 1 Lakh Crore in Chabahar 

Port: Union Minister Nitin Gadkari,” NDTV, September 24, 2015, http:// www . ndtv . com / india - news / india - to - invest - rs - 1 

- lakh - crore - in - chabahar - port - union - minister - nitin - gadkari - 1221038.

61.  “India, Iran Discuss Undersea Gas Pipeline Bypassing Pakistan,” Hindu, December 7, 2015, http:// www . thehindu 

. com / business / india - iran - discuss - undersea - gas - pipeline - bypassing - pakistan / article7958494 . ece.

62.  Kemp, The East Moves West, 58.

63.  Indrani Bagchi, “World Loosens N- knot around Iran,” Times of India, July 15, 2015.

64.  Nidhi Verma, “India’s Iran Oil Imports Fall in Jan, but Feb Arrivals to Surge— Shipping Data,”  Reuters, February 2, 

2016, http:// in . reuters . com / article / india - iran - crude - idINKCN0VB0OT.

65.  C. Raja Mohan, “Look Again at the  Middle East,” Indian Express, April 2, 2015, http:// indianexpress . com / article 

/ opinion / columns / look - again - at - the - middle - east / .
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“prudent strategy that acknowledged the prob lems with the Ira nian nuclear programme, called for a 

peaceful resolution of the dispute, and focused on India’s own liberation from atomic sanctions.”66

India’s go- slow policy in the  Middle East, as well as its skepticism  toward American intentions, has 

led it to decline to participate in  every U.S. intervention in the  Middle East. The closest India ever 

came to supporting a U.S. campaign came in 2003, when the Vajpayee government considered 

the possibility of deploying an infantry division to Iraq.67 In December 2015, Defence Minister 

Manohar Parrikar told the media that India would join the fight against the Islamic State if it could 

do so  under the aegis of the United Nations.68 His government immediately walked back his 

words, calling it “hy po thet i cal” and stating India would consider its options, even if the UN did lead 

a campaign against IS.69

Despite India’s lack of hard power in the  Middle East, India has managed to pursue economic ties 

with Iran even as it creates an ever- stronger diplomatic and military relationship with Israel. This 

relationship has been marked both by symbolic breakthroughs—as noted previously, in October 

2014, Indian president Pranab Mukherjee became the first- ever Indian head of state to visit 

Israel70— and substantive steps, particularly in the field of defense sales and joint arms develop-

ment. In late December 2015 the two countries successfully tested a jointly developed long- range 

surface- to- air missile system, the Barak 8, with two  trials from Indian navy ships.71 Modi’s adminis-

tration bought more arms from Israel in its first nine months in power than the Singh administra-

tion did in the preceding three years.72

Rejecting the U.S. model of intervention in the  Middle East as disastrous, many Indian analysts 

believe that India must make its own way through the dangerous terrain of the region, forced to 

look out for its own interests as best it can.73 As was seen in the negotiations surrounding the civil 

66.  C. Raja Mohan, “How the Nuclear Deal Gives India Room in the Greater  Middle East,” Indian Express, July 15, 2015, 

http:// indianexpress . com / article / explained / how - the - nuclear - deal - gives - india - room - in - the - greater - middle - east / .

67.  Joshi, “India and the  Middle East,” 254–255.

68.  “India Ready for Operation against ISIS If UN Adopts Resolution: Parrikar,” Indian Express, December 16, 2015, 

http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / india - ready - for - operation - against - isis - if - un - adopts - resolution 

- parrikar / .

69.  “Govt Rushes to Play Down Parrikar’s Comments on India in UN Mission against IS,” Firstpost . com, December 18, 

2015, http:// www . firstpost . com / india / india - will - operate - against - islamic - state - only - under - un - flag - says - manohar 

- parrikar - 2548268 . html.

70.  Neville Teller, “India and Israel: Strengthening the Bonds,” Jerusalem Post, January 5, 2016, http:// www . jpost . com 

/ Blogs / A - Mid - East - Journal / India - and - Israel - strengthening - the - bonds - 439427.

71.  “Indian Navy Successfully Test Fires Long Range Barak 8 Missile from INS Kolkata,” Economic Times, December 30, 

2015, http:// economictimes . indiatimes . com / news / defence / indian - navy - successfully - test - fires - long - range - barak - 8 

- missile - from - ins - kolkata / articleshow / 50378363 . cms.

72.  Natalie Obiko Pearson and N. C. Bipindra, “Israel Next to Consider Making Arms in India as Ties Improve,” Bloom-

berg, February 17, 2015, http:// www . bloomberg . com / news / articles / 2015 - 02 - 17 / israel - next - to - consider - making 

- weapons - in - india - as - ties - improve.

73.  Shivshankar Menon, “India’s Changing Geopo liti cal Environment” (lecture, India Habitat Center, January 20, 2016), 

http:// www . indiahabitat . org / download / 2016 / India’s _ Changing _ Geopol _ Env _ Habitat _ 20 _ 1 _ 16 . pdf. Menon writes, 

“Judging by what we have seen we cannot look to the traditional Western dominated world order, established powers 
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nuclear agreement, Indian politicians also believe that high- level cooperation with the United 

States could anger the country’s Muslim population.74 This is particularly relevant if cooperation 

involves using military force against Muslims in the  Middle East.

Two self- reinforcing trends, one external and one internal, could change this self- perception. 

The first is the growing chaos of the  Middle East, which makes India’s old ways of  doing  things 

seem increasingly out of date.75 Just as low oil prices have benefited the Indian economy, high 

prices— driven perhaps by a crisis in the Persian Gulf— could dim hope for higher growth rates. 

The second is the possibility of a shift in Indian public perception of the risks in the  Middle East. 

This could be as a result of another high- profile abduction of Indian workers or an IS- 

sponsored attack within India, forcing the government to take more decisive action in the 

 future. The nationalistic tone of the current government and the rise of social media among 

Indian youth both tends  toward such an outcome. India was  silent when Bahrain, home to 

400,000 Indian workers, erupted in sectarian strife in 2011; what would it do if the government 

had collapsed?76

In response to recent turmoil in the  Middle East, some members of India’s current administra-

tion appear to be revising their views on  whether the United States and India can forge greater 

cooperation on security issues in the  Middle East.77 C. Raja Mohan sees increased security 

efforts in the  Middle East as both a necessity and an opportunity.78 Even if such views become 

more widely accepted, however, India is unlikely to sign on for joint operations  unless it needs 

something that the United States can provide— security in the Strait of Hormuz, for instance, or 

a joint U.S.- India airlift of U.S. and Indian citizens from a troubled country.  Until that day, the 

two countries’ shared interest in keeping oil prices low and preventing the Shi‘a- Sunni conflict 

from gaining further intensity provides ample space for collaboration. The United States must 

approach cooperation, however, with the understanding that onlookers in India have reason to 

doubt U.S. foreign policy competence and do not share U.S. convictions on the importance of, 

for instance, removing Syrian president Bashar al- Assad or containing Iran, as well as an aware-

ness of India’s limits. India is far more likely to serve as a go- between with Iran than it is to join 

the U.S.- led bombing campaign against the Islamic State or to condemn Bahrain for  human 

rights abuses against its Shi‘a majority. A more assertive Indian posture in the  Middle East  will 

almost certainly have to wait for the day when India achieves a mea sure of energy 

in de pen dence.

like the US, or the UN, for solutions. What we have seen in the last de cade is a disastrous rec ord of Western interven-

tions and UN in effec tive ness in country  after country.”

74.  Srinand Jha, “Govt May Lose Muslim  favor,” Hindustan Times, August 20, 2007, http:// www . hindustantimes . com 

/ india / govt - may - lose - muslim - favour / story - IZc8Ky6hYWxljqTU2AS25K . html.

75.  Joshi, “India and the  Middle East,” 253.

76.  The protests  were violently put down with the help of Pakistani troops. Joshi, “India and the  Middle East,” 260.

77.  Participant, CSIS- ICRIER Roundtable Discussion, New Delhi, September 2015.

78.  C. Raja Mohan, “Returning India to the Gulf,” Indian Express, April 5, 2016, http:// indianexpress . com / article / opinion 

/ columns / narendra - modi - saudi - arabia - india - middle - east - gulf - countries / .
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Recent history provided an example of real- world cooperation on security issues in the  Middle 

East, however. In 2015, India conducted noncombatant evacuation operations (NEO) to support 

over 5,000  people who fled Yemen amid the conflict  there. In addition to over 4,000 Indian 

nationals, India’s navy and air carriers also evacuated over 900 foreign nationals, including citizens 

of the United States. The third NEO undertaken by India since 1990, it is a reminder that India’s 

military is highly capable in some cases and that India truly can serve as a net security provider 

throughout the Indian Ocean region.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: Ensuring Continued U.S.- India Alignment on Emerging Issues  

in the  Middle East, Including Iran

India’s low profile and lack of hard power in the  Middle East has allowed it to successfully pursue a 

policy of “benign insignificance”: it has managed to maintain publicly smooth (if not close) rela-

tions with the Assad government in Syria, for instance, without seriously angering the anti- Assad 

co ali tion; it resisted condemning the government of Bahrain during the Arab Spring without 

alienating its own Shi‘a population; and it has embraced the Persian Gulf nations (particularly the 

Gulf Cooperation Council states) as sources of investment while being willing to ignore their 

long- standing close relationships with Pakistan. India is also managing a growing relationship with 

Israel, even as it increases its ties to many other countries in the  Middle East. This relationship has 

seen Israel becoming one of India’s most impor tant suppliers of defense material. Believing that 

the Islamic State is other  people’s prob lem,79 India is somewhat complacent about the trajectory 

of its  Middle East policy.

India has so far been able to pursue a soft neutrality in the region  because  Middle Eastern nations 

have not forced it to take sides. And it has achieved its own strategic objectives (constant supplies 

of energy and a continued outlet for excess  labor) without having to invest significant effort 

 because conditions in the  Middle East have so far been conducive to the  free flow of oil and 

 people. Neither of  these conditions are guaranteed in the  future.

A number of crises in the region could force India’s hand. An intensified Sunni- Shi‘a (or Arab- 

Persian) conflict could block the passage of oil through the Strait of Hormuz, vastly increasing oil 

prices and perhaps even making it difficult for India to obtain sufficient oil. Even worse, the parties 

to such a conflict could force India to choose between oil supplies and mi grant workers in the 

Gulf and its strong and growing economic ties to Iran (as well as its defense ties to Rus sia, one of 

Iran’s patrons). The expansion of ungoverned spaces in the  Middle East, and their exploitation by 

79.  Most Indian accounts of the Islamic State conclude that it is not a threat to India. As an example, a former secretary 

of the Research & Analy sis Wing (R&AW), India’s version of the Central Intelligence Agency, recently reviewed the rise of 

the Islamic State and its ability to propagate itself through Internet propaganda and concluded that “[t]he real threat we 

face is from all terror groups that have their bases in Pakistan.” Vikram Sood, “Al- Qaeda, ISIS and India’s Challenges,” 

ORF Commentaries, July 10, 2015, http:// www . orfonline . org / research / al - qaeda - isis - and - indias - challenges / . One 

dissenting view can be found in Alok Bansal, “New Caliphate in Iraq and Implications for India,” India Foundation 

Journal 2, no.5 (2014): 14–21. As a sample of the range of opinions within India’s foreign policy community, an article 

in the same organ (the in- house journal of a well- connected right- wing Indian think tank) alleges that the United States 

is providing weapons and personnel to the Islamic State.
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terrorist groups, could also block oil flows and is particularly resonant with India, which has its 

own long history with Islamist terrorism.

Indian strategists close to the BJP appear to be coming to the conclusion that India needs to do 

more in the  Middle East, although they are generally vague as to what form of action India should 

take.80 C. Raja Mohan has wisely advocated that India jettison its previous understanding of  Middle 

Eastern dynamics and develop a new one based on realities on the ground; but even “open and 

transparent engagement with all sides,” as he recommends,  will not protect Indian interests if “all 

sides” are at odds with one another.81

The United States and India have converging interests in the  Middle East when it comes to the  free 

flow of  people and commerce— especially oil. Diff er ent threat- perceptions of IS, the Assad regime, 

Iran, and other regional developments, as well as diff er ent levels of willingness and ability to bring 

national tools to bear to address  those threats,  will likely keep U.S. and Indian policymakers from 

undertaking any large- scale combined effort— whether diplomatic or military. Despite the low 

probability of coordinated actions, growing common interests suggest that the United States and 

India should, at the very least, increase consultations with one another on perceptions of issues 

throughout the  Middle East, possibly modeled on the U.S.- India East Asia Consultations.

EAST AFRICA AND THE WESTERN INDIAN OCEAN

India has focused, well- defined interests (counterpiracy, energy, mining, agriculture, and markets) 

in sub- Saharan Africa and is pursuing its goals  there with unusual vigor. The United States, in 

contrast, shows intermittent interest in the region but also some confusion about its goals and 

strategy. Its counterterrorism efforts are its only endeavors  there that appear to attract consistent 

attention and resources. Africa, therefore, is one region where the United States could benefit from 

India’s de cades of consistent engagement and its wide range of contacts. While the United States 

may currently be frustrated by India’s lack of security engagement beyond counterpiracy, India’s 

expanding interests in Africa are already expanding its prospects in the security sphere.

India’s activities in Africa benefit from de cades of being on “the right side” of modern African 

history: Indians (famously including Mohandas Gandhi) participated in the strug gle for civil rights in 

South Africa, and the Indian government was welcoming and supportive of African in de pen dence 

leaders in the 1960s and 1970s. Indian Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru famously referred to Africa 

as India’s “near abroad,” a connection that was enhanced by the long history of trade between 

India and the East African littoral and the large Indian diaspora that settled  there before and during 

British rule.82

80.  Bansal, “New Caliphate in Iraq and Implications for India.” Bansal suggests “India should take active part in resolv-

ing the crisis in Iraq” and “augment” its task force in the Persian Gulf to equip it to evacuate Indian citizens.

81.  C. Raja Mohan, “Re- imagining the  Middle East,” Indian Express, January 19, 2016, http:// indianexpress . com / article 

/ opinion / columns / raja - mandala - re - imagining - the - middle - east / .

82.  J. Peter Pham, “India’s Expanding Relations with Africa and Their Implications for U.S. Interests,” American Foreign 

Policy Interests 29 (2007): 342–343.
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In recent de cades, however, India has begun to look at Africa as a crucial trading partner rather 

than simply a po liti cal ally in the Non- Aligned Movement. Its calculus is  simple: India needs the 

energy and natu ral resources Africa possesses in order to fuel its growing economy. Indian invest-

ment in Africa has thus focused on gaining access to oil blocks and mineral resources, as well as 

smaller investments in commercial farming.83 Videsh, the overseas arm of state- owned oil com-

pany Oil and Natu ral Gas Corporation (ONGC), has currently invested $8 billion in Africa and plans 

to double that investment to $16 billion by 2018.84 ONGC Videsh has major stakes in fields in some 

of Africa’s most unstable countries, including Libya and South Sudan, and is looking to make 

further investments in Angola, Algeria, and Equatorial Guinea, giving it a continent- wide reach. 

Indian- owned Vedanta Resources has mining operations in Liberia, Zambia, Angola, and South 

Africa85 and is Africa’s second- largest copper producer.86 Indian firms such as telecom operator 

Bharti Airtel see African consumers as a large potential market; Airtel has operations in 13 African 

countries (down from 17); in 2010 it invested $10.7 billion to enter the African market, though it has 

found the market more difficult than expected.87

Overall India- Africa trade reflects this interest. In 2013 it was worth over $71 billion and made up 

9.4  percent of India’s total trade. Africa is actually more impor tant to India as an export destination 

than a source of imports; it receives 10.6  percent of India’s exports but is the source of only 

8.7  percent of imports.88 This imbalance, although slight, hints at the larger strategic disparity in 

the India- Africa relationship: India sees Africa as a source of raw goods and a market for finished 

products, particularly high- tech goods, while African countries are themselves trying to break 

away from being solely resource- exporting economies and move up the manufacturing value 

chain. Only 3  percent of India’s imports from sub- Saharan Africa in 2014  were consumer or capital 

goods, while  these good made up more than 80  percent of India’s exports to Africa.89

India has backed its economic push with diplomatic activity. India has 29 embassies or high 

commissions in Africa, as well as six ju nior diplomatic missions.90 It was one of the first nations, 

83.  J. Peter Pham, “India’s New African Horizons: An American Perspective,” Africa Review 5, no. 2 (2013): 93–103.

84.  “ONGC Videsh to Double Africa Investments to $16 Bn in 3 Years,” Business Standard, October 28, 2015, http:// 

www . business - standard . com / article / companies / ongc - videsh - to - double - africa - investments - to - 16 - bn - in - 3 - years 

- 115102801596 _ 1 . html.

85.  “Our Operations,” Vedanta Resources, January 7, 2016, http:// www . vedantaresources . com / our - operations . aspx.

86.  “Vedanta’s Zambian Unit Says  Faces Slight Copper Output Losses  After Power Blackout,”  Reuters, December 11, 

2015, http:// af . reuters . com / article / investingNews / idAFKBN0TU1TR20151211.

87.  Despite Airtel’s focus on Africa, the investment has not necessarily proved a success; it sold four of its best- 

performing country units in July 2015 in the face of lower- than- expected profits. Mansi Taneja, “Bharti Airtel’s Plot 

Veers off Script in Africa,” Business Standard, July 29, 2015, http:// www . business - standard . com / article / companies 

/ bharti - airtel - s - plot - veers - off - script - in - africa - 115072901366 _ 1 . html.

88.  Rajesh Pandathil and Kishor Kadam, “Nigeria is India’s top African Partner: India- Africa Trade Explained in 5 

Graphics,” Firstpost . com, October 27, 2015, http:// www . firstpost . com / business / nigeria - is - indias - top - african - partner 

- india - africa - trade - explained - in - 5 - graphics - 2483006 . html.

89.  Amadou Sy, “Three Trends in Indo- African Trade and Investment,” Africa in Focus, October 23, 2015, http:// www 

. brookings . edu / blogs / africa - in - focus / posts / 2015 / 10 / 23 - trends - indo - african - trade - investment - sy.

90.  CSIS tabulation from data provided by the Ministry of External Affairs, “Indian Missions Abroad,” Government of 

India, accessed January 7, 2015, http:// www . mea . gov . in / indian - missions - abroad . htm. Many thanks to Maria Phillip for 
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and the first Asian nation, to open an embassy in Juba, the capital of South Sudan.91 India has put 

 great diplomatic weight on “south- south” multilateral organ izations, like its trilateral dialogue with 

Brazil and South Africa, and sees itself as a leader of the developing nations at global forums such 

as trade negotiations and the Paris climate change talks.92 In a reminder that India’s dreams often 

exceed its capacity, however, it has not followed through on its promise to build 100 “India Africa 

Training Institutes.”93

India’s highest- profile engagement with Africa comes via the India- Africa Forum Summit (IAFS), a 

biennial meeting, first held in 2008, that brings African leaders from all over the continent. The 

2015 IAFS brought 40 African heads of state and 2,000 delegates to New Delhi for meetings with 

Modi and his ministers.94 Modi capped the event with the announcement of a $10 billion line of 

credit to Africa over the next 10 years.95 India also used the event to push forward its campaign  

for a permanent seat on the United Nations Security Council.96

India is also beefing up its security presence in Africa  under the aegis of UN- directed peacekeep-

ing missions. India’s military has a long history of peacekeeping operations on the continent as 

one of the largest contributors of troops to the United Nations peacekeeping force; as of 2012, 

more than 80  percent of Indian troops assigned to UN peacekeeping missions  were deployed in 

Africa.97 But India lacks the sort of boots- on- the- ground capacity in Africa that would allow it to 

come to the assistance of Indian nationals in extremis—in situations such as the November 2015 

Bamako  hotel attack, where 20 Indians  were evacuated while Malian, French, and American special 

forces fought the terrorists who had occupied the  hotel.98 India has not engaged in any known 

action against Al- Shabaab, despite the fact that the 2013 terrorist attack on the Westgate Mall killed 

three Indian citizens.99

research assistance on this point.

91.  Devirupa Mitra, “South Sudan’s Mission Pos si ble in Delhi,” Sunday Standard, August 5, 2012, http:// www 

. newindianexpress . com / thesundaystandard / article583091 . ece.

92.  Pham, “India’s new African horizons,” 96–97.

93.  Ruchita Beri, “3rd India Africa Forum Summit: Rejuvenating Relations,” IDSA Comment, October 29, 2015, http:// 

www . idsa . in / idsacomments / 3rd - india - africa - forum - summit _ rberi _ 291015.

94.  Shubhajit Roy, “India Africa Summit: 100 Luxury Cars, But No Beef, Pork at PM Banquet,” Indian Express, Octo-

ber 26, 2015, http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / india - africa - summit - 100 - luxury - cars - but - no 

- beef - pork - at - pm - banquet / .

95.  Huma Siddiqui, “PM Narendra Modi Promises $10- Bn Credit Line to Africa,” Financial Express, October 30, 2015, 

http:// www . financialexpress . com / economy / pm - narendra - modi - promises - 10 - bn - credit - line - to - africa / 158751 / .

96.  Devirupa Mitra, “India- Africa Forum Summit: India Pitches for UNSC Reforms, Terror,” New Indian Express, Octo-

ber 27, 2015, http:// www . newindianexpress . com / nation / India - Africa - Forum - Summit - India - Pitches - for - UNSC - Reforms 

- Terror / 2015 / 10 / 27 / article3100206 . ece.

97.  Pham, “India’s New African horizons,” 97.

98.  “Mali  Hotel siege: All Hostages Safe,” Hindu, November 20, 2015, http:// www . thehindu . com / news / international / live 

- 20 - indian - hostages - safely - evacuated - from - mali - hotel / article7899987 . ece.

99.  “Nairobi Attack: A List of Victims Who Died in Westgate mall,” Firstpost . com, September 24, 2015, http:// www 

. firstpost . com / world / nairobi - attack - a - list - of - victims - who - died - in - westgate - mall - 1130823 . html.
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India has made strides, however, in the piracy and counterterrorism arenas. Piracy is its main focus 

of activity in the western Indian Ocean; the Indian Navy has guarded more than 3,000 commercial 

vessels transiting the Gulf of Aden. With this prob lem largely  under control, however, piracy has 

shifted to the Gulf of Guinea, an area where India has  little to no ability to act.100 Cooperation with 

the United States in this sphere is limited  because U.S. counterpiracy efforts have been focused 

through multinational operations in the form of Combined Task Forces 151 and 152. India has not 

joined  those tasks forces— which are U.S.- led (and of which Pakistan is a member)— and has in-

stead pushed for counterpiracy efforts to be led by the United Nations.101

Terrorism concerns are becoming more prominent in India’s relations with the East African 

nations that also suffer from Islamist terrorism: in June 2015, India and Tanzania announced the 

formation of a joint working group to fight terrorism.102 Counterterrorism cooperation is a pe-

rennial theme at IAFS, but was a dominant issue in 2015, being raised in two- thirds of Modi’s 

one- on- one meetings with African heads of state.103 His aides noted that leaders who normally 

would want to discuss economic issues  were instead bringing up intelligence sharing and de-

fense modernization.

India’s growing interests in Africa fit well with its ongoing top- to- bottom rethinking of its naval 

strategy in the Indian Ocean.104 India and Mauritius have long had a strategic partnership, but in an 

impor tant speech in March 2015, Prime Minister Modi reinvigorated India’s focus on the region, 

stressing the two nations’ “shared commitment to peace and security in Indian Ocean [sic]— our 

common maritime home,” and telling his listeners that the “Indian Ocean region is at the top of 

[India’s] policy priorities.”105 Modi followed his Mauritius speech with a second key address in 

100.  Abhijit Singh, “Reenergising India- Africa Maritime Relations,” IDSA Comment, October 28, 2015, http:// www . idsa 

. in / idsacomments / reenergising - india - africa - maritime - relations _ asingh _ 281015.

101.  Peter Dombrowski and Andrew C. Winner, The Indian Ocean and US  Grand Strategy (Washington, DC: George-

town University Press, 2014), 203.

102.  “India, Tanzania to Fight Terrorism, Boost Gas Exploration,” NDTV, June 20, 2015, http:// www . ndtv . com / india 

- news / india - tanzania - to - fight - terrorism - boost - gas - exploration - 773510.

103.  “International terrorism” appeared as the first “common threat” in the announcement of the 2015 IAFS. During the 

2011 summit, the participants released a statement that “unequivocally condemned terrorism and piracy in all its [sic] 

forms.” “India, Africa Call for Action against Terrorism,” New Indian Express, May 25, 2011, http:// www 

. newindianexpress . com / world / article474394 . ece; Shubhajit Roy, “India- Africa Summit: 12 African Leaders Talk Terror, 

Defence with PM Narendra Modi,” Indian Express, December 25, 2015, http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india 

- news - india / india - africa - summit - pm - narendra - modi - holds - bilateral - talks - with - african - leaders / .

104.  C. Raja Mohan, “Modi and the Indian Ocean: Restoring India’s Sphere of Influence,” CSIS Asia Maritime Transpar-

ency Initiative, June 28, 2015, http:// amti . csis . org / modi - and - the - indian - ocean - restoring - indias - sphere - of - influence / . 

The Indian Navy in December 2015 released a new strategy for the Indian Ocean titled “Ensuring Secure Seas,” 

described by Prime Minister Modi as “for the first time articulat[ing] a clear strategy for our maritime region.” The 

document has not been made public. Press Information Bureau, Government of India, “PM chairs Combined Com-

manders Conference on board INS Vikramaditya at Sea,” December 15, 2015, http:// pib . nic . in / newsite / PrintRelease 

. aspx ? relid=133265.

105.  Narendra Modi, “Prime Minister’s Remarks at the Commissioning of Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) Barracuda in 

Mauritius” (speech, Mauritius, March 12, 2015), http:// www . mea . gov . in / Speeches - Statements . htm ? dtl / 24912 / Prime+Min

isters+Remarks+at+the+Commissioning+of+Offshore+Patrol+Vessel+OPV+Barracuda+in+Mauritius+March+12+2015.
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December 2015 in which he told India’s military commanders that “the passage to [India’s]  future 

prosperity and security . . .  lies on” the Indian Ocean and that India had “raised . . .  engagement with 

Africa to a new level.”106

Modi’s visit to the Mauritius followed years of gradual naval buildup  under the previous Congress 

Party government.  Under the leadership of Prime Minister Manmohan Singh, India began patrol-

ling the  waters of Mozambique, the Seychelles, and Mauritius and built its first offshore listening 

post in Madagascar.107 While the Congress Party was leery of collaborating with the United States 

in this area, Modi is more welcoming: during President Obama’s January 2015 visit to India the two 

sides released a “Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia- Pacific and Indian Ocean Region” that stated 

their shared commitment to security, peaceful dispute resolution, economic growth, and contin-

ued regional dialogue.108

Despite this flurry of activity, one prominent analyst of the Indian Ocean condemns India for 

nearly ignoring issues beyond piracy and for failing to provide security in areas outside its 

immediate zones of strategic interest, leading African nations to see its support as transaction-

al.109 The Modi administration has not always been consistent in its messaging on the Indian 

Ocean; in late 2014, only a few months before the release of the U.S.- India Joint Strategic 

Vision, Modi’s national security adviser, Ajit Doval, revived a call for an Indian Ocean Zone of 

Peace— a concept that would prevent any nation outside the littoral region from building bases 

in the Indian Ocean.110 Doval was referring to a 1971 UN General Assembly Resolution that 

called on the  great powers to “halt the further escalation and expansion of their military pres-

ence in the Indian Ocean” and “eliminate from the Indian Ocean all bases, military installations, 

and logistical supply facilities”—an initiative that would spell the end of the U.S. presence on 

Diego Garcia.111

When it comes to Africa, the Obama administration has strug gled to find the time and focus to 

enact the president’s vision for “a comprehensive U.S. policy that is proactive, forward- looking, 

and that balances our long- term interests with near- term imperatives.”112 The 2015 United States 

National Security Strategy calls for the United States to “seek peace in . . .  North Africa” and “invest 

106.  Press Information Bureau, Government of India, “PM Chairs Combined Commanders Conference on Board INS 

Vikramaditya at Sea.”

107.  Pham, “India’s New African horizons,” 97.

108.  White House, Office of the Press Secretary, “U.S.- India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia- Pacific and Indian Ocean 

Region,” January 25, 2015, https:// www . whitehouse . gov / the - press - office / 2015 / 01 / 25 / us - india - joint - strategic - vision 

- asia - pacific - and - indian - ocean - region.

109.  Singh, “Reenergising India- Africa Maritime Relations.”

110.  T. P. Sreenivasan, “New Wars on the Cold War Relic,” Hindu, December 16, 2014, http:// www . thehindu . com 

/ opinion / lead / lead - article - new - wars - on - the - cold - war - relic / article6694860 . ece.

111.  UN General Assembly (UNGA), Resolution 2832 (XXVI), “Declaration of the Indian Ocean as a Zone of Peace,” 

December 16, 1971, http:// www . un . org / en / ga / search / view _ doc . asp ? symbol=A / RES / 2832(XXVI).

112.  White House, U.S. Strategy  Toward Sub- Saharan Africa (Washington, DC: White House, 2012), http:// www . state 

. gov / documents / organization / 209377 . pdf.
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in Africa’s  future.”113 As  these titles suggest, the document divides Africa up into two areas: the 

north, where the emphasis is on security and counterterrorism, and the south, where the emphasis 

is on governance and economic development. The 2012 U.S. Strategy  Toward Sub- Saharan Africa, 

which treats the subject of southern Africa in more depth, defines U.S. interests in sub- Saharan 

Africa as ensuring the security of the United States, its citizens, and its allies and partners; promoting 

demo cratic states that are eco nom ically vibrant and strong partners of the United States on the 

world stage; expanding opportunities for U.S. trade and investment; preventing conflict and mass 

atrocities; and fostering broad- based, sustainable economic growth and poverty alleviation.114

As even many of the president’s supporters admitted, however, Obama’s term has not been trans-

formational for U.S.- Africa relations. The 2014 U.S.- Africa Leaders’ Summit, which was meant to 

kick- start relations, received mixed reviews115 and has not so far led to any breakthroughs.116 

Obama’s signature initiative, Power Africa, has strug gled to get off the ground and as of fall 2015 

had not yet added any new power to Africa’s grid.117

Based on the  actual allocation of time and resources, the primary U.S. interests in Africa are 

security- focused in the north and thus have  little overlap with India’s core interests on the conti-

nent, which are focused on energy and markets. (India also tends to divide Africa up into “near” 

and “far” Africa rather than using the Sahara as a dividing line). Indian governments, for better or 

worse, are  under less pressure from civil society and the international community to elevate 

 human rights in their relations with African nations. India ignored a request from the International 

Criminal Court that it arrest Sudanese President Omar al- Bashir, who is wanted for trial as a war 

criminal, during the IAFS.118 Al- Bashir was not invited to the 2014 Leaders’ Summit in Washington.

Indians are highly aware that their interests in Africa diverge from  those of the United States, 

making them reluctant to rely on the United States to continue to provide security— particularly 

maritime security—in the region. In one analyst’s view, the growth in domestic oil production in 

113.  White House, National Security Strategy (Washington, DC: White House, 2015), 26, https:// www . whitehouse . gov 

/ sites / default / files / docs / 2015 _ national _ security _ strategy . pdf.

114.  White House, U.S. Strategy  Toward Sub- Saharan Africa, 1–2.

115.  Delphine Djiraibe et al., “U.S.- Africa Leaders Summit: What Did It Achieve?,” U.S. Institute of Peace, October 6, 

2014, http:// www . usip . org / olivebranch / us - africa - leaders - summit - what - did - it - achieve.

116.  The African leaders and business executives pres ent at the summit called for several amendments to the African 

Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) when it came time for the U.S. Congress to reauthorize it in 2015. Although 

Congress did reauthorize AGOA, which provides for duty- free import of thousands of goods from Africa, it did not 

make any of the suggested amendments— suggesting “stability” rather than growth in U.S.- Africa relations. Brown 

Capital Management Africa Forum, “Policy Recommendations: Advancing Mutually Beneficial U.S.- Africa Economic 

Relations,” Wilson Center, September 2015, https:// www . wilsoncenter . org / sites / default / files / summary _ of _ key 

_ recommendations _ from _ u . s .  - africa _ leaders _ summit _ event _ final _ 0 . pdf.

117.  Nicolas Cook et al., Powering Africa: Challenges of and U.S. Aid for Electrification in Africa (Washington, DC: 

Congressional Research Ser vice, 2015), https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / row / R43593 . pdf.

118.  Devirupa Mitra, “EXCLUSIVE: ICC Prosecutor Asks India to Arrest Sudan President During India- Africa Forum 

Summit Visit,” New Indian Express, October 11, 2015, http:// www . newindianexpress . com / nation / EXCLUSIVE - ICC 

- Prosecutor - Asks - India - to - Arrest - Sudan - President - During - India - Africa - Forum - Summit - Visit / 2015 / 10 / 11 

/ article3073842 . ece.
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the United States  will allow it to begin to pay less attention to the  Middle East and particularly 

freedom of navigation in the Persian Gulf: “Regrettably, U.S. naval retrenchment from the region 

also means a reduced ability to confront larger threats to peace and security in West Asia.”119

 Whether the United States actually intends to retrench from the greater  Middle East (its involve-

ment in Syria and Iraq, its extensive diplomacy regarding Iran, and the growing chaos in Libya 

suggests other wise), it is in the interests of both countries for India to increase its capacity to 

provide maritime security throughout the western Indian Ocean and even in the southeastern 

Atlantic. Cooperation and capacity building in this area could build a base from which India could 

develop the capacity and the confidence to launch targeted operations on land to protect Indian 

interests and Indian citizens in East Africa.

India and the United States also share an interest in an open, eco nom ically vibrant Africa whose 

resources and government are in de pen dent from Chinese control. For the time being, at least, 

India seems to be successfully pursuing an African strategy that, while it does not necessarily 

advance all U.S. priorities in the region, is at least consistent with most of them. India is building 

economic and defense ties to Africa without experiencing much of the backlash that has met 

China’s activities on the continent. While the United States and India do not necessarily see eye- 

to- eye on the importance of democracy promotion, India is itself a cap i tal ist democracy and is not 

promoting a rival system. India’s open channels to Africa’s least attractive leaders also offer the 

possibility that the United States and India could take a good- cop/bad- cop approach to individual 

 human rights and democracy issues.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: Establishing Patterns of Cooperation in the Indian Ocean

The East African littoral offers  great potential for U.S.- India cooperation, not just in the security 

arena but on economic and diplomatic endeavors as well. The match between each country’s 

interests and capacities could give rise to a real partnership: India is growing ever more deeply 

invested in Africa but currently lacks the military and naval capacity to protect its interests  there. 

The United States, while relatively well resourced, has only intermittent attention to spare for Africa’s 

economic and demo cratic development. The two countries should create a roadmap  toward an 

equal sharing of general maritime security responsibility in the western Indian Ocean south of the 

Arabian Sea by 2027, to coincide with India’s goal of building a 200- ship navy by that year.120

Making parity in the western Indian Ocean the announced goal of U.S.- Indian naval cooperation 

would show India that the United States is willing to support one of its most impor tant strategic 

objectives and could serve to catalyze alignment of U.S. capacity- building efforts with India’s own 

trajectory. Giving the initiative a generous time horizon would quiet Indian fears that the United 

States is withdrawing from the  waters south of the Persian Gulf by ensuring that India is fully 

prepared to assume new responsibilities  there. Framing the U.S. Department of Defense 

119.  Abhijit Singh, “The Indian Ocean Zone of Peace: Sifting ‘Facts’ from ‘Illusion,’ ” IDSA Comment, December 19, 2014, 

http:// www . idsa . in / idsacomments / TheIndianOceanZoneofPeace _ asingh _ 191214.

120.  “Indian Navy Aiming at 200- ship Fleet by 2027,” Economic Times, July 14, 2015, http:// economictimes . indiatimes 

. com / news / defence / indian - navy - aiming - at - 200 - ship - fleet - by - 2027 / articleshow / 48072917 . cms.
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foundation agreements as necessary next steps in a broader and deeper partnership of equals 

could help break this long- standing logjam; agreeing to the text of a LEMOA in June 2016 was a 

good step.

Talk would have to be backed by action by both sides. The partnership’s success would obviously 

depend on the success of India’s ongoing military (in this case naval) modernization and its ability 

to build or acquire the necessary capabilities, including skills and ships. Both sides could build trust 

(and get much- needed experience working together) by initiating a second major annual bilateral 

naval exercise that, unlike the Malabar exercises, focuses on the East African littoral. This exercise 

could eventually expand to include a counterterrorism component involving the navies or coast 

guards of the East African littoral states. Ideally, this exercise would be able to leverage U.S. Littoral 

Combat Ships (frigates) on deployment through Singapore.

Both sides would benefit from a truly holistic partnership that includes large economic and diplo-

matic components. India’s energy interests in Africa make it a more committed player in the region 

and give it connections that are grounded in mutual self- interest. Indian companies are making 

large bets that the growing working-  and  middle- class population of Africa  will make the conti-

nent a major market;  those firms would welcome initiatives by both India and the United States 

that grow the consumer population and make it easier to do business in Africa. A joint India- U.S.- 

Africa Business Forum could provide an outlet for sharing best practices and pushing the govern-

ments involved to enact reforms.

India also shares many challenges with African countries: the need to develop infrastructure, ensure 

reliable power, improve health and educational outcomes, and provide jobs for hundreds of millions 

of young citizens. The United States should encourage (and provide financial backing to) joint 

Indian- African efforts to find solutions to  these prob lems. In par tic u lar, the Obama administration’s 

Power Africa program is experimenting with many of the same responses to Africa’s power crisis 

that India is using to reach its own hundreds of millions of  house holds without electricity. The next 

U.S. administration could build on  these common interests and accelerate U.S. gains.
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Strategic Issues

The U.S.- India security relationship must be grounded in the geopo liti cal interests of each coun-

try—as discussed in Chapter 1. It is clear that, at least currently, se nior leaders in Washington and 

Delhi see the risks and opportunities throughout the  Middle East, South Asia, and East Asia in 

increasingly similar ways. Establishing and deepening practical cooperation on real challenges 

would advance the security relationship and benefit both countries. Specific shared challenges 

include adapting military forces and pro cesses to account for emerging challenges; managing 

military, law enforcement, and intelligence capabilities to disrupt and dismantle domestic extrem-

ists and foreign- influenced terrorist organ izations; identifying ways to  counter narcotics trafficking 

and use; and ensuring access to, and use of, the global commons by all.

DEFENSE ISSUES

Defense Cooperation

Defense ties between countries are often easiest to see in the context of the military- to- military 

relationship. For both India and the United States, however, defense cooperation begins with 

dialogues between civilian officials— responsible in both countries for oversight and management 

of the uniformed military. The U.S.- India Defense Policy Group (DPG) is the se nior- most standing 

consultative body, chaired on the U.S.- side by the undersecretary of defense for policy and in India 

by the defense secretary.  Under the DPG, the countries hold a number of additional dialogues 

focused on specific areas of cooperation.

Alongside the DPG is the Defense Trade and Technology Initiative (DTTI), chaired by the undersec-

retary of defense for Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics (AT&L) from the United States and by 

the defense secretary from India. The DTTI seeks to advance trade and technology development 

and exchange between both countries, deepening partnership and enhancing capabilities. Within 

the DTTI, the United States has established the India Rapid Reaction Cell (IRRC), a unique entity 

within the Department of Defense, combining personnel from across the Defense Department to 
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ensure cooperation with India is not slowed by cumbersome U.S. pro cesses. The IRRC is an inno-

vative way to address the often difficult bureaucratic challenges. It should be credited for enabling 

the recent high levels of cooperation. DTTI  will be examined in greater detail in this chapter.

 Under the civilian- led umbrella of the DPG and the DTTI, U.S.- India military cooperation is also 

expanding. For India, this coincides with a broadening of defense relationships throughout the Asia 

Pacific. India participates in the ASEAN Defense Ministers Meeting- Plus (ADMM- Plus) and holds 

military engagements with many other countries in the region, including the annual SIMBEX 

exercise with the Singapore Navy, the army exercise Garuda Shakti with Indonesia, and Cobra 

Gold, a 35- nation multilateral exercise hosted by Thailand.

The U.S.- India military- to- military relationship fits within this broader pattern. The two countries 

engage in regular military exercises and have robust se nior military dialogues. The United States 

and India conduct regular service- level exercises, including SHATRUJEET involving the U.S. Marine 

Corps and Indian Army; YUDH ABBAS, an annual army- to- army exercise; and BALANCED IRO-

QUOIS, a special forces training exercise. India, the United States, and Japan also conducted a 

trilateral maritime exercise in the South China Sea during March 2016— a sign of willingness from 

all three countries to exercise together more regularly.1

Even as U.S.- India exercises increase in number and complexity, in a March 2016 press conference, 

Defence Minister Parrikar noted that  there are policy limitations on India’s willingness to do more 

than exercise, saying that India “has never taken part in any joint patrol; the question of joint patrol 

does not arise.”2

Ensuring a steady pace of military exercises  will be impor tant for both countries to cooperate 

more effectively across a range of pos si ble scenarios, including humanitarian assistance and 

disaster relief and noncombatant evacuation operations. Prioritizing the funding of U.S.- India 

combined exercises is necessary to preserve opportunities for cooperation.

The defense relationship extends beyond military exercises and meetings of se nior officers or 

officials. Im por tant interactions also occur among lower- level officers and officials. The United 

States supports such interactions and exchanges through $1.3 million in annual International 

Military Education and Training (IMET) funding, used to support Indian officers’ and officials’ atten-

dance at U.S. educational programs offered through Department of Defense and Department of 

State educational institutions. The amount available has seen a modest increase over the past five 

years, with approximately $33,000 more requested for fiscal year 2017 than was appropriated in 

fiscal year 2013.

Beyond the military aspects of the defense relationship, the role of intellectual property and 

defense trade on the broader relationship also deserves examination. India and the United States 

have differing perspectives on ele ments of each of  these items.

1.  Sanjeev Miglani, “U.S. Plans Naval Exercises with India and Japan in Philippine Sea,”  Reuters, March 3, 2016, http:// 

www . reuters . com / article / india - usa - military - exercise - idUSKCN0W41UH.

2.  Rajat Pandit, “Parrikar Rules Out Joint Patrolling with the U.S. in Asia Pacific,” Times of India, March 4, 2016, http:// 

timesofindia . indiatimes . com / india / Parrikar - rules - out - joint - patrolling - with - the - US - in - Asia - Pacific / articleshow 

/ 51257493 . cms.
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Intellectual Property in the Defense Sector

India  faces a conflict between its desires to quickly modernize its military and to build a sustainable 

knowledge base that  will allow it to eventually achieve in de pen dence in defense production. 

India’s cap on foreign direct investment (FDI) in the defense sector— raised  under Prime Minister 

Modi from 26  percent to 49  percent owner ship in a firm, with some scope for higher FDI limits on 

a case- by- case basis— deters foreign defense contractors that want to keep owner ship of their 

intellectual property.3 But the Indian government also  faces intense pressure from nationalist 

supporters who believe that India is not getting enough intellectual property in return for its large 

and growing expenditures on foreign defense products.4

This concern is reflected in the contours of India’s new Defence Procurement Policy (DPP). The 

DPP has a strong focus on building indigenous capacity in the Indian defense industry, intro-

ducing a new preferred procurement category, “Indigenously Designed, Developed, and Manu-

factured,” for systems where design and manufacturing  were both controlled by Indian firms 

and where 40  percent of content is sourced in India.5 An additional pos si ble complication for 

foreign defense manufacturers is the DPP’s Strategic Partners initiative, which  will effectively 

create national champion firms in each of seven major subsectors within India’s defense indus-

try.6 Foreign firms that wish to sell military items to India  will then be required to work with the 

selected partner to accomplish indigenous production goals. On the plus side, however, the 

DPP raises the offset threshold— offsets being mandatory set- asides that foreign firms must 

make in government- identified priority sectors as part of the terms of winning a contract—to 

apply only to contracts worth more than /2,000 crore (roughly $300 million); previously it was 

imposed on all contracts worth more than /300 crore (roughly $45 million). And the DPP 

allows Indian procurement officials to pay up to 10  percent more for technically superior prod-

ucts, rather than being required to buy the cheapest pos si ble products that meet the govern-

ment’s requirements.7

Maritime

India’s foreign trade, as noted earlier in this report, equals approximately 48  percent of its GDP. 

Nearly all of that trade is ocean borne. As India’s economy grows and it seeks to develop further 

its export sectors, the importance of sea lines of communication  will grow.

3.  Brajesh Chhibber and Rajat Dhawan, “A Bright  Future for India’s Defense Industry?,” McKinsey & Com pany, 2013, 

http:// www . mckinsey . com / client _ service / public _ sector / latest _ thinking / mckinsey _ on _ government / mckinsey _ on 

_ defense _ spring _ 2013 _ issue _ 8.

4.  Sandeep Verma, “India’s Defence Procurement Procedure: Assessing the Case for Review and Reforms,” IDSA Issue 

Brief, October 17, 2014, http:// www . idsa . in / issuebrief / IndiasDefenceProcurementProcedure _ sverma _ 171014.

5.  Ministry of Defence, Defence Procurement Policy 2016 (New Delhi: Government of India, 2016), http:// www . mod 

. nic . in / writereaddata / DPP - 2016 . pdf.

6.   These subsectors are aircraft; he li cop ters; aero engines; submarines; warships; guns and artillery; and armored 

vehicles. Two or three partners  will be selected for metallic material and alloys; nonmetallic materials; and ammunition.

7.  Pranav Kulkarni, “New Defence Procurement Policy promises to make defense market more lucrative,” Indian 

Express, January 12, 2016, http:// indianexpress . com / article / explained / new - defence - procurement - policy - promises - to 

- make - defense - market - more - lucrative / .
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The oceans are not solely a channel of prosperity, but can also be one of vulnerability. The terror-

ists who perpetrated the 2008 Mumbai attack infiltrated India from the sea. In addition, piracy 

along the Horn of Africa was a major international concern just a few years ago. Lastly, India’s 

national security establishment is carefully watching the recent uptick in China’s naval activity in 

the Indian Ocean.

Taken together— the benefits India increasingly accrues from international trade, and the risks 

inherent on the world’s oceans— these trends create convergent interests between the United 

States and India to promote and enhance maritime security.

As discussed in Chapter 1, India has not joined multinational  counter- piracy efforts in the western 

Indian Ocean, instead conducting its own patrols of the area, coordinated through the Shared 

Awareness and Deconfliction (SHADE) Conference. Although they do not operate together, the 

BOX 2.1. Scenario: Hijacked Ship at Sea

Avm Arvind Verma, Ret., Indian Air Force

Situation:

The U.S.- led co ali tion is making substantial gains against ISIS; the Taliban is being effectively con-

tained in Af ghan i stan. Overall, al Qaeda is gradually becoming marginalized. Somali pirates with 

links to al Qaeda capture and hijack a U.S.- registered vessel operated by a predominantly Indian 

crew. The ship is carry ing critical components of nuclear reactors for India as part of the Indo- U.S. 

Civil Nuclear Cooperation Agreement.

India’s Interest:

A large amount of India’s maritime trade passes through the Gulf of Aden. India has been working 

closely with the United States to construct nuclear power stations with the aim of boosting its 

economic growth using clean energy as part of its commitment given at the 21st annual Confer-

ence of the Parties (COP 21) climate change summit in Paris. If some of the critical components 

being transported fall into the hands of terrorist groups, it would be a dangerous development.

India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements:

The Indian Navy has been operating its warships in the antipiracy role for over a de cade. While two of 

the ships are in the general area, their capability to board a large merchant ship  under fire is limited.

Gaps in India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements:

The Indian Navy  will require the augmentation of its maritime assault assets by  those of the United 

States and other navies active in the area. Integrated joint operations  will need to be conducted to 

neutralize the pirates,  free the ship with minimal damage, and also recover the critical components 

of equipment. U.S. Navy Seals could provide backup support to the Indian Navy’s MARCOS team. 

The operation would entail the support of naval ships and escort vessels, intelligence acquisition, 

aerial surveillance, he li cop ter lift, fire support, undersea warfare capabilities, and casualty evacuation.
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U.S. and Indian navies have increased bilateral cooperation. The increasingly complex MALABAR 

exercise has been held annually since 2002.8 DTTI includes a line of effort on aircraft carrier 

development and U.S. companies have provided gas turbine engines for India’s indigenously 

produced aircraft carrier.

A more assertive India has begun to view itself as a security guarantor of the broader Indian Ocean. 

Prime Minister Modi’s remarks in the Seychelles and Mauritius reflect this. For example, in Mauritius, 

Modi remarked that India “ will work to ensure a safe, secure, and stable Indian Ocean region.”9

The convergence of U.S. and Indian interests in the Indian Ocean region are reflected in the Joint 

Strategic Vision issued by President Obama and Prime Minister Modi in January 2015.10 That 

document also showcased the congruent views of the United States and India on the importance 

of maintaining freedom of navigation in the South China Sea. Like the United States, India is also 

concerned with the ways in which China is employing its rising maritime power. The increasingly 

regular appearance of China’s PLA Navy surface vessels and Chinese submarines in the Indian 

Ocean undermines India’s assumption of its primacy in this region.11 Chinese acquisitions of and 

investments in commercial port facilities in Sri Lanka and Pakistan, as well as the establishment of 

a replenishment and resupply fa cil i ty in Djibouti, contribute to India’s unease with China’s actions.

Defense Trade

Since 2004, India has acquired over $10 billion in defense articles of U.S. origin. India’s purchases 

have included a number of high- end assets such as the P-8 maritime surveillance and anti- 

submarine warfare aircraft; Apache attack he li cop ters; CH-47 Chinook transport he li cop ters; C-17 

and C-130 transport airplanes; and many other systems.

Over the same period, India has made significant investments in developing its own systems and 

acquired highly capable systems from other countries.  These efforts include the acquisition or 

development of advanced fourth- generation fighter aircraft, advanced submarines, modern aircraft 

carriers, new surface- to- air missiles, as well as India’s continuing research and development effort 

with Rus sia on a submarine- launched hypersonic cruise missile, called the BrahMos II.

Military modernization in India provides an opportunity for India and the United States to identify and 

cooperate on a greater range of activities. The U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) has recognized 

this and has initiated several efforts to increase cooperation. Most noteworthy is the Defense Trade 

and Technology Initiative, which was launched in 2012 by Ashton Car ter while he was U.S. deputy 

secretary of defense, and which has gained renewed momentum  under the Modi administration. 

 8.  “India, US Hold Naval Exercises,” BBC News, October 5, 2003, http:// news . bbc . co . uk / 2 / hi / south _ asia / 3165228 . stm.

 9.  “Prime Minister’s Remarks at the Commissioning of Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV) Barracuda in Mauritius,” Ministry 

of External Affairs, March 12, 2015, http:// www . mea . gov . in / Speeches - Statements . htm ? dtl / 24912 / Prime+Ministers+
Remarks+at+the+Commissioning+of+Offshore+Patrol+Vessel+OPV+Barracuda+in+Mauritius+March+12+2015.

10.  “U.S.- India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia- Pacific and Indian Ocean Region,” White House, January 25, 2015, 

https:// www . whitehouse . gov / the - press - office / 2015 / 01 / 25 / us - india - joint - strategic - vision - asia - pacific - and - indian 

- ocean - region.

11.  Ashley J. Tellis, Making Waves: Aiding India’s Next- Generation Aircraft Carrier (Washington, DC: Car ne gie Endow-

ment for International Peace, 2015), http:// carnegieendowment . org / files / making _ waves . pdf.
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DTTI seeks to accelerate India- U.S. cooperation on defense trade and cooperative R&D and to 

incentivize U.S. defense- sector investment in India.

Currently a high priority for both countries, DTTI focuses on six “pathfinder” proj ects: development 

of a chemical- biological protective ensemble for troops; development of mobile electric hybrid 

power stations; a next- generation small unmanned aircraft; a roll- on/roll- off intelligence and 

surveillance module for transport aircraft; digital helmet- mounted displays; and the joint biological 

tactical detection system. In addition,  there are two joint working groups looking at pos si ble 

cooperation on longer- term proj ects: one on aircraft carrier technology development and the 

other on jet engine technology.

Each ele ment of the DTTI is in relatively unexplored territory for the U.S.- India relationship; pro-

gress is slow. Conversations with U.S. government officials suggest that the DTTI proj ects with the 

best opportunity for success are the chemical- biological protective ensembles, the portable 

power generation units, digital helmet- mounted displays, and the joint biological tactical detection 

system. Not coincidentally, the parties to  these proj ects are the governments themselves, while 

the other two pathfinder proj ects announced in January 2015 are private- sector initiatives. Chal-

lenges relating to sharing of sensitive information, particularly in the absence of signed 

information- sharing agreements, are impeding U.S. officials from being more forward- leaning on 

the remaining two pathfinder proj ects.

In addition to DTTI, the ongoing maneuvering by international firms to secure India’s quasi- 

concluded tender for over 100 Medium Multi- Role Combat Aircraft (MMRCA) creates an opportu-

nity for U.S firms. While MMRCA is officially closed, India’s current agreement with the French firm 

Dassault stipulates the acquisition of only 36 of the 126 aircraft initially proposed. If a larger acqui-

sition is still pos si ble, it  will again become a transaction with strategic implications. On a trip to 

India in the winter of 2016, Boeing CEO Dennis Muilenburg said that the firm was having an ongo-

ing conversation with the Indian government over the potential manufacture of F/A-18 fighters in 

India.12 Boeing’s overtures have included a statement that it is interested in building an industrial 

framework with pos si ble long- term advantages for both Boeing and India. Boeing is likely inter-

ested in establishing a manufacturing capability in India with which it can gain access to India’s 

domestic commercial aircraft market, which Boeing’s own projections assess  will add 1,850 air-

craft by 2034.13 Lockheed Martin has a similar proposal before the Indian government to move 

production of the F-16 to India. At the conclusion of Defense Secretary Car ter’s visit to India in 

April 2016, the governments noted that the United States offered two proposals to make fighter 

aircraft in India  under the “Make in India” campaign.

 These overtures could open the door to possibilities for rapid expansion of U.S.- India cooperation, 

given India’s interest in aircraft carrier technology and expressed desire of equipping its second 

ingeniously produced carrier with a catapult launch system. If India acquired F/A-18s, it would be 

12.  Ankit Panda, “Are Boeing and India About to Open the Door on a Pos si ble F/A-18 Super Hornet Deal?,” Diplomat, 

February 4, 2016, http:// thediplomat . com / 2016 / 02 / are - boeing - and - india - about - to - open - the - door - on - a - possible - fa 

- 18 - super - hornet - deal / .

13.  Boeing Commercial Airplanes, Current Market Outlook (Seattle, WA: Boeing, 2015) http:// www . boeing . com / resources 

/ boeingdotcom / commercial / about - our - market / assets / downloads / Boeing _ Current _ Market _ Outlook _ 2015 . pdf.
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purchasing a proven carrier- based airframe. As part of the DTTI effort, the United States has 

committed to working with India on aircraft carrier design. During a visit to India in February 2016, 

U.S. Chief of Naval Operations Admiral John Richardson remarked that the pro gress to date on this 

collaborative effort has been good.14 He also left open the possibility of the United States sharing 

with India state- of- the- art electromagnetic launch technology, which is only now entering into 

ser vice.  These are all indicators of continuing and possibly deepening defense cooperation be-

tween the United States and India.

In addition to the efforts  under way through DTTI, India has expressed considerable and sustained 

interest in acquiring large U.S. unmanned aircraft such as the Predator.15 India achieved an impor-

tant milestone in June 2016 when it joined the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR)  after a 

long period of delay.16  There is a perception among many in India that joining the MTCR paves the 

way for the procurement of large unmanned aircraft from the United States. However, the United 

States holds a highly restrictive view of its own responsibilities  under the MTCR provisions results in 

the continued presumption of denial of transfer, even for states within the MTCR.17 The United 

States has sold large unmanned aircraft only to a handful of nations, all  after considerable negotia-

tions. In most cases the recipient countries are treaty allies, are engaged in ongoing operations 

with the United States, or both. The more advanced systems India has expressed interest in have 

only been sold to U.S. treaty allies.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: Facilitating Deeper, Not Just Broader, Interactions

When it launched in 2012, DTTI was an ambitious undertaking, as the United States and India each 

have institutional incentives  toward caution when it comes to defense technology cooperation. 

The possibility for potentially long- term benefits captured the imagination— and the attention—of 

leadership in both countries. However, regulatory hurdles and bureaucratic inertia challenge both 

the United States and India in fulfilling the potential of DTTI. It has taken enormous investments of 

personal energy by key actors on both sides— most notably at the presidential and prime minister 

level. Such intense energy and focus is difficult to sustain.

Existing efforts to deepen the U.S.- India defense and military relationship impose a high “bureau-

cratic tax,” as moving ahead with specific lines of effort often requires that a lengthy exception to 

policy be approved first. In many cases,  these exceptions to policy would be eliminated through 

the signing of government- to- government agreements such as BECA, LEMOA, and CISMOA.  These 

14.  Sanjeev Miglani, “U.S. Says Making Pro gress in Aircraft Carrier Collaboration with India,”  Reuters, February 3, 2016, 

http:// www . reuters . com / article / india - usa - defence - idUSKCN0VC17D.

15.  Vivek Raghuvanshi, “India Seeks Predator Drones for US,” Defense News, June 27, 2016, http:// www . defensenews 

. com / story / defense / 2016 / 06 / 27 / india - seeks - predator - drones - us / 86432614 / .

16.  Prashanth Parameswaran, “India Fi nally Joins Missile Technology Control Regime,” Diplomat, June 30, 2016, 

http:// thediplomat . com / 2016 / 06 / india - finally - joins - missile - technology - control - regime / .

17.  Samuel J. Brannen, Sustaining the U.S. Lead in Unmanned Systems (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and 

International Studies, 2014), https:// csis - prod . s3 . amazonaws . com / s3fs - public / legacy _ files / files / publication / 140227 

_ Brannen _ UnmannedSystems _ Web . pdf.
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agreements establish a framework and common understanding of how diff er ent types of informa-

tion can be used or shared to open the door for greater cooperation using more sophisticated 

equipment. They can expedite deeper conversations for the DTTI, facilitate exercise planning, and 

could pave the way for greater information sharing on a range of issues, including countering 

terrorism and trafficking activities.

Challenge: Creating Repeated Successes on Defense Trade

Establishing a track rec ord of success  will be impor tant for the longevity of DTTI. The initial slate of 

four DTTI activities— the chemical- biological protective ensembles, portable electric power gen-

eration, roll- on/roll- off kits for transport aircraft, and unmanned aerial systems— are not slated to 

conclude the exploratory phase  until 2017 at the earliest. Only at that point  will the two countries 

be in a position to take stock of their efforts and determine how best to move forward on concrete 

proj ects.  There is much trust and confidence building  going on during the exploratory phase of 

DTTI, but the po liti cal realities in both governments—as well as personnel turnover— will require 

not just pro gress but a demonstration of success. The administration should identify a single 

proj ect among  these initial four pathfinder proj ects and prioritize that proj ect to be completed 

within the first year of the next administration. Further, the administration should identify and work 

with supportive members of the U.S. Congress from both parties to invest them in the long- term 

viability of the DTTI and its initiatives to ensure the administration’s declaration of India as a major 

defense partner has bipartisan support.

Beyond the four DTTI activities now  under way, the United States and India should seek initiatives 

that align more fully with the priorities of the Joint Strategic Vision. The two governments should 

also seek DTTI opportunities that cross- over from the military realm to homeland security. An 

example might be technologies that would primarily benefit civilian port operations and that also 

could be integrated into military bases. The concept could include equipment related to perimeter 

security, container information systems, naval vessel resupply, and other integrated technologies.

Demonstrating success on defense trade  will depend as much on U.S. private- sector outreach as 

government efforts. Identifying opportunities for state and local leaders to see defense invest-

ments as in their interests— for the jobs, revenue, and potential skill- training that  will accompany 

the investments— will also be impor tant to strengthening the defense relationship between the 

United States and India. For example, several U.S. firms have established joint ventures within India 

for specific ele ments of manufacture, including the joint venture between Tata Advanced Systems 

Ltd. and Lockheed Martin for the manufacture of airframe components, headquartered in Hyder-

abad. Other foreign firms have also established joint ventures, including EADS, Boeing, and IAI.

Challenge: Increasing Long- Term Linkages between India and  

U.S. Security Establishments

The diff er ent paths charted through the twentieth  century by India and the United States as well as 

differing bureaucratic cultures and national interests have resulted in few opportunities for U.S. and 

Indian defense professionals (be they military or civilian) to establish lasting ties with one another. 

Increasing interactions between the two countries’ security professionals in ways that establish 

lasting ties and recurring interactions throughout individual  careers would better enable both sides 
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to identify— and realize— opportunities for cooperation in the  future. A relatively low- risk way to do 

this would be to expedite the launch of already- agreed-to academic exchanges between profes-

sional military education institutions, such as the national defense universities, as indicated in the 

new defense framework agreement. A good first step would be for the two countries to exchange 

instructors who provide courses on strategic perspectives of their home country. For instance, the 

United States should send to India an instructor who provides a course focused on U.S. strategic 

priorities and national security decisionmaking. Ideally, India would reciprocate by sending an 

instructor with a similar background in India’s decisionmaking. A second step would be to encour-

age the academic and think tank sectors in each country to jointly develop at the track 1.5 or track 

2 level an India- U.S. Security Consultation that would meet twice a year to identify opportunities, 

discuss challenges, and serve as a ballast for the relationship during difficult times.

Challenge: Working Together to Demonstrate Shared Commitment  

to International Law

The growing convergence in the strategic outlooks of both New Delhi and Washington under-

score the logic of the two countries working together to demonstrate support for international 

law— such as in maritime and territorial disputes. One Indian official noted to the study team the 

benefits of ensuring that international norms and laws are established before any potentially 

destabilizing acts take place in the Indian Ocean, rather than attempting to develop them  after 

challenges are closer to India. Achieving such a goal, however,  will likely require India to reevalu-

ate many long- standing policy positions on military cooperation (such as conducting joint patrols 

or operations) and reassess its role as a diplomatic actor in the region. One pos si ble area where 

India’s unique experience could benefit numerous countries in Southeast Asia would be an effort 

to share with ASEAN states India’s experience in resolving maritime boundary disputes with 

Bangladesh.

On security issues, India and the United States could seek, if not joint patrols or operations, at least 

aligned approaches for signaling support for international norms. One way to achieve this out-

come would be to establish an India- hosted Indian Ocean Region Humanitarian Assistance and 

Disaster Relief exercise. The United States could cohost such an exercise or be invited as a 

participant.

Challenge: Intellectual Property and the Role of Offsets

Technology transfer and intellectual property issues in defense procurement are thorny questions 

for both countries  because they impinge directly on each side’s vital interests. India’s insistence on 

securing bargain prices for U.S. weapons systems while also expecting to receive transfer of much 

of the technology  behind such systems is a major stumbling block on the road to an outcome 

both countries say they want: a strong Indian military equipped with high- quality weapons and— 

from a U.S. perspective— preferably compatible with American systems.

The Modi administration has raised the FDI limit in defense production to 49  percent from 26  percent, 

with an option for cabinet approval of a higher percentage if India stands to receive state- of- the- art 

technology. Although this is lower than foreign defense contractors would like, it does represent a 

sizable leap from the perspective of India’s autarkic, anemic defense industrial tradition.
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But Modi’s administration cannot forget that India is attempting to indigenize 70  percent of de-

fense production (up from the current rate of around 35  percent). This long- delayed goal was first 

proclaimed in 1995; India has made  little pro gress in the 20 years since then.18 Indian 

policymakers— and increasingly, the Indian  people— are demanding a robust domestic defense 

industrial base, one that provides jobs and  frees India from dependence on foreign arms sales. 

 These obstacles are not unique to U.S.- India relations; despite a state visit by French President 

Francois Hollande on the occasion of India’s Republic Day, India and France  were unable to finalize 

a deal for India to purchase 36 Rafale fighter jets.19

Raising the FDI cap in defense production above 51  percent, and optimally to 100  percent, could 

lead to an outcome that benefits both countries: India  will get American investment to build up its 

defense industrial base, including gaining impor tant experience and expertise with advanced- 

technology military equipment, and U.S. companies would be able to better retain their intellectual 

property. The existing FDI law enables “case by case” approval for FDI above 49  percent; but the 

description of the types of investment that may qualify is only a few lines long— likely not sufficient 

for many defense firms to put together a robust business plan.

Achieving the goal of greater foreign investment requires satisfying Indian government concerns 

that India  will not become captive to U.S.- based manufacturers who could pull out at any mo-

ment, crippling Indian defense production if U.S.- India relations take a turn for the worse. At the 

same time, in order to ensure that the United States allows U.S. firms to build the weapons India 

wants, India must also show the United States that it  will use them in ways consistent with U.S. 

strategic goals. One such goal of note is to ensure a stable security situation in South Asia.

Quieting fears of overdependence on the United States requires showing Indian policymakers how 

co- manufacturing  today  will eventually lead to an in de pen dent Indian domestic capacity in the 

 future as Indian firms develop the technical proficiency needed to design, integrate, and field 

cutting- edge capabilities. Defense sales could include provisions  under which American firms 

would help India build its capacity to conduct highly skilled manufacturing in a nondefense sector 

that is a high priority for India’s government. By establishing training centers and, presumably over 

time, manufacturing facilities, India could expand its manufacturing sector into higher value- added 

areas such as electronics and precision machinery. U.S. Army, Navy, and/or Air Force research labs, 

working with leading research, engineering, and industrial design organ izations such as the De-

fence Research and Development Or ga ni za tion (DRDO) or the Indian Institutes of Technology, 

could build Centers of Excellence in Defense Research that would train young U.S. and Indian 

engineers to develop the defense articles of the  future,  whether for India or the United States. 

Backed with funds from foreign defense contractors seeking to make inroads to the Indian market 

and major industrial and aerospace firms within India, students at the centers would have the 

opportunity to learn from highly skilled mid- career engineers and technical experts drawn from 

18.  Sushant Singh, “Indigenous Production: Self- reliance, the Best Defence,” Indian Express, October 13, 2015, http:// 

indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / indigenous - production - self - reliance - the - best - defence / .

19.  Ajai Shukla, “French Ambassador Expects Rafale Contract within 4 Months,” Business Standard, January 28, 2016, 

http:// www . business - standard . com / article / economy - policy / french - ambassador - expects - rafale - contract - within - four 

- months - 116012701097 _ 1 . html.
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academia, private industry, and the government. In the longer term, the United States should work 

to identify indigenous Indian defense products that it can purchase in some quantity, ensuring a 

consistent market for Indian manufacturers and high- quality articles for the U.S. military.

A specific example of such cooperation could be to develop sense- and- avoid technology for 

unmanned systems in unstructured airspace. An impor tant technology for operation of fully 

autonomous airborne systems, such a partnership should be pursued on a multi- stakeholder basis 

to include U.S. Navy and Air Force labs; Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) Centers of Excellence 

and unmanned aerial system (UAS) test sites; and academic institutions on the U.S. side and ap-

propriate government, military, and academic institutions on the Indian side. Collaboration would 

provide India expertise in systems integration, software development, and sensors research and 

the United States a broader field of experimentation for this key enabling  family of technologies.

Even while considering such  future collaborative efforts, decisionmakers in both countries  will 

need to temper expectations for rapid pro gress. A de cade of demonstrated technology coopera-

tion would not be unusual as a precursor to deep collaboration on advanced research and devel-

opment priorities. The creation of the DTTI and then the India Rapid Reaction Cell are a good 

start, but  these initiatives have not yet yielded significant material outcomes. India feels that by 

raising the FDI cap it has made a major concession  toward collaboration. It may be difficult to get 

congressional approval in the United States for similar gestures such as updating policy on the 

transfer of jet engine technology.20 Establishing a track rec ord of success  will be a necessary 

precondition to expanding cooperation in ways that are of interest to both countries.

Challenge: Moving Maritime Cooperation beyond Navy- to- Navy Engagements

The U.S. Navy, with its global reach, is the primary instrument of U.S. engagement on maritime 

security issues. Many impor tant maritime issues, however, such as illegal and un regu la ted fishing, 

undersea exploration, responsible resource management, and law enforcement, are not best 

handled solely in the context of a navy- to- navy relationship. Expanding maritime cooperation 

across multiple actors in both the United States and Indian governments  will go a long way to 

deepening and strengthening the bilateral relationship.

Enhance the partnership between the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) and the Indian Coast Guard. This 

would be a power ful first step in broadening the U.S.- India maritime partnership. Initially, partner-

ship building could occur through short- term subject  matter expert exchanges. It could then 

advance to exploring the potential for ship rider exchange programs, as well as the exchange of 

instructors at the coast guard academies of each country.

In addition to coast guard cooperation, the two nations— through the auspices of the U.S. National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Indian Ministry of Earth Sciences— should con-

duct joint surveys of the Indian Ocean region focused on understanding how climate change  will 

affect coastal regions, detailed subsurface mapping, and marine biology expeditions.

20.  An Indian news ser vice, in what could be a malapropism, called this move “a sign of increasing trustworthiness” by 

the United States. “US Updates Jet- Engine Technology Transfer Policy with India,” Economic Times, December 11, 

2015, http:// economictimes . indiatimes . com / news / defence / us - updates - jet - engine - technology - transfer - policy - with 

- india / articleshow / 50131574 . cms.
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As the primary transit route for seaborne commerce moving between the  Middle East, Africa, or 

Eu rope in the west and Asia in the east, ensuring a clear picture of traffic in the Indian Ocean— 

both  legal and illicit— will be impor tant in combatting such activities as illegal fishing,  human 

trafficking, and narcotics smuggling. Emerging technologies could enable a comprehensive ap-

proach at a lower cost than previously pos si ble.21 Capitalizing on lower cost, more capable tech-

nology, and advanced capabilities in both India and the United States, the countries should jointly 

develop a modular maritime surveillance radar package for UAS and small manned aircraft that 

could be retrofitted to existing Indian and U.S. platforms. The U.S. Coast Guard already operates a 

dedicated maritime surveillance radar from its Reaper- derived Guardian UAS. The partnership 

could work  toward developing an evolved form of this radar. Collaboration would provide India 

expertise in systems integration and radar development and the United States a capability to make 

its large fleet of medium- altitude, long- range UAS more relevant in the Asia Pacific.

A further step that could provide a much- needed capability for the region would be the establish-

ment of a comprehensive maritime domain awareness network integrating and sharing data from 

countries throughout the Indian Ocean— either leveraging the previously described technology or 

as a separate step.

Challenge: Collaborating Successfully on Regional Security Cooperation  

in the Indian Ocean and beyond

The United States and India both recognize that China’s rise has the potential to alter the global 

order in ways they find unfavorable. In the Joint Strategic Vision, both nations identified ensuring 

freedom of navigation in the South China Sea as a vital interest. However, the two nations have, to 

date, taken diff er ent approaches in how they address China. Broadly speaking, the United States 

has been willing to be more direct and confrontational with China than India. India has been much 

more cautious in its response. This is unsurprising given India’s proximity to China and its tradi-

tional diplomatic approach.

The United States and India  will have to find a mutually acceptable approach to dealing with China 

in the maritime domain. Increasing Chinese activity in the Indian Ocean may cause India to be 

more assertive and more willing to consider a broader range of actions. In the near term, the 

United States and India can build trust and operational proficiency through the MALABAR exercise 

and, potentially, through joint patrols. India appears to be reluctant to undertake such missions in 

the South China Sea. Instead, the United States should suggest joint patrols of less controversial 

areas or targeted at specific issues. A particularly promising area for joint patrol would see the 

United States and Indian navies countering illegal, un regu la ted, and unreported fishing in the 

Indian and Pacific Oceans. The new “Maritime Security Dialogue,” announced during Defense 

Secretary Car ter’s visit to India in April 2016, provides a perfect platform to discuss potential mis-

sions. This new Dialogue held its first meeting just a month  after its creation was announced, 

highlighting the mutual interest in the topic.

21.  During Secretary Ashton Car ter’s April 2016 visit to India, the two countries reaffirmed their desire to conclude a “white 

shipping” agreement that would allow them to share data on commercial shipping traffic. U.S. Department of Defense, 

“Car ter Visit Underscores ‘Robust and Deepening’ U.S.- India Defense Relationship,” April 12, 2016, http:// www . defense . gov 

/ News - Article - View / Article / 718872 / carter - visit - underscores - robust - and - deepening - us - india - defense - relationship.
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DOMESTIC COUNTERTERRORISM

The November 2008 terrorist attack on Mumbai galvanized counterterrorism cooperation be-

tween the United States and India. It led to the signing, in 2010, of the India- U.S. Counterterror-

ism Cooperation Initiative, which was meant to promote intelligence- sharing and 

capacity- building activities.22 This in turn led to the establishment of the first Homeland Security 

Dialogue in 2011.23 Counterterrorism featured prominently in the joint statement released by the 

United States and India  after President Obama’s January 2015 visit to Delhi, as it has in five of the 

past six years.24 The two countries agreed to make the “U.S.- India partnership a defining counter-

terrorism relationship for the twenty- first  century” and called for “ joint and concerted efforts” 

against cross- border terrorist groups. Two highlights of the most recent, and likely final, Modi- 

Obama summit  were the signing of agreements governing terrorism intelligence sharing and the 

Global Entry program.25

Despite  these public successes, pro gress remains slow and much still depends on the implemen-

tation of  these agreements. Despite the attention given to counterterrorism in the 2015 Joint 

Statement, for instance, the two sides could not schedule a meeting of the U.S.- India Joint Work-

ing Group on Counterterrorism before the end of 2015.26 India and the United States have not yet 

finalized the exact procedure to allow Indian travelers to participate in Global Entry. And although 

the United States and India have agreed to share information on their terrorist watch lists, it re-

mains to be seen  whether India  will provide a database that can be queried and updated in real 

time. Thus, although U.S.- India cooperation in counterterrorism appears to be growing, it has 

room for improvement.27

Neither side has a history of looking at the terrorist threat to India as part of a global prob lem; 

instead, it is viewed almost entirely as India- specific and inextricably linked to the India- Pakistan 

rivalry. India has never experienced an attack by al Qaeda or the Islamic State; instead, major 

terrorist attacks in recent Indian history have been linked to actors within, or supported by, Paki-

stan.  These include the 2001 attack on Parliament, the 2006 Mumbai train bombing that killed 

22.  “India, U.S. Sign  Counter- Terrorism Initiative,” Hindu, July 24, 2010, http:// www . thehindu . com / news / national / india 

- us - sign - counterterrorism - initiative / article529983 . ece.

23.  Rick “Ozzie” Nelson et al., U.S.- India Homeland Security Cooperation Building a Lasting Partnership via Transpor-

tation Sector Security (Washington, DC: Center for Strategic and International Studies, June 2013), 4, https:// csis - prod 

. s3 . amazonaws . com / s3fs - public / legacy _ files / files / publication / 130618 _ Nelson _ US - IndiaHomeland _ WEB . pdf. Nelson 

notes that the Homeland Security Dialogue took place annually through 2014 but was not held in 2015.

24.  White House, “U.S.- India Joint Strategic Vision for the Asia- Pacific and Indian Ocean Region.”

25.  Ministry of External Affairs, “Documents Signed/Finalized in the Run Up to the Visit of Prime Minister of India to the US,” 

Government of India, June 7, 2016, http:// mea . gov . in / bilateral - documents . htm ? dtl / 26878 / Documents _ signedfinalized _ in 

_ the _ run _ upto _ the _ visit _ of _ Prime _ Minister _ of _ India _ to _ the _ US.

26.  U.S. Department of State, Office of the Spokesperson, “U.S.- India Joint Declaration on Combatting Terrorism,” 

September 2015, http:// www . state . gov / r / pa / prs / ps / 2015 / 09 / 247201 . htm.

27.  Bruce Riedel, “Strengthening  Counter Terrorism Cooperation Against Growing Turmoil,” Brookings Institution, 

January 2015, http:// www . brookings . edu / research / opinions / 2015 / 01 / 20 - strengthening - us - india - counterterrorism 

- cooperation - riedel.
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over 180,28 and the 2008 Mumbai commando- style attack that killed more than 160  people and 

shut down India’s financial capital for days.29 Within the last year, India has suffered two attacks on 

military and civilian targets in the northwestern state of Punjab, which shares a border with Paki-

stan. Both of  these incidents  were linked to Pakistan as well.30 While India has been the target of a 

few smaller attacks by homegrown terrorist groups, some such organ izations are widely believed 

to be funded by Pakistan, a belief that is fostered by India’s intelligence agencies.31 Although 

Americans have been caught up in terrorist attacks in India, most prominently in the 2008 Mumbai 

attacks, the United States is not a prime focus for  these groups. This lack of a direct threat to the 

United States means counterterrorism cooperation with India has not been as high a priority for 

the United States. Moreover, India’s national security establishment fears that as “long as Pakistani 

terrorism is not a threat” to American interests the United States “ will not expend blood or trea sure 

eliminating Pakistan- origin terrorism for India.”32 Prior to the Mumbai attacks, at least, the United 

States has been reluctant to “embarrass” Pakistan by conveying alleged evidence of official Paki-

stani links to terrorists.”33

The picture is further complicated by India’s many internal security threats. It suffers from several 

ongoing insurgencies, including the Naxalites and groups in India’s northeastern states, in addition 

to Kashmir. Less than two years  after the Mumbai attacks the former prime minister, Manmohan 

Singh, called the Marxist- inspired Naxalites, who operate in the underdeveloped “tribal  belt” of 

India’s eastern states, India’s “biggest internal security challenge.”34 India also  faces a complex 

challenge from separatist groups in its ethnically and geo graph i cally distinct northeast. An Indian 

government official publicly stated that  these groups are being armed on the Chinese side of the 

Sino- Indian border, although he stopped short of saying that China was deliberately arming 

them.35 Fighting insurgencies requires diff er ent capabilities and strategies than does fighting 

28.  Bruce Riedel, “Pakistan and Terror: The Eye of the Storm,” Annals of the American Acad emy of Po liti cal and Social 

Science 618 (2008): 31–45.

29.  Angel Rabasa et al., The Lessons of Mumbai (Santa Monica, CA: RAND, 2009).

30.  Rahul Tripathi and Aman Sharma, “Gurdaspur Attack: GPS of Terrorists Shows Pakistan Location on July 21,” 

Economic Times, July 29, 2015, http:// economictimes . indiatimes . com / news / defence / gurdaspur - attack - gps - of 

- terrorists - shows - pakistan - location - on - july - 21 / articleshow / 48259397 . cms; Kanchan Vasdev, “Pathankot Attack: On 

Dec 31, 9 Pakistan Calls on Taxi Driver’s Phone; One Incoming, Eight Out going,” Indian Express, January 6, 2016, 

http:// indianexpress . com / article / india / india - news - india / pathankot - attack - on - dec - 31 - 9 - pakistan - calls - on - taxi - drivers 

- phone - one - incoming - eight - outgoing / .

31.  Nikhil S. Dixit, “With No Funds from Pakistan’s ISI, Indian Mujahideen Hopes on Robbery, Dacoity, Extortion,” 

DNAIndia . com, June 9, 2014, http:// www . dnaindia . com / mumbai / report - with - no - funds - from - pakistan - s - isi - indian 

- mujahideen - hopes - on - robbery - dacoity - extortion - 1994472.

32.  Shivshankar Menon, “What China’s Rise Means for India,” TheWire . in, January 4, 2016, http:// thewire . in / 2016 / 01 / 04 

/ what - chinas - rise - means - for - india - 18511 / .

33.  K. Alan Kronstadt, Terrorist Attacks in Mumbai, India, and Implications for U.S. Interests (Washington, DC: Congres-

sional Research Ser vice, 2008), 17, https:// www . fas . org / sgp / crs / terror / R40087 . pdf.

34.  “Naxalism Biggest Threat to Internal Security: Manmohan,” Hindu, May 24, 2010, http:// www . thehindu . com / news 

/ national / naxalism - biggest - threat - to - internal - security - manmohan / article436781 . ece.

35.  “NE Militants Using Chinese Arms: Rijiju,” Assam Tribune, November 19, 2015, http:// www . assamtribune . com 

/ scripts / mdetails . asp ? id=nov1915 / at050.
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terrorism, and it certainly has attracted less interest in U.S.- India public statements. But India is 

unlikely to focus all its attention on terrorism as long as  these domestic armed conflicts continue.

The key obstacle to increased counterterrorism cooperation is the complex, diffuse nature of 

India’s internal security apparatus. India’s constitution allocates responsibility for law and order to 

the states, meaning that nationwide internal security initiatives require buy-in by all 29 state gov-

ernments.36 This arrangement has thwarted many Delhi- driven attempts to improve India’s coun-

terterrorism capabilities. It also means that frontline responsibility for responding to terror threats 

36.  Sarah Watson and C. Christine Fair, “India’s Stalled Internal Security Reforms,” India Review 12, no. 4 (2013): 280–299.

Box 2.2. Scenario: Hostages in Nepal

Maj. Gen. Dhruv Katoch, Ret., former director, Centre for Land Warfare Studies, New Delhi

Situation

Twelve members of a mountaineering expedition comprising mountaineers from the United States 

and other Western countries are taken hostage by a group pledging allegiance to the Islamic State. 

The Nepalese personnel with them have been released. Not much is known about this group as it is 

the group’s first major strike. The terrorist group is holding the hostages in the mountains at an 

altitude of 14,000 feet and is demanding that four prisoners be freed in exchange for the hostages. 

The area is for the most part uninhabited.

India’s Interests

While no Indians are being held captive, India cannot allow the spread of Wahhabi fundamentalism 

in Nepal, with which India has close cultural and economic ties. A major success for such a group 

would also spur the growth of Islamist groups within India and embolden existing groups to launch 

similar strikes.

India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

India’s Special Forces are trained for operations in high- altitude terrain. Some special forces troops 

are kept acclimatized for operations in the higher reaches of the Himalayas for any mission at short 

notice. They  will use Chinook he li cop ters (being acquired) for transportation to a dropping zone 

near the mission area, from where they  will move forward by foot.

Gaps in India’s Equipment and/or Operational Requirements

Indian Special Forces would require precise intelligence about the number of terrorists, the weap-

ons held by them, and the location where they are holding the hostages, especially if the group is 

on the move. They would require updated terrain maps and real- time high- altitude, long- endurance 

(HALE) UAV satellite information to approach the target area without being detected. Intelligence 

about any other hostile activity in the vicinity of the rescuing force would enable effective counter-

action to be taken. U.S. Special Forces could stage- forward from Af ghan i stan and stand by to act as 

reserves and assist in search and rescue if necessary.
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and attacks  will fall to state police, who are significantly understaffed.37 One response has been 

the proliferation of special squads and elite units that often get in each other’s way and squabble 

over roles and funding.38 Past attempts by Indian governments to increase the center’s power to 

prevent terrorist attacks and conduct counterterrorism investigations  were deeply controversial 

and are unlikely to be repeated.39

Fi nally, not all failures can be blamed on style or apathy. The two countries have also clashed in 

areas where they officially share very similar goals; the United States, for instance, refused India’s 

request to extradite David Coleman Headley, one of the plotters  behind the 2008 Mumbai bomb-

ings. Accusations in the Indian press that the United States “stonewalled” Indian requests to extra-

dite Headley to India, where his conspiracy with Lakshar- e- Taiba killed more than 150 Indians, 

make the United States seem disconnected from India’s desire to hold him accountable, though 

the United States tried and convicted him of terrorism and eventually allowed India to depose him 

via video- link from his U.S. prison cell.40

Overcoming  these obstacles  will require the United States to gain greater clarity on its motivations 

for counterterrorism cooperation with India. Does the United States simply hope to join forces 

against an  enemy that threatens U.S. and Indian interests in Af ghan i stan? Is it working to make 

India safer from all threats? Or is counterterrorism cooperation principally a means to further 

cement the U.S.- India relationship and decrease Indian mistrust of American objectives?  These 

differing goals each demand distinct policy approaches and would have diff er ent audiences both 

in the United States and in India.

Looking Ahead

It is in the strategic interest of the United States to help India improve its internal security posture. 

As the start- stop history of recent attempts to revive a dialogue between the United States and India 

show, even a relatively  simple and unsophisticated terror attack launched from Pakistan has the 

37.  India’s police officer to citizen ratio is less than half that of the United States and Australia and two- thirds that of 

Britain. Stephen Cohen and Sunil Dasgupta, Arming without Aiming: India’s Military Modernization (Washington, DC: 

Brookings Institution, 2010), 124.

38.  In January 2016, having received intelligence that terrorists  were likely to strike an Indian Air Force base in 

Pathankot, National Security Adviser Ajit Doval ordered the army to stay away from the scene and instead sent in a 

central commando force, the National Security Guard (NSG). The NSG forces  were not trained for the mission; they 

failed to prevent the infiltration and lost one of their number who attempted to move a booby- trapped corpse. Ajai 

Shukla, “Between Mr. Doval and the Deep Blue Sea,” Business Standard, January 4, 2016, http:// www . business - standard 

. com / article / opinion / ajai - shukla - between - mr - doval - and - the - deep - blue - sea - 116010400562 _ 1 . html.

39.  The Prevention of Terrorism Act 2002 gave central and state governments extraordinary powers to detain and 

prosecute suspected terrorists and their supporters, including fund- raisers. The law was introduced by the Vajpayee 

government and was passed in a highly unusual joint session of Parliament. (Only three bills in Indian history have ever 

been passed through a joint session, and no government has attempted the maneuver since 2002.) The law was 

repealed when the Congress Party government came to power in 2004. K. R. Singh, Coastal Security: Maritime 

Dimensions of India’s Homeland Security (New Delhi: Vij Books India, 2012), 121–122.

40.  Shiv Kumar, “26/11: David Headley Made Co- accused, but Extradition Long Way Off,” Chandigarh Tribune, Novem-

ber 19, 2015, http:// www . tribuneindia . com / news / nation / 26 - 11 - david - headley - made - co - accused - but - extradition - long 

- way - off / 160101 . html.
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power to halt or jeopardize talks between South Asia’s nuclear powers.  These attacks are not 

typically carried out by highly trained agents; their success instead stems from India’s vulnerability. 

If the United States and India work together to reduce that vulnerability, they  will build a stronger 

and more confident India that is able to compartmentalize Pakistan in its foreign policy outlook. 

This in turn could reduce the ongoing tensions in the U.S.- India relationship created by Washing-

ton’s relationship with Pakistan.

Challenge:  Going beyond Initiatives to Concrete Cooperation

U.S.- India cooperation in counterterrorism and law enforcement has generated numerous initia-

tives, programs, and working groups, and terrorism has been foregrounded as a key issue in 

almost  every high- level U.S.- India summit. It is not obvious what  these efforts have achieved, and 

they seem to generate only moderate enthusiasm among government officials from both sides. 

This is a lost opportunity, since enhanced cooperation in areas like counterterrorism, 

 counter- narcotics (see the next section on Narcotics), and anti– money laundering would generate 

goodwill on both sides, put the strategic partnership on a firmer footing, offer valuable opportuni-

ties for Indian and U.S. government officials to work together, and have ancillary strategic benefits 

for the United States.

The likely explanation for this lack of enthusiasm is differing bureaucratic structures and priorities. 

Participants at the CSIS- ICRIER Roundtable on U.S.- India security cooperation noted that India 

places a high priority on actions that the United States Constitution prohibits government agen-

cies from undertaking— such as taking down YouTube videos that Indian authorities find inflamma-

tory but in the United States are constitutionally protected  free speech. Interviews with U.S. 

officials involved in homeland security cooperation reveal that they find India’s tangled internal 

security bureaucracy difficult to navigate and face a lack of focus and enthusiasm from Indian 

partners. Further, U.S. officials acknowledge that the primary mission of the Department of Home-

land Security (DHS) is to ensure the security of the United States; cooperation with foreign govern-

ments to help them meet their own objectives is not, historically, an area that DHS has had the 

staffing or resources to pursue.

The existing mechanism for se nior- level discussion on  these issues is the Homeland Security 

Dialogue. The meeting planned for the fall of 2016  will be the first minister- level dialogue since 

2013. Reinvigorating this dialogue and ensuring it is held annually  will be impor tant for developing 

and maintaining focus on this impor tant issue set. One specific area that would benefit both 

countries is greater cooperation on science and technology development for domestic security 

purposes, including border protection, counterterrorism, and other areas. Cooperation in areas 

such as border monitoring technology— including software- based imagery analy sis—as well as in 

sensors to detect chemical, biological, radiological, and nuclear (CBRN) materials could be ave-

nues of useful cooperation between both countries.

Challenge: Overcoming Bureaucratic Asymmetry

Adding to the complexity of U.S.- India engagement on homeland security issues, the bureaucratic 

asymmetry of responsibility between federal/central, state, and local governments for law enforce-

ment and security makes it difficult for relatively small DHS international offices to meaningfully 
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engage with the many Indian state officials who have law enforcement responsibility. Indian 

states offer a wide variety of responses to internal security challenges, from SWAT or special- 

operations- style law enforcement units to an astonishing lack of action in the face of deep- 

seated insurgencies.

Furthermore, when it comes to homeland security, U.S.- India security cooperation has not found 

as enthusiastic a sponsor at the ministerial level as U.S.- India defense cooperation has found in the 

current U.S. Secretary of Defense Ashton Car ter. DHS Secretary Jeh Johnson has not visited India 

in his more than two years in office; his pre de ces sor, Janet Napolitano, made one visit midway 

through her term. The third Homeland Security Dialogue has been repeatedly postponed: it was 

first proposed in July 2014,41 then targeted for early 2016,42 and was postponed again.

NARCOTICS

Even as India works to develop the defense and counterterrorism capabilities needed to defeat 

regional security challenges, extremist groups, and domestic insurgents, more can be done to 

halt the flow of illicit trafficking of goods, money, and  people that often provide revenue to the 

same organ izations India seeks to stop. India is host to robust trafficking networks that vary 

from illegal logging to  human trafficking. Of  these networks, narcotics trafficking may pose the 

greatest risk to regional stability for India and reaches into domestic drug concerns of the 

United States.

India has two distinct drug threats: illegally exported prescription drugs and illicit drug abuse 

by Indians. The United States’ interest in drug trafficking in India stems directly from the in-

crease in prescription drug abuse in the United States. India’s domestic narcotics interests, on 

the other hand, are more related to opium and heroin abuse by Indians. Both the United States 

and India have a large concern with the groups involved in the narcotics trafficking; the nexus 

of or ga nized crime and terrorism embed the narcotics trafficking issue into global security 

interests.

The Obama administration has placed increasing attention on prescription drug abuse within the 

United States. On October 21, 2015, President Obama announced new steps to target prescription 

drug abuse that include partnerships with over 50 entities, including tele vi sion networks, the 

National Basketball Association, and Major League Baseball, to run public ser vice announcements 

to educate  people of the dangers of prescription drug abuse.43

Controlled prescription drugs (CPDs) have become the largest drug threat for the United States. The 

National Institutes of Health estimated that at least 52 million Americans have abused prescription 

41.  U.S. Department of State, “Fact Sheet: U.S.- India Counterterrorism and Homeland Security Cooperation,” July 31, 

2014, http:// www . state . gov / r / pa / prs / ps / 2014 / 07 / 230049 . htm.

42.  U.S. Department of State, “U.S.- India Joint Declaration on Combatting Terrorism.”

43.  White House, “Fact Sheet: Obama Administration Announces Public and Private Sector Efforts to Address Prescrip-

tion Drug Abuse and Heroin Use,” October 21, 2015, https:// www . whitehouse . gov / the - press - office / 2015 / 10 / 21 / fact 

- sheet - obama - administration - announces - public - and - private - sector.
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drugs in their lifetimes, according to its 2014 report on drug abuse.44 CPD overdoses outnumber 

 those from heroin and cocaine combined.45

CPDs are increasingly a gateway drug used by  people before moving on to other illegal drugs.46 

The CPD supply comes from both licit prescription users and from black market production and 

trafficking. The full scope of the illicit trafficking of CPDs to the United States is not known, but 

international drug enforcement agencies are beginning to track the flow with individual seizures. 

Production of precursor chemicals is also critical to consider as they can be used for a variety of 

 legal medi cations, including cough syrup and decongestants, as well as illicit synthetic narcotics, 

including lean and methamphetamine.47 The International Narcotics Control Strategy Report from 

the U.S. State Department’s Bureau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs (INL) 

shows that India is the largest exporter of pseudoephedrine, the second largest exporter of 

ephedrine, and the largest importer of ephedrine.48  These precursor chemicals are used for both 

prescription drugs and the production of methamphetamine.

CPDs and precursor chemicals are often trafficked from India directly to the United States. Precur-

sor chemicals are also trafficked to third countries that pro cess the material into illicit substances 

and then export the finished product to the United States. For example, Indian ephedrine has been 

repeatedly found in Mexico, whose cartels are the largest supplier of methamphetamine to the 

United States.49 The limited information available suggests that the trafficking of CPDs and precur-

sor chemicals is on the rise, which combined with rising demand in the United States could cer-

tainly make India a major seller of  these substances to the United States.

On January 31 and February 1, 2015, India’s Narcotics Control Bureau (NCB) Ahmedabad Zonal 

Unit made a large drug seizure at M/s Provizer Pharma, a  wholesale phar ma ceu ti cal seller and 

exporter, and Swastik Herbal Care, both in Surat, Gujarat, consisting of 272.522 kilograms of Xanax, 

417 grams of methylphenidate powder, 14,310 tablets of Zolpidem, and 26.44 kilograms of opioids 

and other pain medi cation. The Ahmedabad Zonal Unit also busted an Internet pharmacy related 

to the phar ma ceu ti cal seller.50 The NCB’s Narcontrol report stated that the suspected destination 

was the United States and Eu rope; in a follow-up operation, the Ahmedabad Zonal Unit seized 

more illicit phar ma ceu ti cals and confirmed the drugs’ destination was the United States.51

44.  National Institute on Drug Abuse, “From the Director,” November 2014, http:// www . drugabuse . gov / publications 

/ research - reports / prescription - drugs / director.

45.  U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration, National Drug Threat Assessment Summary (Washington, DC: U.S. Depart-

ment of Justice, 2014), http:// www . dea . gov / resource - center / dir - ndta - unclass . pdf.

46.  Ibid., 3.

47.  Lean, also known as Purple Drank, is an example of the growing abuse of cough syrup and exemplifies the many 

ways in which licit phar ma ceu ti cals and over- the- counter medi cations can be used for harmful illicit narcotics.

48.  U.S. Department of State, Bureau for International Narcotics and Law Enforcement Affairs, International Narcotics 

Control Strategy Report, vol. 1 (Washington, DC: Department of State, 2015), 196–200.

49.  Natalie Tecimer, “Narcotics from India to the United States: Pills, Not Poppies,” cogitASIA, November 9, 2015, 

http:// cogitasia . com / narcotics - from - india - to - the - united - states - pills - not - poppies / .

50.  Narcotics Control Bureau, Ministry of Home Affairs, Narcontrol (New Delhi: Ministry of Home Affairs, 2015), 9, 

http:// narcoticsindia . nic . in / upload / download / document _ id9559fc73b13fa721a816958488a5b449 . pdf.

51.  Tecimer, “Narcotics from India to the United States: Pills, Not Poppies.”
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In addition to exporting prescription drugs and precursor chemicals, India is one of the top 11 

transit countries for heroin as ranked by the UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) 2015 World 

Drug Report.52 Heroin is usually smuggled from Af ghan i stan, through Pakistan, and into India.53 

The high levels of corruption in border- states ease the trafficking routes in the northeastern re-

gions. Furthermore, both licit and illicit opium cultivation in India is responsible for a large part of 

India’s opium and heroin supply. India’s licit opium production for phar ma ceu ti cal uses is “vulner-

able to diversion for illicit use,”54 stressing the importance of tight regulation by the NCB.

As well as being a transit country and a producer country of opium and heroin, India is a consumer 

country, making  counter- narcotics an impor tant domestic priority for India. Drug addiction in India 

is becoming increasingly prevalent, especially addiction to opium and heroin. In his “Mann ki Baat” 

address on All India Radio on December 14, 2014, Prime Minister Narendra Modi discussed the 

drug addiction prob lem with the public. He said that drugs are evil and that addiction is a terrible 

disease. He cautioned  people not to blame the addict, but to blame the drugs. He called drugs the 

“Three Ds”: “Darkness,” Destruction,” and “Devastation.”55

In 2015, the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment tasked the National Sample Survey 

Or ga ni za tion with conducting a survey on the prevalence of drug abuse in India. However, the 

survey was not carried out and may possibly be routed to a diff er ent government agency.56 India 

has not conducted a survey since 2000–2001 and thus the extent of India’s drug addiction prob-

lems cannot be determined.

Although both the opium and illegal phar ma ceu ti cal trades are facilitated by corruption, ties to 

terrorist organ ization seem to only be with the opium and heroin trades. Afghan- grown opium 

that is trafficked to India is often Taliban trafficked, which is significant for U.S. counterterrorism 

efforts. Prominent Mumbai crime figure Dawood Ibrahim has links to the Taliban and opium 

trafficking; he is a leading example of the nexus of terrorism and trafficking by or ga nized crime 

groups. From the illicit phar ma ceu ti cal trade, seizures suggest that this trafficking is more related 

to corporate and government corruption, although or ga nized crime surely plays a large part in the 

transport and money laundering related to CPDs and precursor chemicals trafficking.

U.S. and Indian cooperation on  counter- narcotics is limited. Although the targets of the narcotics 

trafficking are somewhat known, the lack of intelligence sharing between the United States and 

India on narcotics trafficking prevents the United States from utilizing its full capabilities in 

 counter- narcotics and the related counterterrorism efforts in India. The Drug Enforcement Admin-

istration (DEA) of the United States and India’s NCB have sporadic intelligence sharing, which 

inhibits their ability to work together in supply reduction tactics. Thus, the U.S. Department of 

52.  UN Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC), World Drug Report (Vienna: UNODC, 2015), https:// www . unodc . org 

/ documents / wdr2015 / World _ Drug _ Report _ 2015 . pdf.

53.  U.S. Department of State, International Narcotics Control Strategy Report, 196.

54.  Ibid.

55.  Narendra Modi, “Text of Prime Minister’s ‘Mann ki Baat’ on All India Radio” (speech, All India Radio, December 14, 

2014), http:// www . narendramodi . in / text - of - prime - ministers - mann - ki - baat - on - all - india - radio - dec - 2917.

56.  Avishek G. Dastidar, “Not Fit to Conduct Drug Abuse Survey, Says NSSO,” Indian Express, May 12, 2015, http:// 

indianexpress . com / article / india / india - others / not - fit - to - conduct - drug - abuse - survey - says - nsso / .
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State INL has taken the route of focusing primarily on demand reduction,  because  there is Indian 

government collaboration in that aspect of  counter- narcotics. Further, India is now a participant in 

the Financial Action Task Force to  counter money laundering and has established a Financial 

Intelligence Unit to monitor, analyze, and share information on potentially suspicious transactions 

within India’s banking sector. India and the United States have also committed to establishing a 

“white shipping” list to share information about shipments of precursor chemicals and prescription 

drugs, in an effort to reduce the flow of illicit goods between the two countries.

Even with the current steps  under way, the United States and India could increase law enforcement 

cooperation and intelligence sharing for  counter- narcotics, contributing to a reduction in the 

supply of opium and heroin within India, and contributing to India’s domestic interests and broadly 

to U.S. global  counter- drug efforts.

 There are few tangible instances of  counter- drug collaboration between the United States in India. 

The most recent event occurred from September 9 to September 11, 2015. Delegates from India, 

Af ghan i stan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Iran, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal, Sri Lanka, and the United States met 

in New Delhi for the Sub- Regional Drug Focal Point Meeting of South Asia, hosted by the Colombo 

Plan Drug Advisory Program. The agenda included discussions and working groups on both supply 

and demand reduction. The United States, acting as an observer country, sent an INL representative 

to the conference to provide input on international efforts for demand reduction. South Asian coun-

tries focused the Colombo plan on demand reduction and specifically addiction treatment.57

The extent of India’s drug- trafficking prob lem is not well understood, which makes it difficult for 

the United States and international organ izations to create a plan of action. The  little effort that the 

United States does place in India’s  counter- narcotics is in demand reduction, due in large part to 

the lack of intelligence sharing between the DEA and the NCB. Both organ izations lack the per-

sonnel and the appropriate information- sharing agreements to conduct meaningful, real- time 

information sharing on a regular basis. More focus and increased allocation of resources to 

 counter- narcotics efforts in India  will undoubtedly have a positive regional impact.

Looking Ahead

India and the United States have diff er ent focuses of their  counter- narcotics efforts in India. While 

India’s domestic concerns are on opium and heroin, the United States has a greater interest in the 

prescription drug and precursor chemical trade. The United States should seek to work more 

closely with India on the opium- trafficking prob lem- set in exchange for greater Indian support 

for efforts to monitor and stem the flow of prescription drugs and precursor chemicals.

Challenge: Developing Mechanisms for Meaningful Law Enforcement Cooperation  

Consistent with Concerns about Sovereignty and Security  

in Both the United States and India

Greater cooperation between Indian and U.S. law enforcement agencies, including information 

sharing, could enhance efficacy of  counter- trafficking efforts. Some pro gress has been made on 

57.  Tecimer, “Narcotics from India to the United States: Pills, Not Poppies.”
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increasing the opportunities for U.S. and Indian law enforcement organ izations to work together, 

including on the repeated pledges to establish an information exchange mechanism on “white 

shipping” and commercial shipping traffic. Identifying ways to build on this effort at both the 

 union and state levels, and expanding into  counter- narcotics and  counter- trafficking efforts, 

would be valuable.

GLOBAL COMMONS

India has become increasingly engaged on issues of the global commons as the benefits from 

international trade and its growing role in the global information technology sector have grown. 

From the law of the sea, to appropriate use of outer space, to acceptable structures with which to 

govern cyberspace, India has become steadily more out spoken. Each of  these three areas— seas, 

space, and cyberspace— offer opportunities for India and the United States to cooperate more 

effectively, to shape global norms of be hav ior, and ultimately to enhance the benefits Indians and 

Americans derive from the use of the global commons. Maritime issues  were discussed previously; 

this section  will focus on cyber and space.

Cyber

Cyberspace is a relatively new domain for U.S.- India security cooperation and one where appar-

ent convergence between U.S. and Indian interests mask some real and impor tant divergences. 

The two nations have been engaging on this issue in an or ga nized manner since the early 

2000s, yet mea sur able cooperation beyond government- to- government engagement has not 

occurred.

Engagement on cybersecurity- related issues between the United States and India began in earnest 

in 2001 with the establishment of the Indo- U.S. Cyber Security Forum, a track 1.5 dialogue. The 

forum brought together stakeholders from both governments and from their respective private 

sectors to discuss and collaborate on key issues in the cyber domain. The forum has continued on 

a semiregular basis. However, cooperation in this domain was dealt a severe blow when India 

arrested three of its nationals who had participated in the forum on charges that they had been 

recruited by U.S. intelligence ser vices.58

Despite this setback, the reinvigoration of U.S.- India relations over the past several years has 

extended to cyberspace cooperation. The two nations signed a Memorandum of Understanding 

(MOU) in July 2011 that formalized a relationship between the U.S. Department of Homeland 

Security and India’s Department of Information Technology.59 The MOU was a major turning point 

for the relationship between  these two countries in cyberspace as it established conduits to share 

critical information related to cyberspace incidents. The bilateral forum has also resumed with the 

58.  Srijith K. Nair, “The Case for an India- US Partnership in Cybersecurity,” Takshashila Institution, July 14, 2010, 

http:// takshashila . org . in / wp - content / uploads / 2010 / 03 / TDD - CyberCollab - SKN - 1 . pdf.

59.  U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of the Press Secretary, “United States and India Sign Cybersecurity 

Agreement,” July 19, 2011, https:// www . dhs . gov / news / 2011 / 07 / 19 / united - states - and - india - sign - cybersecurity 

- agreement.
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most recent occurrence in August 2015 and the next one scheduled for 2016. The two nations 

have also inaugurated a yearly strategic and commercial dialogue that covers, in part, cyberspace 

issues and runs in parallel to the existing Cyber Security Forum.60

India has preferred bilateral solutions for  legal and cybercrime issues, keeping them largely sepa-

rate from the difficult multilateral negotiations on cyberspace governance. India has signed bilat-

eral agreements covering cyberspace with the United States, the United Kingdom, China, Malaysia, 

Singapore, Indonesia, and South  Korea, among  others.

India has engaged with the vari ous international forums aimed at developing norms and a gover-

nance structure for cyberspace, where it has frequently taken a swing position, trying to straddle 

the United States and Eu ro pean powers on one side and Rus sia and China on the other.61 The 

former group supports a continuation of the current governance model— known as the multi- 

stakeholder model— that establishes a role for countries as well as the private sector and civil 

society in creating the standards and protocols that enable Internet communication. Critics of this 

approach are leery of U.S. control, especially as the Edward Snowden leak has shown the extent of 

cyber espionage conducted by the U.S. government. The Russia- China bloc  favors greater control 

over Internet resources by individual nations. Critics of this approach contend that  these nations 

would use  these controls to censor the  free flow of information and commerce and disrupt the 

global nature of the Internet.

Over the summer of 2015, India moved closer to the multi- stakeholder system by committing to 

support a multi- stakeholder approach through the oversight of ICANN, a key Internet governance 

body, once the United States gives up its oversight role, which is expected to occur no earlier 

than 2016.62 The multi- stakeholder approach expands internet governance beyond states by 

incorporating civil society and corporations. It would give stronger support to internet freedom 

and privacy than a state- only oversight framework, granting  those companies and organ izations 

that most benefit from the current internet structure a direct say in influencing the governance 

pro cesses.

In June 2016, the United States and India announced a shared commitment to a framework for 

cyberspace cooperation. The framework includes 13 common princi ples and 21 areas of coopera-

tion to advance the shared princi ples. Of note, the framework calls out a shared commitment to 

the multi- stakeholder model of Internet governance.63

60.  U.S. Department of State, Office of the Spokesperson, “Joint Statement on the First U.S.- India Strategic and 

Commercial Dialogue,” September 22, 2015, http:// www . state . gov / r / pa / prs / ps / 2015 / 09 / 247192 . htm.

61.  Sandeep Bhardwaj, “Security in Cyberspace: India’s Multilateral Efforts,” in Shaping the Emerging World, ed. Bruce 

Jones, Pratap Bhanu Mehta, and Waheguru Pal Singh (Washington, DC: Brookings Institution, 2013), 217–236.

62.  C. Raja Mohan, “Modi at BRICS: India’s Rope Trick on Internet Governance,” Indian Express, July 5, 2015, http:// 

indianexpress . com / article / blogs / modi - at - brics - indias - rope - trick - on - internet - governance / ; Jeff Elder, “U.S. Delays 

Diving Up Oversight of Internet Administrator Icann,” Wall Street Journal, August 18, 2015, http:// www . wsj . com / articles 

/ u - s - delays - giving - up - oversight - of - internet - administrator - icann - 1439851721 . 

63.  White House, “Fact Sheet: Framework for the U.S.- India Cyber Relationship,” June 7, 2016, https:// www . whitehouse 

. gov / the - press - office / 2016 / 06 / 07 / fact - sheet - framework - us - india - cyber - relationship.
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Looking Ahead

Challenge: Ensuring Unimpeded Cybersecurity Collaboration in the Commercial Sector

The U.S. and Indian governments should continue their cyber dialogue and work  toward enhanc-

ing information sharing as it relates to cybercrime and possibly the cyberspace activities of other 

nations. Unfortunately, the sensitivity surrounding military cyberspace capabilities means that this 

is an unlikely area for collaboration. However,  there is  great potential for commercial collaboration 

between U.S. and Indian firms on a host of cybersecurity issues.

The issue of greatest concern for commercial collaboration is the recent renegotiation of the 

Wassenaar Arrangement.  Under the new terms, states would not be permitted to export a wide 

range of cybersecurity- related products including, most troubling, expertise. The United States has 

signaled that it is considering dropping its support of  these new controls as they do not support 

the United States’ objectives in this domain.64 This is vital in allowing the U.S. commercial cyberse-

curity sector to thrive and subsequently to be leveraged internationally.

Space

As with oceangoing trade and cyber communications, India increasingly derives benefits from the 

use of space- based assets, most notably from commercial communications and meteorological 

satellites. Like the United States, though to a much lesser degree, India also utilizes space- based 

communications systems to provide command- and- control for its military.

India and the United States have often found themselves with divergent positions regarding the 

appropriate use of space, though both countries seem to be moving closer together. India’s in-

creasing utilization of space as a source of benefit, and the growing risks that an actor could— 

deliberately or accidentally— destroy satellites in such a way as to put at risk countries’ benefits 

from space, is the main driver of convergence on space at a policy level.

Additionally, the United States and India have developed a steady pace of cooperation on civilian 

space, led by the Indian Space Research Or ga ni za tion (ISRO) and the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration (NASA) in the United States. Over the past de cade, cooperation has in-

cluded hosted payloads and joint contributions to climate change observation satellites. In 2014, 

NASA and ISRO committed to an ambitious effort to develop missions to further explore Mars, 

and in 2016, commenting on India’s successful Mars orbiter mission (MOM), the director of NASA’s 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory noted that “reaching the Mars orbit in first attempt was an amazing 

achievement and that too at such low cost.”65 The establishment of new joint missions allows the 

United States to lean forward in sharing impor tant technologies faster than would have other wise 

been pos si ble.

Policy differences in Washington and Delhi  will likely keep strategic- level convergence on space 

issues off the  table in the U.S.- India bilateral relationship. Demonstrated capability from India’s 

64.  Aisha Chowdhry, “Wassenaar Arrangement Could Get a Redo over Cyber,” FCW, January 13, 2016, https:// fcw . com 

/ articles / 2016 / 01 / 13 / wassenaar - arrangement - cyber . aspx.

65.  Fiona MacDonald, “NASA Has Invited India to Collaborate on its Mission to Mars,” Science Alert, February 29, 2016, 

http:// www . sciencealert . com / india - announces - that - nasa - has - invited - them - to - collaborate - on - the - journey - to - mars.
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space program, and its continued efforts to undertake manned space flight, are areas where the 

United States and India should continue to seek greater cooperation.

Looking Ahead

Challenge: Continuing to Expand Cooperation on Earth- Observation and Space Exploration 

Efforts, despite Regulatory Impediments to Other Types of Space Cooperation

Citizens of both the United States and India  will continue to derive large benefits from more 

accurate earth- sensing capabilities— including for weather, agriculture, and navigation. Cooper-

ating on the development of  these capabilities  will enable both countries to have a more 

 resilient and reliable satellite architecture. India’s manned space program is in its early stages 

but can be expected to mature quickly, given the pro gress India has made on other fronts. 

Sustaining bilateral cooperation on space exploration  will similarly benefit both countries in 

the  future.

Despite  these areas of  great potential, the United States and India are not able to fully cooperate 

 because of restrictions on the sharing of commercial space launch technologies or capabilities. At 

pres ent, U.S. cooperation with India has largely been in the form of U.S. provision of subsystems 

for a larger satellite to be launched or a full satellite to be launched on an Indian rocket. The 

dynamism in the U.S. commercial space launch industry highlights the potential for greater coop-

eration, should the policy and regulatory impediments be removed, especially as India’s geography 

provides better launch options for a number of orbits than do U.S. facilities.

RISKS

This report has largely focused on the growing convergence in the strategic outlooks of leaders  

in the United States and India. Generally we expect this convergence to strengthen over time  

as India’s military strength grows, India’s global interests increase, and more global actors— 

particularly China— expand their operations in the Indian Ocean region. But existing  factors be-

yond  these trends, such as Amer i ca’s continued relationship with Pakistan, could derail or slow 

pro gress in our bilateral security partnership. A few such “risk  factors” are listed  here. Policymakers 

from both countries should actively work to prevent them from impeding  pro gress.

Up- or- Down Litmus Test: India’s  great fear in engaging the United States on strategic  matters is 

that, some day, the United States  will make Indian participation in a U.S.- led military operation—

in which India has a relatively minor interest— a litmus test of the relationship. As India’s global 

interests and capacity for intervention grow over time, India may increasingly find strategic 

value in working with the United States in a foreign intervention. But it is unwise and dangerous 

to hold the relationship hostage to a “yes/ no” decision the next time the United States calls for 

a global co ali tion to exert force on a third nation.

Cooperation in South Asia:  Today, the United States and India have comparable resources available 

for disaster relief operations and for development assistance. Both countries have a similar view 

of their own primacy/sovereignty when conducting such operations. This could lead to a risk 
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where one country or the other seeks to “lead” an operation in a way that runs  counter to the 

requirements of the other— ultimately reducing the efficacy of the operation and damaging the 

bilateral relationship as well.

Similar Values, Diff er ent Approaches: Despite the oft- stated notion that the United States and 

India agree on demo cratic,  free- market princi ples, India’s sentiments on  these points largely 

stop at its own borders.  There is very  little interest within India in democracy promotion 

overseas, except when  doing so offers direct benefit to India (as in the case of Pakistan). The 

United States, on the other hand, has embarked on nation- building exercises with the im-

plicit assumption that it can establish a better form of government— democracy—in places 

where such a government has not heretofore existed. As with military interventions, the 

United States cannot expect India to condemn other nations purely due to their govern-

ment’s impingement of “liberal demo cratic values.” Specifically, differing approaches to a 

 future po liti cal crisis in South Asia, such as a military overthrowing an elected government, 

could create tensions between the United States and India if the two countries are not coor-

dinating approaches.

Lack of Se nior- Level Interest within the U.S. Government: The recent (dramatic) pro gress in the 

U.S.- India relationship has been rightly identified by the relatively small community of India- 

watchers in Washington as an impor tant moment in the bilateral relationship. The enthusiasm 

of the India- watching community has not yet been translated to a widespread embrace for 

deepening U.S.- India ties. Though most of Washington’s policymaking community is support-

ive of a stronger U.S.- India relationship in the abstract, few policymakers have embraced a 

strategic rationale for deepening the relationship, and the relationship lacks an enduring 

highly placed champion. The potential for challenges in the relationship means that it  will 

likely require sustained attention from a Cabinet- level official in Washington to ensure pro-

gress is continued and that  there is a se nior official who can champion the relationship during 

inevitable periods of headwinds. In the current administration, Defense Secretary Ashton 

Car ter and Commerce Secretary Penny Pritzker both embrace that role. The next administra-

tion  will need similarly supportive officials to maintain the level of commitment in the rela-

tionship.

Po liti cal Change in India with Reduced Global Focus: A nascent consensus appears to be forming 

in both major parties in India that engagement with the United States is necessary and desir-

able. But we cannot presume that the next generation of leaders  will be as strongly committed 

to this view as Manmohan Singh was or Narendra Modi is currently. In addition to the existing 

robust engagement with se nior figures of major po liti cal parties in Delhi, the United States 

should enhance its engagement with the next generation of leaders in both major parties, as 

well as in the largest regional parties, to create connections with elites across the po liti cal 

spectrum.  These relationships  will ensure that the United States can quickly engage in appropri-

ate strategic discussions should a new party come into power in the  future.

Preventing Trade Disputes from Spilling Over: The United States and India enjoy far less conver-

gence of views on global trade issues than on regional strategic issues.  Every ministerial meet-

ing of the World Trade Or ga ni za tion (WTO) breeds greater distrust among se nior officials 
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involved in  these talks. As India’s heft in the global economy increases, its voice on global trade 

may become more pronounced, causing greater friction with the United States. Finding com-

mon ground, or at least reducing friction, on global trade issues is critical. But even if the United 

States cannot find an equilibrium on trade, friction  there must not be allowed to damage the 

strategic relationship. This point may be most applicable to the U.S. Congress, which in 2013 

excoriated India through a series of hearings and reports that painted India as actively working 

against American economic interests.
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Recommendations

The pro gress in the U.S.- India security relationship over the past 10 years has been sizable. Chang-

ing global, regional, and domestic dynamics  will likely continue to cause Indian and U.S. policy-

makers to view closer cooperation— often on specific or narrow efforts—as in their own country’s 

interest. Translating joint statements and leaders’ agreements into tangible achievements, how-

ever,  will require steady pressure from se nior levels in both governments. Both sides  will need to 

ensure that the numerous potential bureaucratic roadblocks in each country do not impede the 

achievement of impor tant national goals.

Leadership in both countries  will also have to accommodate differing bureaucratic and po liti cal 

pro cesses. India has already shown some  legal and regulatory flexibility when it adjusted its foreign 

direct investment regulations. For the United States, one such shift should involve resisting the 

bureaucratic impulse to create new initiatives to announce with each se nior- level visit and instead 

focus effort and energy on completing a set of initiatives on a consistent timeline, rather than 

diluting efforts across a range of useful, but not always vital, proj ects. As the relationship deepens, 

both countries  will undoubtedly encounter more areas where flexibility and creativity are necessary.

With the United States foreign policy and national security establishment currently turning its 

attention to the 2016 presidential and congressional elections, the United States  will be able to 

drive few new initiatives to completion before the end of President Obama’s term. Whoever wins 

the presidency in 2016 should prioritize establishing a strong relationship with Prime Minister Modi 

and continuing the momentum in U.S.- India relations.

Acknowledging that a strong relationship between the U.S. president and the Indian prime minister 

is impor tant for continued pro gress and that defense cooperation  will necessarily be stunted  until 

the remaining foundational agreements are signed,  those two ele ments must take priority. Once 

 those pieces are in place, the United States and India must focus efforts on a small number of 

top- priority initiatives related to bilateral defense cooperation; bilateral homeland security coop-

eration; building regional security dialogue; and bolstering opportunities for defense trade. Specifi-

cally, the next president should take the following actions early in his or her term.
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SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

Hold a Meeting with the U.S. President and Prime Minster Modi  
in the First 100 Days in Office

The first 100 days are an opportunity to signal priorities and set the agenda.  There  will be consid-

erable demand for the president to meet with leaders of allies such as Japan, South  Korea, the 

United Kingdom, Germany, France, and  others. Creating a specific opportunity for the U.S. presi-

dent and Indian prime minister to meet  will strongly signal the importance of continuing close 

relations.

Ensure the Foundational Agreements Are Signed

 After being kept off the bilateral agenda for a de cade, the foundational agreements are moving 

once more. Agreement on the text of a LEMOA in June 2016 is a strong step, though pro gress on 

the other two agreements (BECA, CISMOA)  will be difficult. The bilateral security relationship  will 

remain tactical and each step  will be far more difficult without  these agreements. The absence of 

such agreements also  will make it nearly impossible (if not completely impossible) for the United 

States to provide to India certain advanced sensing, computing, and communications technologies 

that India believes are necessary for its own defense capabilities.

Establish a Quadrilateral Security Dialogue

The next administration should work with Australia, India, and Japan to establish a quadrilateral 

security dialogue, led by the U.S. State Department and foreign ministries. The dialogue should 

focus on issues of common interest across the Pacific and Indian Ocean regions. It would be 

scoped around two-  to four- year challenges that would enable the respective governments and 

ministries to plan and bud get for the necessary tools to meet the identified and agreed-on goals.

Work with India to Enhance Its Naval Capabilities within and beyond  
the Indian Ocean; Prioritize Maritime Domain Awareness

India is a strong and growing country. It has the capacity to be a net provider of security. Over the 

next several de cades, India’s economic growth  will likely expand its global interests. India  will be 

best positioned to contribute to regional and global security through the operation of a highly 

capable and well- trained navy, operating in accordance with international law—an effort that India 

has already made a high priority. The United States should encourage India’s aspirations in  these 

areas through its security cooperation efforts.

A logical starting point for this cooperation would be to develop common maritime domain 

awareness pro cesses and capabilities, including sensing and communication technologies for both 

shore- based, shipborne, and airborne systems (including manned and unmanned aircraft). Such a 

capability would have application for defense purposes; monitoring fisheries, environmental 

conditions, and commercial transits;  counter- trafficking and  counter- narcotics efforts; and mari-

time border protection. The United States and India should deepen announced efforts on subma-

rine safety and anti- submarine warfare to include combined training and exercises to expand the 

capability of both countries as well as their interoperability with each other.
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Work with India to Raise the Maximum Allowable FDI Level  
in Defense Sector

India is currently pursuing three valid but mutually contradictory objectives in the defense sector. 

First, the Make in India initiative, a signature policy of Prime Minister Modi, seeks to increase India’s 

attractiveness as a manufacturing destination. It seeks to leverage India’s workforce, which com-

prises both highly skilled engineers and scientists as well as large numbers of low- skilled workers, 

to drive economic growth and create jobs, and has a large defense industrial component. Second, 

through its strategic partners program, India is attempting to build a modern, domestic defense 

industry that can compete globally. Third, India seeks to modernize its armed forces’ capabilities to 

keep pace with and— where pos si ble— exceed the capabilities of its neighbors and potential com-

petitors.  These efforts are hamstrung, however, by the cap on foreign direct investment in India’s 

defense sector, which limits foreign firms to a 49  percent share of any India- based defense manu-

facturer. Foreign firms possess the intellectual property and the manufacturing experience to 

produce the platforms and systems India desires, but in most cases they lack incentives to move 

production to India or to partner with Indian firms. In June 2016, India adjusted the policy govern-

ing exceptions to the 49  percent cap on foreign stakes in an Indian firm in the defense sector. The 

revised policy loosens the requirements to qualify for an exception, but it preserves for Indian 

government officials significant latitude to disallow such exceptions. Potential U.S. industrial part-

ners are as yet unsure of their likely success in applying for exceptions  under the new rules.

The disadvantages of being the minority partner in an enterprise where the foreign firm brings the 

vast majority of the sought- after technology are compounded by the length and uncertainty of 

India’s defense acquisition system. Taken together,  these  factors likely limit India to achieving at 

most two of  these three objectives: increasing manufacturing in India; ensuring Indian owner ship 

of the firms and technology; and enhancing and modernizing India’s military. By altering the FDI 

limit for foreign firms to 100  percent, India could enable the growth of its manufacturing sector 

and provide its military with domestically produced advanced equipment.

Strengthen and Expand the Homeland Security Dialogue

India and the United States have similar challenges on a range of homeland security issues, includ-

ing border patrol and monitoring, and domestic and international terrorism. The expected agree-

ment reached in 2016 on sharing information on suspected terrorists marks an impor tant ele ment 

of pro gress. Expanding beyond current lines of cooperation, technological advances across a 

number of capabilities, including biometrics and detection of chemical, biological, radiological, 

and nuclear weapons, are areas of promise. Both countries should establish, strengthen, and 

expand cooperation on developing and fielding capabilities that would be helpful for both coun-

tries’ law enforcement and border patrol agencies.

None of  these efforts need come at the expense of ongoing DTTI pathfinder proj ects or working 

group initiatives However, when choosing where to spend limited time and resources, we believe 

 these items we have presented  will have the greatest impact on the relationship in the shortest 

period of time— building positive momentum and creating a track rec ord of success— and there-

fore should be  prioritized.
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MID- TERM RECOMMENDATIONS

Successfully concluding even this small number of initiatives  will likely consume significant time 

and energy from se nior leaders in the United States during their first months in office. However, 

remaining focused on a small number of initiatives  will set the stage for broader activities over 

time, ideally requiring less attention from se nior leadership. Once the previously listed items are 

nearing completion, we recommend again expanding the agenda of the bilateral relationship to 

include the following items.

Strategic Alignment

• Invite India to participate (as an observer or stakeholder) in the Quadrilateral Coordination 

Group talks with the Taliban. (Assuming the talks resume when the 2016 fighting season ends.)

• Establish a U.S.- India dialogue on the  Middle East, modeled on the “East Asia Consults” of 

the U.S. State Department and India’s Ministry of External Affairs.

Defense and Security Cooperation

• The U.S. Department of Defense, State Department, and U.S. Agency for International 

Development (USAID), with India’s Defense Ministry and Ministry of External Affairs, should 

establish a regular multinational humanitarian assistance and disaster relief exercise for 

countries of the Indian Ocean.

• U.S.- India military exercises should be regularized and prioritized for bud get purposes.

• As part of the National Defense Universities’ exchange program, develop a coast guard 

exchange program, drawing on recently retired USCG officers and se nior NCOs to provide 

instruction at India’s coast guard schools.

• One ele ment of a partnership to enhance maritime domain awareness in the Indian Ocean 

region could be cooperation on a modular maritime surveillance radar package for UAS and 

small manned aircraft that could be retrofitted to existing Indian and U.S. platforms. The U.S. 

Coast Guard already operates a dedicated maritime surveillance radar from its Reaper- 

derived Guardian UAS. The partnership could work  toward developing an evolved form of 

this radar. Collaboration would provide India expertise in systems integration and radar 

development and the United States a capability to make its large fleet of medium- altitude, 

long- range UAS more relevant in the Asia Pacific.

• Codevelop sense- and- avoid technology for unmanned systems. This technology is key to 

achieving the successful integration of UAS into unstructured airspace, from flying large 

surveillance UAS to operating package delivery UAS in urban areas.

Homeland Security and Law Enforcement

• Establish agreements and expand procedures to quickly share actionable law enforcement 

information between relevant entities for purposes of countering terrorism and trafficking 

activities. Despite re sis tance from India, the establishment of a compatible Terrorist Screen-

ing Center should remain on the agenda for ongoing homeland security talks.
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• Build on recent pledges to create a “white shipping” technical agreement to improve data 

sharing of commercial shipping traffic, and create a database to track shipments of precur-

sor chemicals for law enforcement purposes.

• Establish a dialogue, between the DHS and the appropriate  union and state government 

officials in India, to exchange lessons learned on illicit trafficking, including drugs,  people, 

and arms.

• Reinvigorate engagement between U.S. law enforcement and Trea sury officials and India’s 

finance ministry and appropriate law enforcement bodies to exchange information and best 

practices to identify and halt counterfeiting, fraud, and illicit financial flows.

Cyber and Space

• Establish a U.S.- India working group,  under the cybersecurity dialogue, focused on the 

pos si ble impact to cyber cooperation should the proposed changes to the Wassenaar 

Arrangement take effect. The proposed changes could make discussion of cyber best 

practices an export- controlled item, subject to the presumption of denial. In practice, this 

would halt all dialogue on improving cybersecurity from nations that are party to Wassenaar.

• Explore a bilateral commercial space launch agreement between the United States and 

India, providing U.S. firms the opportunity to use Indian launch facilities and granting Indian 

space launch entities access to U.S. facilities. All would have to comply with appropriate 

safety and regulatory restrictions of the launch- country.
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